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Abstract
A mathematical framework for relativistic quantum mechan-
ics is constructed with natural symmetry so(2, 3) = sp(2,R). In
this framework gravity and electromagnetism unify as aspects of
the geometry. The source equation for gravity differs from Ein-
stein’s equation and permits behavior that could explain dark
matter.
Note on the Title Page Illustration: The diagram on the title page uses
the Petersen graph to represent the Lie algebra so(2, 3) = sp(2,R). The labelled vertices
represent basis elements. The edges connect those which commute. Those which are not
connected are linked by a unique path of length 2. The other vertex connected to the
middle vertex of the path gives the Lie bracket with sign specified by whether a physical
turn to the left (positive) or to the right (negative) is made in traversing the path. For
example to compute [T,X ] from the diagram, note that the path from T to X turns left
at I, and the other vertex connected to I is A. Hence [T,X ] = A.
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Preface
This is a book of original research written about physics by mathematicians.
My task in this preface is to explain how such an odd thing came to be,
and the reasons for publishing in this unusual form.
I am Ian Hawthorn and the main author of this book. I am the sole
author in a legal copyright sense. The words here are mine and any mistakes
and omissions are my sole responsibility. However some of this work was
carried out in collaboration with two excellent students, William Crump and
Matthew Ussher, who both made important and significant contributions
at different stages and hence have been named as coauthors.
I have also taken the liberty of naming aspects of the theory after them
to ensure that they receive the recognition they deserve. Crump scalars are
named after William Crump as the necessity for these was the main topic
of his Masters thesis; and Ussher’s equation is named after Matthew Ussher
who came up with it in his Masters thesis.
Why the choice of a book format? Most original research these days
is published in journals. In this case however the article format seemed
very confining. The scope of the work is large, so we would have needed to
divide it into a series of journal articles. Matthew and I made an attempt
to subdivide the work in this way at one point. However the early parts
seemed too elementary and unmotivated, while the later parts didn’t make
sense without the earlier work.
The book format allows us the space to build gradually from a leisurely
consideration and discussion of ideas; through the careful construction of an
appropriate axiomatic structure to express those ideas; to the consideration
of the mathematical theory of that structure; and finishing with a discussion
of the physical implications. The book format also enabled us to include
unoriginal background material in the introductory chapter, and allowed us
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to write in a more relaxed and conversational style rather than in the terse
style expected in journals. I believe this makes it a much easier read than
if we had tried to force the material into the journal format.
The reader should note that the first chapter contains a lot of back-
ground material presented in a rather elementary way as I hope that the
book will be accessible to graduate students in both mathematics and
physics. If you find this material too elementary I suggest you skip ahead
to Chapter 2. The final chapter is a summary of the rest of the book. If
you just want a quick idea of what the book is about, you could look at
that. Otherwise the best way to read this book is to start at the beginning
and read it through to the end. I have tried very hard to make everything
self-contained, readable and simple. It is my belief that correct explana-
tions are simple explanations and that the best academic writing makes the
subject seem easy.
The rest of this preface discusses the history of the work. Those who
are not interested in such things should skip it.
I first started thinking about the things in this book in the 1990s. How-
ever it was not until 2007 that I found a way into the problem. And it was
not until my academic leave in 2009 that significant progress was first made.
By the end of 2009 I had a rather beautiful mathematical structure which
did most of what I wanted. It combined curvature with so(2, 3) symme-
try in an elegant way allowing a natural expression of the Dirac equation,
Maxwell’s equations and Einstein’s equation.
However there was a small problem. Maxwell’s equations appeared in
this structure with an additional constraint which I had hoped initially was
a gauge condition. I wish to thank Dr Yuri Litvinenko, my colleague at
Waikato, for convincing me that it was instead an unphysical constraint on
the electromagnetic field. This meant that after all my work, all I had was
a broken model. It was an elegant and beautiful broken model based on
a very small set of natural assumptions. But it was making an unphysical
prediction so it was, as Feynman would say, wrong!
A model of this type is very specific and rigid with almost no adjustable
parameters. It is quite the opposite in that respect to string theory which
is a very general and flexible model with many adjustable parameters. The
advantage of using a more rigid approach is that it tends to make strong
predictions. The disadvantage is that if those predictions fail the test of
reality the problem can be very hard to fix. Rigid models don’t bend well.
I therefore put the work aside and devoted my attention to other things,
mainly administration since I had just taken over as chairperson of the
mathematics department at that time.
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In 2010 I took on a master’s student, William Crump, with interests in
mathematical physics. The task assigned to him for his Master’s thesisi[1]
was to read and understand the work as it existed at that time, and to
explore and discuss the nature of the failure with respect to Maxwell’s
equations. In the course of working on this problem together we came to
realise that the electromagnetic field was much more closely linked to the
geometry of the model than I had previously thought. We discovered that
the problem arose from a very subtle assumption that I had made which
constrained the geometry effectively creating a zero field condition for the
electromagnetic field.
Removing this assumption freed up the model and eliminated the un-
physical constraint on Maxwell’s equations. Furthermore our new insights
about the link between electromagnetism and the geometry then allowed
us to also link Maxwell’s equations to the Bianchi identities for the grav-
itational field. The dynamical equations for both electromagnetism and
gravity were now unified as components of a single equation for the spinor
curvature. These changes required a complete rewrite which I commenced
in 2011. The added flexibility made the mathematics much more compli-
cated however, which slowed progress.
In 2012 I was fortunate to have another excellent Master’s student,
Matthew Ussher. Matthew explored in his thesis the nature of the source
equations for electromagnetism and gravity. Whereas the dynamical equa-
tions for these forces were unified, the source equations still looked very
different. In discussing this issue Matthew came up with a unified source
equation [5] which gave the Ampere-Gauss equation for electromagnetism
and another equation for gravity which I have called Ussher’s equation.
Ussher’s equation is quite different from Einstein’s equation. We were not
able to link the two equations and were not sure quite what to make of this
result.
In 2014 I was again on academic leave, and during that time I looked
at the Lagrangian analysis in more detail. Matthew had attempted a La-
grangian analysis in his thesis with limited success. I was able to push
the Lagrangian analysis through to a full conclusion and discovered that
Ussher’s equation was only a special case; and the resulting full equations
offered a possible explanation for dark matter.
At that time I realised I had something pretty special. However the
work was far from complete. It was clear by the nature of the work that
I would be unable to tie off every loose end, but there were certain things
I wanted to finish up before publication. In particular I wanted to find
the source terms for the force equations so that I would have a complete
and unified relativistic field theoretic description of electromagnetism and
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gravity. Source terms for fermions at least should be obtainable by applying
an appropriate variation to the correct Dirac Lagrangian density.
I did not expect this to be difficult, however it proved considerably
harder than I had anticipated. My Dirac Lagrangian densities were persis-
tently misbehaving despite the fact that I had proved equivalence to the
standard Dirac Lagrangian density. It took me much longer than it should
have done to realise that the problems originated with the standard Dirac
Lagrangian density which is complex when it needs to be real, and which
is not well defined since it has an unstated conformal dependence.
Having discovered these issues it took time to explore them properly
which delayed final publication to the end of 2015. And I still didn’t get
the source terms I was seeking.
I have chosen to release the work on Arχiv while I search for a suitable
publisher. I also intend to submit shorter summary papers to peer reviewed
journals.
- Ian Hawthorn
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Chapter 1
Spacetime Symmetry
Symmetry is absolutely central to modern physics. Not only does symmetry
play a vital and direct role in many physical theories, it also serves as
a bridge between the various mathematical formalisms and the everyday
reality in which our physical intuition lives. All mathematical structures
have a natural symmetry and consequently anything defined in one context
purely in terms of symmetry can be translated into another context having
the same symmetry group quite easily.
Of the various symmetries of use to modern physics the symmetries of
space-time itself are the most fundamental. Whereas other symmetries may
apply only to some objects or in some circumstances, everything that lives
in our universe must conform to the symmetries of space-time.
The symmetry group of space-time is ten dimensional which is to say
that ten continuous parameters are needed to situate an event. The time of
the event gives us one parameter and three more are required to locate its
position in space. We need three parameters to describe how the event is
oriented, and finally a further three parameters (Lorentz boost coordinates)
are needed to specify an instantaneous reference velocity for the event.
We may not need all ten parameters if the event we wish to locate is
itself possessed of symmetry. For example if the event is spherically sym-
metric (appears the same in all orientations), we do not need the orienta-
tion parameters to unambiguously locate it. If the event can be described
without reference to velocity, then we won’t need the three Lorentz boost
coordinates.
It is usual in physics to regard the four dimensions required to specify
location in space and time as being more physically real (in some sense) than
the other six coordinates. That is because our everyday experience of space-
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time symmetry involves its 4-D representation. However the distinction is
not a natural one to make from the point of view of the group itself and in
other representations these four coordinates look exactly the same as the
other six. We will accord all ten coordinates equal status.
The space-time symmetry group is continuous and connected. Some-
times various discrete symmetries; reflections and inversions; are considered
as part of the space-time symmetry group but we choose to reject this point
of view. There are known physical events, most notably involving the weak
force, which are not conserved under these inversions. The true symmetries
of space-time should conserve the form of all possible physical events.
Continuous symmetries can be performed gradually and hence it is
enough to understand the symmetry processes which perform these gradual
transformations. These can be described using a basis of ten processes;
translation through time and space, rotation about each of the three prin-
cipal axes, and Lorentz boost along the three principal directions.
Symmetries have an algebraic structure. The symmetries themselves
form a group under the binary operation of composition while the symmetry
processes constitute a Lie algebra with three operations; an addition and
scalar multiplication giving a vector space, and a commutator or Lie bracket
which is bilinear, antisymmetric and obeys the Jacobi bracket condition.
Our understanding of the algebraic structure of the symmetries of space-
time has evolved through history. The Galilean group of classical mechanics
has been supplanted by the Poincare´ group of special relativity. Whereas
in the Galilean group boost operators commute, in the Poincare´ group
their commutators are multiples of rotation operators where the multiplying
factor is inversely proportional to the speed of light. As the speed of light
is large, it follows that these commutators are close to zero and hence the
Galilean Lie algebra approximates the Poincare´ Lie algebra in the regime
where velocities are much less than the speed of light. Indeed we can regard
the Galilean Lie algebra as being in some sense the limit as c → ∞ of the
Poincare´ Lie algebra. This kind of limiting process is called a contraction.
The Poincare´ Lie algebra itself can be obtained via contraction from
other Lie algebras, in particular from the DeSitter Lie algebra so(1, 4) and
the Anti-DeSitter algebra so(2, 3). For reasons we shall discuss later it
is the second of these two possibilities that is of greatest interest. The
contracting parameter in this case is an absolute distance scale r which we
will colloquially refer to as the radius of the universe, and in this group
the commutator of two translation operators is a multiple of a rotation
operator where the multiplying factor is inversely proportional to r. If r
(as measured in everyday units) is large then the Poincare´ Lie algebra is
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very closely approximated by so(2, 3), especially in the regime of distance
and time scales much less than r.
Obvious Question: Which group is correct?
It would be very difficult for us to answer this question directly by mak-
ing measurements on space-time if r is significantly bigger than the regime
of distance and time accessible to us for direct measurement. Furthermore
on large distance scales we cannot ignore the effects of curvature and cos-
mological model.
Indeed the very notion of a global symmetry group for space-time be-
comes rather dubious in the presence of curvature. And while local symme-
try retains its meaning it is very unclear how we might go about measuring
it accurately enough to distinguish between the two groups.
The main problem is that the measurements that might help distinguish
between so(2, 3) and the Poincare´ Lie algebra are also going to be effected
by our choice of cosmological constant or cosmological model.
Our obvious question does not therefore have an obvious answer. It
appears unlikely that we can determine which group is correct by direct
measurements of spacetime, at least in the realm of classical physics. Can
quantum mechanics rescue our question?
Considering how these two groups act on spacetime we find that the
problem of measuring the difference is just as difficult, but it manifests in a
different way. Energy for example would be quantised in a universe based
on so(2, 3). However as the quanta would be associated with periods of
cosmological duration, we are not going to be able to detect this.
However this does not completely answer the question since in quantum
mechanics the symmetry group of space-time has a second action.
Rotations for example act on particles in two ways. They act in an
ordinary fashion on space-time which is the domain space of the wave func-
tions, and they also act intrinsically on the range space of wave functions.
The eigenvalues of the first action give us angular momentum while the
eigenvalues of the second action give an intrinsic angular momentum or
spin.
The reasons for this double action are not clear. Why should rotations
act on this other space? We know that they do and indeed are so used to
it that we may have come to view it as simply the natural order of things.
But it is worth remembering that mathematically speaking the existence of
this second action on an unrelated space is an unanticipated surprise.
One very strange feature of intrinsic actions is that we only allow part
of the symmetry group to act in this way. Translation operators are not
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permitted to act intrinsically (equivalently we require that their intrinsic ac-
tion is trivial). That is because in the Poincare´ group translation operators
would have a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues. If the translation opera-
tors in the Poincare´ group were free to act intrinsically as rotations do, we
would expect to see continuously varying intrinsic versions of momentum
and energy, which we do not1.
It is strange enough that symmetries of space-time act intrinsically at
all. It is doubly strange that only some of the symmetries of space-time
should act in this way, and the constraint that excludes only translations
from acting intrinsically seems arbitrary and ugly, if not actually broken.
Are things any better in this regard if we use so(2, 3) instead?
The Lie algebra so(2, 3) has a very different spectrum of eigenvalues.
In particular the fundamental representation of so(2, 3) is four dimensional
with two quantum numbers, a spin (eigenvalue for rotation) taking values
±1
2
, and an intrinsic energy (eigenvalue for translation through time) taking
values ±1
2
in natural units. How well does this spectrum of eigenvalues
accord with observation?
Fermions, and in particular solutions to the Dirac equation, are charac-
terised by two quantum numbers, spin and charge. If we identify charge with
intrinsic energy this fits perfectly with the intrinsic spectrum of so(2, 3).
Furthermore this identification makes a great deal of sense. It has long
been clear that time and charge are linked in some fashion. Positrons for
example are often described as electrons travelling backwards in time. As
we will see later the Dirac equation is very natural when viewed from the
point of view of local symmetry group so(2, 3). Maxwell’s equations are
also natural from this perspective.
We conclude therefore that there is good reason to expect that so(2, 3)
may fit better with observation than the Poincare´ group particularly with
regard to intrinsic action on wave-functions in quantum mechanics. It would
therefore be worthwhile to explore the consequences of using mathematical
structures which naturally express this symmetry group in our physics.
1.1 The Lie algebra so(2, 3)
Choose coordinates λ, t, x, y, z in R5 and define O(2, 3) as the 5 × 5 real
matrices conserving the bilinear form λ1λ2 + t1t2 − x1x2 − y1y2 − z1z2. For
u, v ∈ R5 this form can be written as < u, v >= utΩv where
1 Rest mass is a function of (and constrains) the ordinary momentum and energy of
a particle. In particular it should not be confused with intrinsic Energy
4
Ω =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 -1


Hence for A ∈ O(2, 3) we have AtΩA = Ω and thus |A| = ±1. The
matrices with determinant one give the subgroup SO(2, 3) which is the
connected component of the identity.
The 4-D manifold in R5 where λ2+t2−x2−y2−z2 = 1 forms an invariant
4-D manifold in R5 for this group. This manifold is called Anti-DeSitter
spacetime, and SO(2, 3) is called the Anti-DeSitter group when acting on
this manifold.
Consider a small neighbourhood of the point on the manifold where
λ = 1. Near this point λ is a function of the other coordinates allowing us to
identify this neighbourhood with a local region in space-time. Note that λ =
1 up to second order in the coordinates, and for small regions the resulting
transformation group is almost indistinguishable from the Poincare´ group.
ADS spacetime has a natural scale for distance and time inherited from R5.
Define r seconds = 1 natural time unit. Then rcmetres = 1 natural distance
unit. We will call r colloquially the radius of the universe as measured in
seconds.
Matrices for a basis of so(2, 3) are given in table 1.1. Commutators
can easily be computed for these matrices. Their commutators are given
in table 1.2. These operators can be identified by examining how they
act on the invariant 4-D manifold identified with space-time. We discover
that T describes translation through time, X, Y, Z give translation through
space, A,B,C are Lorentz boost operators changing the velocity of the
inertial frame, and I, J,K are rotation operators. Elements of the group
SO(2, 3) can be recovered as exponentials. For example the group element
translating through time by d seconds (or d
r
natural units) is e
d
r
T .
The operators
{
1
r
T, 1
rc
X, 1
rc
Y, 1
rc
Z, 1
c
A, 1
c
B, 1
c
C, I, J, K
}
give an alter-
native basis for the Lie algebra using operators defined using ordinary units.
To obtain a description of the Lie algebra in ordinary units we should re-
name T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K to these scaled versions. Table 1.3 gives
the Lie algebra in ordinary units. Table 1.2 can be recovered by choosing
units for distance and time so that r = c = 1.
Looking at table 1.3 and letting r → ∞ we obtain the Lie algebra for
the Poincare´ group. We say that the ADS group contracts to the Poincare´
group as the radius of the universe tends to infinity. Letting c → ∞ as
well gives the non-relativistic Galilean group of classical mechanics. We say
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T =


0 -1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


X =


0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 Y =


0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 Z =


0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0


A =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 B =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 C =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0


I =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 1 0

 J =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0

 K =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


Table 1.1: The canonical representation of so(2, 3)
T X Y Z A B C I J K
T 0 A B C -X -Y -Z 0 0 0
X -A 0 -K J -T 0 0 0 Z -Y
Y -B K 0 -I 0 -T 0 -Z 0 X
Z -C -J I 0 0 0 -T Y -X 0
A X T 0 0 0 -K J 0 C -B
B Y 0 T 0 K 0 -I -C 0 A
C Z 0 0 T -J I 0 B -A 0
I 0 0 Z -Y 0 C -B 0 K -J
J 0 -Z 0 X -C 0 A -K 0 I
K 0 Y -X 0 B -A 0 J -I 0
Table 1.2: The Lie algebra so(2, 3) in natural units
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T X Y Z A B C I J K
T 0 1
r2
A 1
r2
B 1
r2
C -X -Y -Z 0 0 0
X - 1
r2
A 0 - 1
r2c2
K 1
r2c2
J - 1
c2
T 0 0 0 Z -Y
Y - 1
r2
B 1
r2c2
K 0 - 1
r2c2
I 0 - 1
c2
T 0 -Z 0 X
Z - 1
r2
C - 1
r2c2
J 1
r2c2
I 0 0 0 - 1
c2
T Y -X 0
A X 1
c2
T 0 0 0 - 1
c2
K 1
c2
J 0 C -B
B Y 0 1
c2
T 0 1
c2
K 0 - 1
c2
I -C 0 A
C Z 0 0 1
c2
T - 1
c2
J 1
c2
I 0 B -A 0
I 0 0 Z -Y 0 C -B 0 K -J
J 0 -Z 0 X -C 0 A -K 0 I
K 0 Y -X 0 B -A 0 J -I 0
Table 1.3: The Lie algebra so(2, 3) in ordinary units
that the Poincare´ group contracts to the Galilean group as the speed of
light tends to infinity.
It is also possible to allow c → ∞ while leaving r alone. The result
describes a non-relativistic universe in which objects with velocity acquire
distance over time (as one would expect); but also objects which are distant
acquire velocity over time. In other words we’d have a classical universe
with a cosmological constant.
Historically the ADS group arose as a cosmological model for a space of
constant curvature. As a cosmological model it suffers from causality violat-
ing time-like loops. We will use the group only to describe local symmetry
and this does not require acceptance of either ADS cosmology or time-like
loops. The ADS group and the Poincare´ group are indistinguishable as
local symmetry groups for large r so this is consistent with observation.
1.2 The Lie algebra sp(2,R)
Sp(2,R) is the group of 4×4 symplectic matrices2. Symplectic matrices are
those which conserve a symplectic form – in this case a fixed antisymmetric
non-degenerate bilinear form on R4. Such a form is given with respect to a
Darboux basis by < u, v >= utΩv where Ω is the 4× 4 matrix
2Notation for symplectic groups varies. We use the notation from [2].
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Ω =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
-1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0


The group Sp(2,R) thus consists of all 4×4 matrices M with M tΩM =
Ω. The associated Lie algebra sp(2,R) consists of the 4×4 matrices D with
DtΩ+ ΩD = 0. This Lie algebra is ten dimensional with basis specified as
in table 1.4.
Commutators of these matrices give precisely the relationships in ta-
ble 1.2, hence so(2, 3) and sp(2,R) are isomorphic.
Note that each matrixM in this representation is invertible withM−1 =
±4M . The sign here is positive for {X, Y, Z,A,B, C} and negative for
{T, I, J,K}. We can therefore express this in terms of the invariant bilinear
form on the Lie algebra.
T = 12


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
-1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0


I = 12


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 -1
-1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 J = 12


0 1 0 0
-1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 -1 0

 K = 12


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 0
-1 0 0 0


X = 12


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 Y = 12


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1

 Z = 12


0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 1
-1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0


A = 12


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1
0 0 -1 0

 B = 12


0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1
-1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0

 C = 12


-1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 -1


Table 1.4: The canonical representation of sp(2,R)
Consider now a matrix P with the property that P tΩ = ΩP . We will
call a matrix with this property Ω-symmetric. If P is Ω-symmetric and
M ∈ sp(2,R) then [M,P ] is also Ω-symmetric. Hence the 4×4 Ω-symmetric
matrices form a representation of sp(2,R) under the adjoint action. This
representation is six dimensional with basis given in table 1.5.
This 6-D representation is reducible and is the direct sum of a 1-D trivial
representation with basis {1} and an irreducible 5-D representation with
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basis {Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz} where the action of {T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K}
on this basis generates precisely the matrices in table 1.1.
The matrices {Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz} can be expressed in terms of the ma-
trices {T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K} as follows.
Pλ = −2AI = −2IA = −2BJ = −2JB = −2CK = −2KC (1.1a)
Pt = 2XI = 2IX = 2Y J = 2JY = 2ZK = 2KZ (1.1b)
Px = 2TI = 2IT = −2ZB = −2BZ = 2Y C = 2CY (1.1c)
Py = 2TJ = 2JT = −2XC = −2CX = 2ZA = 2AZ (1.1d)
Pz = 2TK = 2KT = −2Y A = −2AY = 2XB = 2BX (1.1e)
As all the products listed commute we can also express these matrices
in terms of Jordan brackets; for example Pt = XI + IX = {X, I}.
The matrices {Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz, T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K} form a basis
of the conformal Lie algebra so(3, 3). This Lie algebra is given in table 1.6
The adjoint action of {T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K} on {Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz}
agrees with the usual physical interpretation. This suggests that the ad-
joint action of the operators {Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz} might allow us to physically
interpret these operators.
The operator Pλ for example rotates Pt through T , Px through X , Py
through Y and Pz through Z. Hence we might view Pλ as the operator for
reflection or inversion of the t,x,y, and z coordinates via rotation through
additional dimensions. Similarly Pt can be viewed as inverting all coordi-
nates except the t coordinate.
1 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


Pλ =
1
2


0 0 0 1
0 0 -1 0
0 1 0 0
-1 0 0 0

 Pt = 12


0 1 0 0
-1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1
0 0 1 0


Px =
1
2


-1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 1

 Py = 12


0 0 0 1
0 0 -1 0
0 -1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 Pz = 12


0 -1 0 0
-1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1
0 0 -1 0


Table 1.5: Basis for a 6-D representation of sp(2,R) under adjoint action
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Pλ Pt Px Py Pz T X Y Z A B C I J K
Pλ 0 T X Y Z -Pt -Px -Py -Pz 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pt -T 0 A B C Pλ 0 0 0 -Px -Py -Pz 0 0 0
Px -X -A 0 -K J 0 -Pλ 0 0 -Pt 0 0 0 Pz -Py
Py -Y -B K 0 -I 0 0 -Pλ 0 0 -Pt 0 -Pz 0 Px
Pz -Z -C -J I 0 0 0 0 -Pλ 0 0 -Pt Py -Px 0
T Pt -Pλ 0 0 0 0 A B C -X -Y -Z 0 0 0
X Px 0 Pλ 0 0 -A 0 -K J -T 0 0 0 Z -Y
Y Py 0 0 Pλ 0 -B K 0 -I 0 -T 0 -Z 0 X
Z Pz 0 0 0 Pλ -C -J I 0 0 0 -T Y -X 0
A 0 Px Pt 0 0 X T 0 0 0 -K J 0 C -B
B 0 Py 0 Pt 0 Y 0 T 0 K 0 -I -C 0 A
C 0 Pz 0 0 Pt Z 0 0 T -J I 0 B -A 0
I 0 0 0 Pz -Py 0 0 Z -Y 0 C -B 0 K -J
J 0 0 -Pz 0 Px 0 -Z 0 X -C 0 A -K 0 I
K 0 0 Py -Px 0 0 Y -X 0 B -A 0 J -I 0
Table 1.6: The Lie algebra so(3, 3)
The operators Px, Py and Pz are not compact, so would give hyperbolic
rotations through additional dimensions. It is not clear how these should
be interpreted.
The operator Px commutes with T and I and {T, I, Px} is the basis of
a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of so(3, 3).
1.3 The Enveloping Algebra.
The enveloping algebra is the non-commutative polynomial Lie algebra gen-
erated abstractly by symbols {T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K} which commute
according to the relations in table 1.2. The commutator is linear and sat-
isfies Leibniz conditions
[P,QR] = [P,Q]R +Q[P,R]
[PQ,R] = [P,R]Q+ P [Q,R]
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where P , Q andR are arbitrary polynomials. The commutator (Lie bracket)
of any pair of polynomials in the enveloping algebra can be determined from
these conditions.
The enveloping algebra is graded by degree. The original Lie algebra (in
our case so(2, 3)) is the subalgebra of polynomials of degree one. Any rep-
resentation of the enveloping algebra restricts to a representation of so(2, 3)
and conversely any representation of so(2, 3) can be extended uniquely to
a representation of the enveloping algebra. In particular the adjoint rep-
resentation of the enveloping algebra on itself gives us a representation of
so(2, 3) on the enveloping algebra.
It is not hard to show using table 1.2 and the Leibniz conditions for
commutators that this representation conserves the space Vd of polynomials
of degree at most d. Hence so(2, 3) is also naturally represented on the
quotient space Vd+1/Vd.
The polynomial
Q = −T 2 +X2 + Y 2 + Z2 + A2 +B2 + C2 − I2 − J2 −K2 (1.2)
commutes with all of {T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K} and hence lies in the cen-
tre of the enveloping algebra. Any representation of so(2, 3) can be extended
to a representation of the enveloping algebra and in particular Q is so rep-
resented. The eigenspaces of this operator are conserved by so(2, 3), so an
irreducible representation of so(2, 3) consists of a single eigenspace of Q
with eigenvalue denoted µ.
The polynomials
Pλ =
2
3
(−AI −BJ − CK) (1.3a)
Pt =
2
3
(XI + Y J + ZK) (1.3b)
Px =
2
3
(TI −BZ + CY ) (1.3c)
Py =
2
3
(TJ − CX + AZ) (1.3d)
Pz =
2
3
(TK − AY +BX) (1.3e)
generate a subspace of the enveloping algebra which is stable under the
action of so(2, 3) and which is isomorphic to the canonical 5-D representa-
tion. The constant of 2
3
has been added to ensure that when evaluated in
the case of the 4-D fundamental representation, these definitions agree with
those in equations 1.1 in the last section3.
3 However the commutators of these operators in the enveloping algebra are not as
described in table 1.6, which is valid only for the 4-D representation. In particular the set
{Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz, T,X, Y, Z,A,B,C, I, J,K} does not form a basis for a copy of so(3, 3)
in the enveloping algebra.
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The fourth degree polynomial
R = P 2λ + P
2
t − P 2x − P 2y − P 2z (1.4)
is invariant and lies in the centre of the enveloping algebra. The eigenspaces
of this operator will also be conserved, hence an irreducible representation
consists of a single eigenspace with eigenvalue denoted ρ.
The two operators Q and R are algebraically independent and together
generate the centre of the enveloping algebra. They are known as the second
and fourth degree Casimir operators respectively.
1.4 Roots and Weights
The Lie algebra so(2, 3) ≃ sp(2,R) is simple. We can therefore compute its
roots and use those to obtain information about irreducible representations.
The general theory of roots and weights can be found in any introductory
Lie algebra text (for example [2] or [3]). In this section we summarise the
consequences of that general theory for the specific Lie algebra so(2, 3).
Consider a finite dimensional complex irreducible representation. Such
a representation associates matrices to elements of the enveloping algebra.
The matrix for the Casimir element −T 2 + X2 + Y 2 + X2 + A2 + B2 +
C2 − I2 − J2 − K2 must commute with the matrices for all elements of
the Lie algebra, hence eigenspaces of this matrix are invariant. Since by
assumption our representation is irreducible we conclude that the matrix of
the Casimir element is scalar.
The Casimir element and Killing form to which it is closely related,
can be used to separate the Lie algebra into two subspaces. The com-
pact subspace span{T, I, J,K} is spanned by basis elements with a nega-
tive coefficient in the Casimir element, while the non-compact subspace
span{X, Y, Z,A,B, C} is spanned by elements with a positive coefficient.
Our next task is to choose a Cartan subalgebra (CSA)- a maximal com-
mutative subalgebra of so(2, 3). There are many possibilities but we single
out two of particular utility , a compact CSA span{T, I} contained in the
compact subspace, and a non-compact CSA span{Y, C} contained in the
non-compact subspace.
The non-compact CSA is useful in proving certain mathematical prop-
erties of the Lie algebra. However the compact CSA has the greatest phys-
ical utility since compact elements have eigenvalues that are more easily
interpreted. For example the eigenvalues of a rotation operator which is
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compact gives angular momentum or spin, whereas it is much less clear
what the eigenvalues of a non-compact operator such as a Lorentz boost
might be describing.
Root ( λT , λI ) Root element
· ( 0 , 0 ) T
·· ( 0 , 0 ) I
→ ( i , 0 ) 1√
2
(A+ iX)
← ( −i , 0 ) 1√
2
(−A + iX)
↑ ( 0 , i ) 1√
2
(J − iK)
↓ ( 0 , −i ) 2√
2
(J + iK)
ր ( i , i ) 1
2
(C − Y + iB + iZ)
տ ( −i , i ) 1
2
(C + Y + iB − iZ)
ց ( i , −i ) 1
2
(−C − Y + iB − iZ)
ւ ( −i , −i ) 1
2
(−C + Y + iB + iZ)
Table 1.7: Roots for compact CSA
Since the elements of a CSA commute we may seek simultaneous eigen-
vectors for the basis of the CSA. We call these weight vectors and the
associated pair of simultaneous eigenvalues is called a weight. The weights
and weight vectors for the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra have
special names. We call these roots and root elements respectively. Roots
and root elements for the compact CSA are given in table 1.7. The com-
Figure 1.1: The Root System for so(2.3)
ponents of a root (λT , λI) for the compact CSA are imaginary. Ignoring
the imaginary unit we can depict roots graphically in a root diagram as
shown in figure 1.1. We have chosen to name our root elements by using
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the corresponding vectors in the root diagram. The root elements extend
the basis of the CSA to a full basis of the Lie algebra. .
Suppose (r1, r2) is a root for root element R with respect to some CSA
span(Q1, Q2). Let the Lie algebra be represented on V and let v ∈ V be a
weight vector for weight (µ1, µ2). Then
Qi(R(v)) = R(Qi(v))+ [Qi, R](v) = µiR(v)+ riR(v) = (µi+ ri)R(v) (1.5)
so R(v) is either zero or is a weight vector for weight (µ1 + r1, µ2 + r2).
We conclude that root elements map weight vectors to weight vectors, and
map corresponding weights by adding the root.
As a corollary of this the set of all weight vectors spans an invariant
subspace, and so any irreducible representation has a basis of weight vectors.
In such a basis the matrices for elements of the CSA are diagonal. As every
element of so(2, 3) belongs to at least one CSA we conclude that all matrices
in an irreducible representation are diagonalisable.
If we start with one given weight vector v, then the set of all weight
vectors obtained by repeated application of root elements to v spans a non-
trivial invariant subspace and hence there is a basis of such vectors in the
irreducible case. Hence the set of weights for an irreducible representation
is contained in a lattice in C2 invariant under translation by root vectors.
For each weight we may look at the dimension of the space of weight vectors
belonging to that weight. We call this dimension the degree of the weight.
A weight diagram for an irreducible representation is a plot of the set of all
weights labelled with their degrees.
For a finite dimensional representation only finitely many weights ap-
pear. The components of each weight are pure imaginary and can be or-
dered. We can then order the weights themselves via the library ordering
of their components and identify a maximal weight and a minimal weight.
The same ordering can be applied to roots by classifying the non-zero
roots as either positive and negative depending on whether translation by
this root constitutes an increase or a decreases under the weight ordering.
Figure 1.1 shows a depiction of the roots with positive roots marked.
The root diagram and all the weight diagrams are symmetrical with
respect to the Weyl group. The Weyl group is given by the natural action
of the Lie group on the Lie algebra. In particular it is the quotient of the
stabiliser by the centraliser of the set of roots under this natural action.
The Weyl group for so(2, 3) is the symmetry group D8, the dihedral group
of order 8, and is generated by reflections of the root diagram which map a
root to its negative.
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In particular the minimal weight must be the negative of the maximal
weight since inversion is an element of the Weyl group. Also the set of
weights must be invariant under exchange of coordinates since this also is
an element of the Weyl group. For an irreducible representation all weights,
and in particular the maximal weight, can be obtained by a sequence of
translations by positive roots from the minimal weight.
We conclude that the maximal weights for an irreducible representation
take the form
(
mi, ni
)
or
(
(m+ 1
2
)i, (n+ 1
2
)i
)
where m,n ∈ Z.
It is possible to show (we not do so here) that all finite dimensional
irreducible complex representations of so(2, 3) have a basis in which the
matrices for elements of so(2, 3) are all real. As a consequence of this result
the real irreducible representations can be identified with the complex ones.
Any irreducible representation has a basis of weight vectors. The de-
gree of each weight in the representation is defined to be the dimension
of the corresponding subspace of weight vectors. In a finite dimensional
representation the degrees can be calculated using Kostant’s formula (Hall
[2] Theorem 7.42). The sum of the degrees of all weights is the dimen-
sion of the representation. The weights together with their degrees can be
depicted in a weight diagram for the representation. Weight diagrams for
some small dimensional irreducible representations are given in figure 1.2.
The representations are labelled by their maximal weights.
Consider now a finite dimensional irreducible representation with maxi-
mal weight (q0, s0). Then Q and R act as scalar operators on this represen-
tation with eigenvalues µ and ρ respectively. Clearly µ and ρ are functions
of q0 and s0. We seek now to make this explicit.
The following operators are compositions of roots which begin with a
positive root and hence act as zero operators on the maximal weight-space.
(Y − iZ + iB + C)(Y + iZ − iB + C) = Y 2 + Z2 +B2 + C2
+ {Y, C} − {Z,B} − 2iI + 2iT
(Y + iZ + iB − C)(Y − iZ − iB − C) = Y 2 + Z2 +B2 + C2
− {Y, C}+ {Z,B}+ 2iI + 2iT
(X + iA)(X − iA) = X2 + A2 + iT
(J + iK)(J − iK) = J2 +K2 − iI
These combine to give useful identities on the maximal weight-space
Q = −T 2 − I2 − iI − 3iT (1.6)
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(a) 1-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (0, 0)
(b) 4-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (
1
2
, 1
2
)
(c) 5-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (1, 0)
2
(d) 10-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (1, 1)
2
2 2
2
(e) 16-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (
3
2
, 1
2
)
2
2
2
2
(f) 20-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (
3
2
, 3
2
)
2
(g) 14-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (2, 0)
2 3
3
3
3 3
2
22
(h) 35-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (2, 1)
2 2 2
3 22
2 2 2
(i) 35-dimensional
(q0, s0) = (2, 2)
Figure 1.2: Weight diagrams for small dimensional irreducible represen-
tations of so(2, 3). Each representation is labelled by its dimension and
highest weight (q0, s0)
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{Y, C} − {Z,B} = 2iI (1.7)
Since T and I have eigenvalues iq0 and is0 respectively while Q has
eigenvalue µ, equation 1.6 gives
µ = q0(q0 + 3) + s0(s0 + 1) (1.8)
Evaluating this at (q0, s0) = (
1
2
, 1
2
) gives µ = 5
2
in agreement with the
value directly computed using the matrices in table 1.4; while evaluating
at (q0, s0) = (1, 0) gives µ = 4 which can be verified using the matrices in
table 1.1. The 10 dimensional regular representation with (q0, s0) = (1, 1)
has µ = 6.
To compute a similar formula for the 4th degree Casimir invariant we
begin by examining the adjoint action of so(2, 3) on the 5-D space with
basis {Pλ, Pt, Px, Py, Pz}. As the operators T and I commute, this space
has a basis of simultaneous eigenvectors which gives a second set of root-like
vectors on the weights. We call these P -roots.
( λT , λI ) Basis element
( 0 , 0 ) Px
( i , 0 ) Pλ − iPt
( −i , 0 ) Pλ + iPt
( 0 , i ) Py + iPz
( 0 , −i ) Py − iPz
Table 1.8: P -roots
Products of P -roots which begin with a positive P -root must act as zero
operators on the maximal weight-space. Hence the following operators are
zero on the maximal weight-space.
(Pλ + iPt)(Pλ − iPt) = P 2λ + P 2t − iT
(Py − iPz)(Py + iPz) = P 2y + P 2z − iI
giving two useful identities on the maximal weight-space
P 2λ + P
2
t = iT (1.9)
P 2y + P
2
z = iI (1.10)
The definition of Px together with equation 1.7 gives another identity
Px =
2
3
(TI + iI) (1.11)
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Combining these we obtain
− P 2λ − P 2t + P 2x + P 2y + P 2z = −iT + iI + 49I2 (T + i)2 (1.12)
which gives a formula for the eigenvalue ρ of the 4th order Casimir
operator R.
ρ = q0 − s0 + 49s20 (q0 + 1)2 (1.13)
Evaluating this at (q0, s0) = (
1
2
, 1
2
) gives ρ = 1
4
; while evaluating at
(q0, s0) = (1, 0) gives ρ = 1. The 10 dimensional regular representation
with (q0, s0) = (1, 1) has ρ =
16
9
.
1.5 The Charge Multiplier
We have suggested that we should interpret intrinsic energy as charge with
units chosen so that e = q = 1
2
. While this works nicely for electrons
and positrons, it works considerably less well for the other particles in the
modern particle physics menagerie.
In particular this interpretation of charge would require quarks to have
representations including weights (q, s) = (±1
6
,±1
2
)) or (q, s) = (±1
3
,±1
2
)
none of which appear in any finite dimensional representation of so(2, 3).
Even neutrinos are problematic as they would need the weight (q, s) =
(0,±1
2
) which doesn’t appear either.
This problem must be addressed as we simply can’t have particles with
these kinds of problematic weights if our model is to make sense. Imagine
for example finding a free particle with spin 1
4
. How would rotations even
act on this thing? Our current difficulty is of a similar order of magnitude.
To escape this trap which we have constructed for ourselves we must
revisit the identification of intrinsic energy q with charge Q which is what
has caused this problem. We do want intrinsic energy and charge to be
closely related, but perhaps we went too far when we asserted that they
should actually be the same.
Instead of asserting that Q = q let us instead suppose that Q = qm
where m is some constant multiplying factor which depends on the nature
of the particle.
All elementary fermions will fit into this revised picture using the fun-
damental (q0, s0) = (
1
2
, 1
2
) representation with m in the set {0, 1
3
, 2
3
, 1}.
The same fix works for bosons as well. Photons and gluons can be
described using the (q0, s0) = (1, 1) and (q0, s0) = (1, 0) representations
with m = 0. Weak bosons would belong to a (q0, s0) = (1, 1) representation
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with m = 1
2
, while Gravitons would presumably be described using one of
the three q0 = 2 representations with m = 0.
There are some issues remaining with the multiplicities of various states
in this picture, particularly in the case of bosons. We also must explain the
origin of this mysterious multiplying factor m. Without trivialising these
issues however, they are not grounds for abandoning our model at such an
early stage. We can hope to find explanations for these things later if we
continue. They are not fatal flaws which would cause us to stop.
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Chapter 2
Symmetry and Manifolds
In the first chapter we discussed why it would make a great deal of sense
to use the group so(2, 3) instead of the Poincare´ group to describe local
symmetry. In this chapter we try to attach a precise mathematical meaning
to this vague physical statement.
It is not difficult to simply pin a Lie algebra to an arbitrary manifold.
However this would not serve our purpose. We want the Lie algebra to
be attached to the manifold in a natural fashion so that it arises from the
structure of the manifold itself. In some sense we want the Lie algebra at
every point to describe local symmetry.
To make this work we will need to make some fairly subtle and careful
distinctions. On a manifold with curvature, translations do not commute.
Indeed curvature itself is essentially a description of the failure of parallel
transport to commute. On the other hand Lie algebras also describe the
nature of a failure to commute. The Lie algebra we wish to attach to the
manifold involves translations which don’t commute. It seems like we have
two mathematical structures competing to describe the same thing.
Resolving this apparent clash requires a deeper understanding of the
relationship between curvature and local symmetry. We will discover that
we are able to do this in very nice way provided the manifold has the same
dimension as the Lie algebra. Hence the theory for so(2, 3) arising from this
approach will work only when the manifold is ten dimensional.
This is not really a problem. The ’extra’ dimensions in this case are
simply those of rotation and Lorentz boost and the ten dimensional manifold
is just the manifold of inertial frames. Hence, unlike some other theoretical
approaches which introduce extra dimensions, in our case the additional six
dimensions are quite physical and we need make no attempt to explain why
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they are not observed.
Once we have built a ten dimensional curved manifold with local sym-
metry so(2, 3) the next task will be to look at how other mathematical
structures, specifically spinor valued wave functions on the manifold can
be added in a consistent way. Finally we show that all of this mathemati-
cal structure flows from a small number of very simple and quite physical
assumptions.
2.1 Tensor Derivations and Manifolds
We will begin by setting up some basic notation describing curvature on
a manifold. The approach we follow is inspired by the approach taken in
Wald’s book [6].
Definition 2.1.1 A tensor derivation D on a manifold M is a map
D : tensors −→ tensors satisfying
• Linearity.
• Leibniz condition on tensor products.
• Commutes with contraction.
We do not require tensor derivations to conserve degree. The compo-
sition of two tensor derivations usually fails to obey the Leibniz condition
and is therefore not a tensor derivation. However we can easily verify the
following
Proposition 2.1.2 If D and E are tensor derivations, then the commu-
tator [D,E] is also a tensor derivation where [D,E](X) = D(E(X)) −
E(D(X)).
The commutator of two linear operators obeys the Jacobi identity, so
we might expect tensor derivations to form a Lie algebra. However addition
of two arbitrary tensor definitions is problematic. The sum D + E of two
tensor derivations is given by (D + E)(X) = D(X) + E(X). But this only
makes sense if D(X) and E(X) have the same rank so that they can be
added. If this is not always the case then D + E is undefined.
Since it lacks a well defined addition the set of all tensor derivations
is not a Lie algebra. However any subset of the set of tensor derivations
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on which addition is defined will be a Lie algebra if it is closed under
commutator, addition, and under the obvious scalar multiplication.
Let D be a tensor derivation. A function f onM is a tensor of rank zero,
hence D(f) is a tensor. Suppose D(f) has rank
(
i
j
)
. Let T be a tensor of
rank
(
k
l
)
. Now D(fT ) = D(f)T + fD(T ) using the Leibniz condition. The
first term has rank
(
i+k
j+l
)
, hence the second term must have the same rank
since the Leibniz condition requires that addition be well defined. It follows
that the rank of D(T ) is
(
i+k
j+l
)
. We call
(
i
j
)
the rank of D and express D
using index notation in the form Dβ1β2...βiα1α2...αj . We have proved
Proposition 2.1.3 Every tensor derivation has a rank
(
i
j
)
and maps ten-
sors of rank
(
k
l
)
to tensors of rank
(
k+i
l+j
)
.
Proposition 2.1.4 If D is a tensor derivation and S is any tensor, then
S ⊗D is a tensor derivation where (S ⊗D)(T ) = S ⊗D(T ).
Proof Just check the definition.
Every ordinary derivation can be extended to a tensor derivation of rank
(00) by allowing it to act on components. We use T 7→ ai∂i(T ) to denote
this tensor derivation where ∂i =
∂
∂xi
.
Conversely every tensor derivation D of rank (00) acts on functions as an
ordinary derivation. Hence we may associate to it a tangent vector field so
that with respect to some coordinate system we have D(f) = ai∂i(f).
Note that the two operators need only agree in their action on functions.
It follows that the difference D−ai∂i is a tensor derivation of rank (00) which
maps all functions to the zero function.
Proposition 2.1.5 Let E be a tensor derivation of rank (00) with E(f) = 0
for all functions f on M . Then there exists a tensor Γij of rank (
1
1) so that
E
(
Xα1α2...αmβ1β2...βn
)
=
∑
s
ΓαsαˆsX
α1...αˆs...αm
β1β2...βn
−
∑
t
ΓβˆtβtX
α1α2...αm
β1...βˆt...βn
Proof If v is a vector field and f is a scalar field then E(fv) = E(f)v +
fE(v) = fE(v). If follows that E acts linearly on the tangent vector fields
on M . Hence its action on vector fields is contraction with a tensor of rank
(11) (locally matrix multiplication).
Indeed if the vector fields {ei} form a basis of the tangent spaces at
each point so that we can write v = viei in terms of this basis, then we can
explicitly find this tensor, since E(v) = E(viei) = v
iE(ei) = v
iΓjiej where
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Γji is the j-th components of E(ei). Using coordinates to describe tensors,
we can thus write
E(vi) = Γitv
t
Now 0 = E(uiv
i) = E(ui)v
i + uiΓ
i
tv
t, and since this is true for all v it
follows that
E(ui) = −Γtiut
We can now argue inductively on the total rank of tensor X by con-
tracting with either ui or v
i to diminish the total rank and applying E to
the resulting tensor.
Conversely, let Γ be a tensor of rank (11). We can define a tensor deriva-
tion denoted Γ(∗∗) by
Γ(∗∗) (X
α1α2...αm
β1β2...βn
) =
∑
s
ΓαsαˆsX
α1...αˆs...αm
β1β2...βn
−
∑
t
ΓβˆtβtX
α1α2...αm
β1...βˆt...βn
(2.1)
We have proved that all rank (00) tensor derivations are of the form
ai∂i + Γ(
∗
∗)
for some choice of vector field ai and tensor Γts.
Now let Dλ1...λmµ1...µn be a tensor derivation of rank (
m
n ). By contracting this
with component tensors we see that each of the operators obtained by fixing
the values of all indices λi and µj is a tensor derivation of rank (
0
0). This
leads us to the following.
Proposition 2.1.6 Every tensor derivation of rank (mn ) takes the form
Dλ1...λmµ1...µn = a
λ1...λm i
µ1...µn
∂i + Γ
λ1...λm
µ1...µn
(∗∗)
where
Γλ1...λmµ1...µn (
∗
∗)
(
T
α1...αp
β1...βq
)
=
∑
s
Γλ1...λm αsµ1...µn αˆs T
α1...αˆs...αp
β1...βq
−
∑
t
Γλ1...λm βˆtµ1...µn βt T
α1...αp
β1...βˆt...βq
The tensor derivations of rank (01) are of particular importance. These
are of the form
Di = a
k
i ∂k + Γi(
∗
∗) (2.2)
In the special case that aki = 1
k
i we call this a covariant derivative.
Much of the subsequent work will take place in the context of a manifold
with a distinguished covariant derivative ∇i.
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2.2 Torsion and Curvature
Let M be a manifold with distinguished covariant derivative ∇i.
Since the commutator of tensor derivations is a tensor derivation [∇i,∇j ]
is a tensor derivation of rank (02). Hence we can write
[∇i,∇j] = T kij∂k +Kij(∗∗) (2.3)
Applying both sides to a function f we see that
T kij
∂f
∂xk
= −Γkij
∂f
∂xk
+ Γkji
∂f
∂xk
(2.4)
Hence
T kij = −
(
Γkij − Γkji
)
(2.5)
which is the negative of the torsion tensor as usually defined. There
are reasons to believe that the torsion tensor would be better defined with
opposite sign - see for example [6] page 31.
Similarly by applying [∇i,∇j] to a vector field vk and comparing the
terms not involving the partial derivative on both sides, we see that
Kxijy =
[
∂iΓ
x
jy − ∂jΓxiy
]
+
[
ΓxitΓ
t
jy − ΓxjtΓtiy
]
+ T tijΓ
x
ty (2.6)
In the torsion-free case the last term vanishes and Kxijy becomes the
usual Riemann tensor. However we will predominantly not be working in
the torsion-free case.
The commutator of operators obeys the Jacobi identity.
[[∇i,∇j],∇k] + [[∇j,∇k],∇i] + [[∇k,∇i],∇j] = 0 (2.7)
Resolving the tensor and partial derivative terms of this equation will
give identities involving the torsion and the curvature tensor which turn out
to be the well known and very important Bianchi identities. However in
evaluating these identities we note that expressing [∇i,∇j ] in terms of ∂k is
not very helpful when we wish to subsequently take another commutator.
It would be much more useful to express [∇i,∇j] in terms of ∇k. We define
[∇i,∇j ] = T kij∇k +Rij(∗∗) (2.8)
Since ∇k and ∂k act identically on functions, the coefficients T kij are as
given in equation 2.5 (the negative of the usual torsion tensor). Hence
T kij∂k +Kij(
∗
∗) = T
k
ij∇k +Rij(∗∗)
= T kij∂k + T
k
ijΓk(
∗
∗) +Rij(
∗
∗)
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and so
Rxijy = K
x
ijy − T kijΓxky =
[
∂iΓ
x
jy − ∂jΓxiy
]
+
[
ΓxitΓ
t
jy − ΓxjtΓtiy
]
(2.9)
Hence Rxijy is the usual Riemann tensor in all cases, even when the
manifold is not torsion free.
We now derive the Bianchi identities by looking at the Jacobi identity
for the derivations ∇i, ∇j and ∇k.
[[∇i,∇j ],∇k](vx) = [T tij∇t +Rij(∗∗) ,∇k](vx)
=
(
T sij∇s∇k(vx) +Rxijt∇k(vt)− Rtijk∇t(vx)
)
−
(
∇k(T tij)∇t(vx) + T sij∇k∇s(vx) +∇k(Rxijt)vt +Rxijt∇k(vt)
)
= T sij [∇s,∇k](vx)− Rtijk∇t(vx)−∇k(T tij)∇t(vx)−∇k(Rxijt)vt
=
(
T sijT
t
sk −∇k(T tij)− Rtijk
)
∇t(vx) +
(
T sijR
x
skt −∇k(Rxijt)
)
vt
If we cyclically permute the indices {i, j, k} in this expression and add,
then by the Jacobi identity the result must be zero. Separating out the co-
efficients of vt and ∇t(vx) we obtain the first and second Bianchi identities.
The first Bianchi identity is
Rtijk + T
t
kxT
x
ij +∇k(T tij)
(ijk)
= 0 (2.10)
where we introduce the notation
(ijk)
= to mean that applying the permu-
tation (ijk) cyclically to the left hand side and summing gives the expression
on the right.
The second Bianchi identity is
∇k(Rtijs) + T xijRtkxs
(ijk)
= 0 (2.11)
2.3 Lie Groups
Now that we have developed sufficient mathematical tools to allow us to
intelligently talk about the problem, let us consider the question of local
symmetry, and in particular how we might specify that a manifold has local
symmetry so(2, 3).
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We turn for inspiration to the one manifold which we can unambiguously
say must have local symmetry so(2, 3), namely the manifold which is the
ten dimensional Lie group SO(2, 3) itself.
There are many ways to describe the relationship between a Lie group
and its Lie algebra. For example the Lie algebra is commonly described as
as the algebra of left invariant vector fields. This uniquely identifies the Lie
algebra with the tangent space at each point. Note that it also provides us
with an identification of tangent spaces at different points. Consequently
every Lie group comes equipped with a natural connection arising from
viewing left multiplication in the group as parallel transport.
The description of the Lie algebra as left invariant vector fields does not
address its relationship with this natural connection which will be our main
focus in what follows. The existence of this connection means that there is
a natural covariant derivative ∇i defined on every Lie group. We observe
the following.
Theorem 2.3.1 The natural connection on a Lie group satisfies [∇i,∇i] =
T kij∇k where T kij are the structure coefficients of the associated Lie algebra
on each tangent space. Furthermore ∇t(T kij) = 0.
Hence the Lie structure is the negative of the torsion as usually defined.
As noted in the comments following equation 2.5, there are many reasons
to believe that torsion would have been better defined with opposite sign.
Rather than live with this annoying negative sign we choose to correct
the definition. Hence we will call T kij as defined in equation 2.5 the
torsion and not its negative.
With this definition the torsion with respect to the natural connection
on a Lie group is precisely the Lie structure while the curvature tensor is
zero.
This suggests how we might be able to have a curved space which accom-
modates a local symmetry group in which translations do not commute. We
can use the torsion to specify the local symmetry. Curvature and Torsion
have a clearly defined relationship and can coexist on the same manifold.
Hence we can specify local symmetry using the Torsion and we can do it on
a curved manifold without any confusion between the local symmetry and
the curvature.
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2.4 Lie Manifolds
Definition 2.4.1 A Lie manifold is a connected real manifold with in-
variant torsion. That is with ∇t(T kij) = 0.
The covariant derivatives {∇i} for fixed indices i are tensor derivations
of rank (00), and this set of tensor derivations is closed under addition and
commutator and so forms a Lie algebra. The Jacobi identity now gives
[∇k, [∇i,∇j]](f) (ijk)= 0 (2.12)
Expanding this out and using ∇k(T tij) = 0 we obtain
T tkxT
x
ij
(ijk)
= 0 (2.13)
and hence the torsion obeys the Jacobi condition defining a Lie algebra on
each tangent space. By invariance (and connectivity) these Lie algebras are
all isomorphic, so there is essentially a unique Lie algebra associated with
each connected Lie manifold.
Equation 2.13 implies that on a Lie manifold the first Bianchi identity
takes the more familiar form
Rtijk
(ijk)
= 0 (2.14)
A Lie algebra has a natural bilinear form, the Killing form, which is
invariant under the adjoint action. This means every Lie manifold has
defined on it a natural pseudometric given by the Killing form.
kij = T
a
ibT
b
ja (2.15)
The Jacobi identity gives Tk(
∗
∗) (kij) = 0 confirming that kij is invariant
under the adjoint action of the Lie algebra on each tangent space. If the
Lie algebra is semisimple (or indeed simple as is the case for so(2, 3) then
kij will be non-degenerate. Furthermore
∇t(kij) = ∇t(T aibT bja) = ∇t(T aib) T bja + T aib∇t(T bja) = 0 (2.16)
so this pseudometric is also globally invariant under the action of the
covariant derivative. As is common in the area of general relativity we will
stop calling it a pseudometric beyond this point and will simply call it the
metric
Let us quickly examine the nature of this metric in the case that the
Lie algebra is so(2, 3). We will use the basis {T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K}
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for the Lie algebra and coordinates {t, x, y, z, a, b, c, i, j, k} so that a typical
element of the Lie algebra takes the form tT + xX + yY + zZ + aA+ bB +
cC+ iI+jJ+kK. We use ordinary units (because we want to see the effect
of r) and compute the Killing form directly from table 1.3. We obtain
− 6
r2
(
t1t2 − 1c2 (x1x2 + y1y2 + z1z2)
)
− 6 (i1i2 + j1j2 + k1k2 − 1c2 (a1a2 + b1b2 + c1c2)) (2.17)
This gives us a Lorentz metric across the four space-time dimensions
{T,X, Y, Z} together with a spin or helicity term on the six Lorentz di-
mensions. This is precisely the kind of metric we’d expect to have on the
manifold of frames.
Axiom 1 Our universe defines a Lie manifold for so(2, 3). We
interpret this as the 10-D manifold of local inertial frames1.
We call this an axiom because such a statement cannot be proved math-
ematically. Instead it must be evaluated in terms of the usefulness and
physicality of the resulting mathematical model.
In a Lie manifold for so(2, 3) the Lie algebra so(2, 3) can act on vectors
in two ways. The global action is given by vk 7→ ∇i(vk). There is also
a local action given by vk 7→ T kijvj which describes the adjoint action of
so(2, 3). It is a map from the manifold into the 10-D representation.
At this point we have almost everything we need. However tensors alone
are not enough for us to do physics. We need spinors to act as the wave
functions of fermions. This requires us to extend our ideas to allow other
local actions.
1or possibly a cover of the manifold of inertial frames
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Chapter 3
Spinor Manifolds and Frameworks
In the last chapter we looked at how local symmetry so(2, 3) could be spec-
ified on a curved manifold. We were able to do this by using torsion to
describe the local symmetry. A vector on such a manifold can be viewed
as a function on which the symmetry group has two actions; an extrinsic
action specified by the covariant derivative, and an intrinsic action specified
by the torsion.
This is exactly the kind of thing we want in order to do physics. How-
ever tensors have representations with integral values for spin. We need to
be able to use functions into other representations, and in particular into
spinors. We need to extend our model in a natural way so that this becomes
possible.
To see how this might be done we return to the canonical example where
the manifold is the Lie group itself. This time however we will begin with
the assumption that we are working with a matrix Lie group – a closed
subgroup of the group End(V ) of endomorphisms some vector space V .
This means our Lie algebra comes equipped with a local action on V . In
the case that V is the 4-D representation of sp(2,R) we hope to learn from
this example how to naturally include spinor valued functions on a Lie
manifold for so(2, 3).
3.1 Matrix Lie Groups
Consider a matrix Lie group M on a (real or complex) vector space V .
Choose a basis for V and use Greek indices to denote components with
respect to this basis. A V -field is a V valued function on M denoted in
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terms of our basis as vα where it is understood that these coordinates are
functions on M . Choose a coordinate system for M treating it as a real
manifold. We will use roman indices for this coordinate system, which gives
a basis at each point of the Lie algebra. An ordinary vector field on M is
denoted vi where it is understood that these coordinates are functions on
M .
The elements of the Lie algebra are matrices over V . Note that the
Lie algebra is always a real Lie algebra, but the matrices that represent
it may be complex in the case that V is a complex vector space. Hence
the Lie algebra elements can be written in terms of our bases as T αiβ where
the coefficients are functions of M . Since these matrices represent the Lie
algebra we have
T αiλT
λ
jβ − T αjλT λiβ = T kijT αkβ (3.1)
where T kij is the structure constants for the Lie algebra. We call this
representation the local action on V -fields. The notation is chosen to be
consistent with the local action on vector fields which is the adjoint action
given by T kij . This allows us to describe the natural local action as Tk(
∗
∗)
regardless of whether vector fields or V -fields are being acted on. This local
action can be extended naturally to tensor products and duals of V -fields
and vector fields.
For example a V ∗-field is a map from M into the dual space V ∗ of V
and can be denoted uα with respect to our chosen basis of V . It maps v
α to
uαv
α calculated under the summation convention. The natural local action
on V ∗-fields is given by
Tk(
∗
∗) (uα) = −T βkαuβ (3.2)
which ensures that T (u)(v) + u(T (v)) = T (u(v)) = 0 consistent with a
trivial local action on scalar fields.
Similarly a V ⊗ V -field is a map from M to V ⊗ V denoted Xαβ with
respect to our chosen basis of V . The local action is defined by requiring a
Leibniz condition and is given by
Tk(
∗
∗) (X
αβ) = T αkλX
λβ + T βkλX
αλ (3.3)
which ensures that T (v ⊗ w) = T (v)⊗ w + v ⊗ T (w).
The most general objects that can be formed using dual and tensor
product from V -fields and vector fields are called V -tensors. A typical V -
tensor can be described in terms of coordinates for V and the tangent spaces
T using a combination of greek and roman, upper and lower indices.
a
i1...imλ1...λp
j1...jnµ1...µq
∈ T ⊗· · ·⊗ T︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
⊗T ∗ ⊗· · ·⊗ T ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
⊗V ⊗· · ·⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
⊗V ∗ ⊗· · ·⊗ V ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
q times
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We define the rank of such a V -tensor to be
(
m,p
n,q
)
. Thus T αiβ is a V -tensor
of rank
(
0,1
1,1
)
.
The local action on V -tensors is denoted Tk(
∗
∗) and is calculated by
contracting T ikj or T
α
kβ as appropriate with each upper and lower index in
term; adding the results in the case of the upper indices, and subtracting
in the case of the lower ones. This will ensure that the local action obeys a
Leibniz condition on tensor products and respects contraction. Furthermore
we have
[Ti(
∗
∗) , Tj(
∗
∗)] = T
k
ijTk(
∗
∗) (3.4)
which means the local action on V -tensors of arbitrary rank represents the
Lie algebra.
We finish our consideration of the local action by looking at the local
action on the V -tensor T αiβ . We see
Tk(
∗
∗) (T
α
iβ) = T
α
kλT
λ
iβ − T λkβT αiλ − T xkiT αxβ = 0 (3.5)
This follows directly from equation 3.1. We say that T αiβ is locally in-
variant.
We now turn to the global action. As we noted earlier left multiplication
by elements of G can be regarded as defining a natural parallel transport
of vector fields on a Lie group. In the present case where the elements of
G are matrices over V , left multiplication also defines a natural parallel
transport of V -valued functions. This can be expressed via a connection
Γαiβ. This notation has been chosen so that we can describe the natural
connection as Γi(
∗
∗) regardless of what is being acted on. This definition
also extends naturally to V -tensors and can be used to define a global
action ∇k = ∂k + Γk(∗∗) on V -tensors. This global action also represents
the Lie algebra and we have
[∇i,∇j ] = T kij∇k (3.6)
where T kij is the Lie structure and also obviously the torsion.
Finally we observe that the local and global actions commute.
Hence we have
∇k(T αiβ) = 0 (3.7)
and thus T αiβ is globally as well as locally invariant.
So far we have simply been exploring the structure of an ordinary matrix
Lie group from a somewhat unorthodox perspective. It is now time to
consider how we might we might add curvature to this picture. But that
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should not be difficult. We just need to weaken equation 3.6 and replace it
with the more general equation
[∇i,∇j ] = T kij∇k +Rij(∗∗) (3.8)
where Rij(
∗
∗) is a linear operator on arbitrary V -tensors which we will
call the curvature.
3.2 V -tensors and V -tensor Derivations
In this section we implement the idea at the end of the last section, and
clarify our notation.
Let M be a manifold and choose a local coordinate system on M . Use
the roman alphabet for the indices so that a vector field is written vi with
respect to the coordinate system.
Let V be any vector space (real or complex) with basis {eα} where we
use greek indices to distinguish it from the coordinate system on M . A
V -field on M is a map from M to V and is denoted vα in terms of its
components with respect to this basis.
Other types of functions on the manifold can be constructed from V -
fields and ordinary vector fields using the operations of dual and tensor
product. Such functions are called V -tensors. A typical V -tensor is de-
scribed with respect to our coordinate system on M and basis of V via a
combination of greek and roman, upper and lower indices. We define the
rank of the V -tensor a
i1...imλ1...λp
j1...jnµ1...µq
to be
(
m,p
n,q
)
.
Definition 3.2.1 A V -tensor derivation is a map from V -tensors to
V -tensors which satisfies the following conditions
• Linearity.
• Leibniz condition on tensor products.
• Commutes with contraction (trace) of Greek and Roman indices.
The results on tensor derivations obtained in section 2.1 extend to V -
tensor derivations without difficulty. We summarise omitting proofs which
are essentially identical to those given earlier.
Proposition 3.2.2 If D and E are V -tensor derivations, then [D,E ] is
also a V -tensor derivation where [D,E ](X) = D(E(X))−E(D(X)).
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Proposition 3.2.3 If D is a V -tensor derivation and A is a V -tensor,
then A⊗D is an V -tensor derivation where (A⊗D)(X) = A⊗D(X).
Proposition 3.2.4 Every V -tensor derivation has a rank
(
m,i
n,j
)
and maps
V -tensors of rank
(
p,k
q,l
)
to V -tensors of rank
(
m+p,k+i
n+q,l+j
)
.
Every ordinary derivation can be extended to a V -tensor derivation of rank(0,0
0,0
)
by allowing it to act on components. We use T 7→ ai∂i(T ) to denote
this V -tensor derivation.
Conversely every V -tensor derivation D of rank
(
0,0
0,0
)
acts on functions
as an ordinary derivation. Hence we may associate to it a tangent vector
field so that with respect to some coordinate system onM we have D(f) =
ai∂i(f).
The difference D−ai∂i is a V -tensor derivation of rank
(0,0
0,0
)
which maps
all functions to the zero function.
Proposition 3.2.5 Let E be an V -tensor derivation of rank
(
0,0
0,0
)
which
maps all functions to the zero function. Then there exists a V -tensor Γβα of
rank
(0,1
0,1
)
and an V -tensor Γij of rank
(1,0
1,0
)
so that E = Γ(∗∗) defined in the
obvious way.
Proposition 3.2.6 All V -tensors of rank
(
m,i
n,j
)
can be expressed in the
form
a
i1...imλ1...λp k
j1...jnµ1...µq
∂k + A
i1...im λ1...λp
j1...jn µ1...µq
(∗∗)
In particular a V -tensor derivation of rank
(0,0
1,0
)
takes the form
aki ∂k + Γk(
∗
∗)
In the case where aki = 1
k
i we call this a covariant derivative. The
expressions Γαkβ and Γ
i
kj are called connections and these define a notion
of parallel transport of V -fields and vector fields respectively.
3.3 Matrix Lie Manifolds
We are now in a position to define the structure we need.
Definition 3.3.1 A Matrix Lie Manifold is
(a) a real manifold M and a real or complex vector space V together with
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(b) a local action Tk(
∗
∗) of tangent vectors on V -tensors with
[Ti(
∗
∗) , Tj(
∗
∗)] = T
k
ij(
∗
∗)
(c) a global action ∇k = ∂k + Γk(∗∗) on V -tensors with
[∇i,∇j ] = T kij∇k +Rij(∗∗)
for some linear operator on V -tensors Rij(
∗
∗)
(d) where local and global actions commute
∇k(T αiβ) = 0
Part (c) tells us that the Lie structure T kij is also the torsion
1 and parts
(d) and (b) give ∇t(T kij) = 0. It follows that every matrix Lie manifold is a
Lie manifold with a natural local action on V -valued functions.
Every matrix Lie manifold defines a unique matrix Lie algebra. A tan-
gent space gives the Lie algebra, the torsion defines a Lie structure, and the
local action gives a representation on V . Furthermore the same matrix Lie
algebra is obtained at each point on the manifold.
Matrix Lie manifolds provide a mathematical framework for building
curved models with functions mapping into a chosen local representation.
We now need to decide which local representation of so(2, 3) to use.
3.4 Complex matters
Spinors are the 4-D representation of our group so(2, 3). We want to be able
to have spinor valued functions on our manifold so that we can use them
as wave functions for elementary particles. We can do this by looking at a
matrix Lie manifold for the appropriate representation. But do we want to
use real spinors or complex ones? What difference does it make?
We make the following temporary definitions to aid our discussion.
Definition 3.4.1 A real spinor manifold is defined to be a matrix Lie
manifold for the 4-D real irreducible representation of the real Lie algebra
sp(2,R).
A complex spinor manifold is defined to be a matrix Lie manifold for
the 4-D complex irreducible representation of the real Lie algebra sp(2,R).
1remember that our torsion is the negative of the usual definition
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Note that every real spinor manifold is also a complex spinor manifold
since we can construct the required actions on complex spinors by simply
taking tensor product with complex scalars. However the converse appears
not to be true. There is no obvious way to build a local and global action
on real spinors from the actions on complex spinors.
Let us think about how we might try to do this to understand the nature
of the problem. The obvious approach would be to seek a separation of
complex spinors into real and imaginary parts in a manner respected by
both the local and global action. The actions on the real part would then
meet the requirements for a real spinor manifold.
This is equivalent to finding a basis in which all T αkβ and Γ
β
kα are real.
While we can find a basis that makes all T βkα real, there is no obvious way
to ensure that all Γβkα are real as well.
We can also restate the problem in terms of the search for a conjugation
map; a conjugate linear involution v 7→ v on complex spinors, which com-
mutes with both local and global actions. The complex spinors in a real
spinor manifold constructed by tensor product with C have such an invo-
lution. But there is no obvious reason why complex spinors on a complex
spinor manifold should have such a map.
Conjugating a complex vector is not a trivial matter. Simply conjugat-
ing coordinates does not give a well defined map since this depends on the
choice of basis. In order to have a well defined conjugation (or conjugate
transpose) additional structure must be added to the space. Often this is
done via some sort of inner product. However in our case the best approach
seems to be to simply to require that our complex spinor manifold come
equipped with a natural invariant conjugation map. As discussed above we
can then choose bases so that T αkβ and Γ
β
kα are real.
A complex spinor manifold equipped with such a conjugation is a real
spinor manifold since we can use the conjugation to identify real components
preserved by the local and global actions. Since conjugating complex spinors
seems to be something we will need to be able to do, we will therefore choose
a real spinor manifold to build our model. Complex spinor manifolds remain
an obvious generalisation which is definitely worthy of investigation at a
later date.
Definition 3.4.2 We define a framework to be a real spinor manifold.
Real spinor manifolds are the structure we will be looking at throughout the
rest of the book, and it is useful to have a shorted name to describe them.
Axiom 2 Our Universe is a framework.
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An axiom is simply an assumption. We will be exploring the conse-
quences of this assumption throughout the rest of this book. We next
discuss whether this assumption is physically reasonable.
3.5 Reality Check
In ordinary general relativity the fundamental structure is the metric gij .
This is assumed to be invariant.
A metric determines the nature of the manifold by distinguishing be-
tween two types of coordinate; positive and negative definite; space-like and
time-like. Global invariance of the metric ensures that this distinction is
conserved under parallel transport.
On a Lie manifold for so(2, 3) the fundamental structure is the Lie struc-
ture or torsion T kij . This is assumed to be invariant.
A natural metric, the Killing form, is then given by gij =
1
6
T xiyT
y
jx (the
constant of 1
6
is included for consistency with later results). Invariance of
the Lie structure implies invariance of this metric. Hence the assumption
that the Lie structure is invariant is a generalisation of the idea of metric
invariance.
The Lie structure identifies the physical nature of the ten coordinates
on the manifold enabling us to distinguish between a time coordinate and a
rotation coordinate for example, which a metric alone cannot do. Invariance
of the Lie structure implies that these identifications will be conserved under
parallel transport, which seems physically reasonable.
In a framework (real spinor manifold) the fundamental structure is the
local action T βiα which is assumed to be invariant.
From the equation T βiλT
λ
jβ = T
k
ijT
β
kα it is clear that global invariance of
T βiα implies global invariance of T
k
ij and hence of gij so this is a further
extension of the idea of metric invariance. This follows since
gij =
1
6
T xiyT
y
jx = T
α
iβT
β
jα (3.9)
The requirement that T βiα is globally invariant means that the action of
the Lie algebra on spinors is conserved under parallel transport. If φ =
X(ψ) for a tangent vector X and spinors ψ and φ defined at a point; and if
these are parallel transported to X ′, ψ′ and φ′ respectively at an adjacent
point, then we must have φ′ = X ′(ψ′).
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Invariance of T βiα also is equivalent to the requirement that the local
action Tk(
∗
∗) and the global action ∇k of our symmetry group commute. It
is not unreasonable for us to ask that the global action respect the local
action.
Question 1 Are axiom 1 and axiom 2 equivalent? Can every Lie manifold
for so(2, 3) be extended to a framework?
To answer this question we need to know whether the existence of the
spinor action places any constraints on the nature of the manifold and in
particular its curvature.
We will later prove many interesting and significant results about the
nature of curvature on a framework which depend critically on the existence
of the spinor action. Since we don’t see how we might otherwise prove these
results our intuition is that the answer to question 1 is most probably “No”.
For example the spinor action will later be used to prove equation 7.18
Rlijk = R
t
ijT
l
tk
which tells us that on a framework, the curvature operator Rij(
∗
∗) on
vectors can be always be expressed as a linear combination of torsion oper-
ators Tk(
∗
∗). A Lie manifold for so(2, 3) where this was not true could not be
a framework. However the question remains open awaiting the construction
of an explicit example.
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Chapter 4
Generalised Tensors
A Lie manifold for so(2, 3) is a manifold with the invariant Lie structure
of so(2, 3). It is a generalisation of the manifold which is the Lie group
SO(2, 3). A framework additionally has a natural local action on spinors.
It generalises the matrix Lie group Sp(2,R) and as such comes equipped
with a local and global action on spinors. Using dual and tensor product
we were able to extend these actions to V -tensors.
In all of this local and global actions play a central role. All V -tensors
have both a local and global action, and the two actions commute. These
are very physical properties. We need a global action to discuss extrinsic
properties like Energy. We need a local action to discuss intrinsic properties
like spin. And we need the two actions to commute if these are to be
simultaneously determined.
This leads us to define a generalised tensor, a quantity on the mani-
fold with a well defined local and global action where these commute. All
V -tensors are generalised tensors, however as we will see the converse is
not true.. In particular if we analyse a V -tensor in terms of its indecom-
posable or irreducible components, we will discover that these need not be
V -tensors. They will however be generalised tensors.
Generalised tensors represent the end of our search for a suitable math-
ematical structure to do physics with. Tensors and V -tensors were steps
along the journey to generalised tensors.
There appears to be a very nice mathematical theory of generalised
tensors on a Lie manifold, and in this chapter we will look at some of the
basics of this theory. However much more remains to be done.
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4.1 Definition
We make the following definition.
Definition 4.1.1 A Generalised Tensor Space on a Lie manifold M
is any vector space V with
1. a smooth local action defined on V -fields.
2. a global action defined on V -fields.
3. where the local and global actions commute
A local action is a representation of each tangent space (as a Lie alge-
bra) on V . Hence it can be described using matrices Tk(
∗
∗) with
Ti(
∗
∗) Tj(
∗
∗)− Tj(∗∗)Ti(∗∗) = T kijTk(∗∗)
A global action is specified by a covariant derivative on V -valued func-
tions which weakly represents the Lie algebra. The covariant derivative
∇i = ∂i + Γi(∗∗) is described in terms of a connection Γi(∗∗) which describes
parallel transport of V -valued functions on M . It weakly presents the Lie
algebra in the sense that
∇i∇j −∇j∇i = T kij∇k +Rij(∗∗)
where Rij(
∗
∗) are linear maps on V defined on M .
Clearly all tensors belong to generalised tensor spaces, as do all V -
tensors on a framework. However this does not preclude other generalised
tensors from existing on the same manifold. Indeed we will see that gener-
alised tensors which are not V -tensors always exist.
The question of which generalised tensors exist on a Lie manifold is an
interesting one. The general answer to this question appears complicated
and leads us away from our objectives, so ultimately we will provide only a
partial answer in the case of a framework. In working towards that result
however we will continue to argue generally for as long as possible.
4.2 Basics
Proposition 4.2.1 The space of ordinary vector fields on a Lie manifold
is a generalised tensor space which we denote T .
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Proposition 4.2.2 The direct sum U ⊕V of two generalised tensor spaces
is a generalised tensor space with
• local action Tk(u, v) = (Tk(u), Tk(v)).
• global action ∇k(u, v) = (∇k(u),∇k(v)).
This can be checked directly. We also note that Rij(u, v) = (Rij(u), Rij(v)).
Proposition 4.2.3 The tensor product U ⊗ V of two generalised tensor
spaces is a generalised tensor space with
• local action Tk(u⊗ v) = Tk(u)⊗ v + u⊗ Tk(v).
• global action ∇k(u⊗ v) = ∇k(u)⊗ v + u⊗∇k(v).
This can also be checked directly. We observe that Rij(u⊗v) = Rij(u)⊗
v + u⊗ Rij(v).
Proposition 4.2.4 The dual V ∗ of a generalised tensor space is a gener-
alised tensor space with
• local action Tk(f) (v) = f (Tk(v))− Tk (f(v)).
• global action ∇k(f) (v) = f (∇k(v))−∇k (f(v)).
This can be checked directly, and in this case we have Rij(f) (v) =
Rij (f(v))− f (Rij(v)).
Under these definitions the matrices T αkβ defining the local action for a
generalised tensor space V belong to the generalised tensor space T ∗⊗V ∗⊗
V . Hence there is a well defined global action on these. The condition that
local and global actions commute can be written
∇m
(
T αkβ
)
= 0
We next consider the question of isomorphisms and homomorphisms
between generalised tensor spaces. In the case of representations of a Lie
algebra, the appropriate notion is that of an intertwining map. In the case
of a generalised tensor space we have two actions to consider, and both
must be preserved in an isomorphism of generalised tensor spaces.
Definition 4.2.5 If U and V are generalised tensor spaces on the same
Lie manifold M then an intertwining map between U and V is a linear
function θ : U −→ V defined smoothly onM which maps U-fields to V -fields
and which satisfies
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1. Tk (θ(u)) = θ (Tk(u))
2. ∇k (θ(u)) = θ (∇k(u))
for all U-fields u. If only the first of these properties holds we call it a local
intertwining map.
Two generalised tensor spaces are said to be equivalent if there is an
invertible intertwining map between them. They are said to be locally
equivalent if there is an invertible local intertwining map between them.
Let V be a generalised tensor space on M , and let U ≤ V be a vector
subspace of V . Then the local and global action on V -fields both act on U -
fields by restriction. If the set of U -fields is conserved by the local action we
call U a locally invariant subspace. If this set is conserved by both actions
we say that U is fully invariant or just invariant. If U is an invariant
subspace of V then it is a generalised tensor space under the restriction of
the local and global actions on V .
Proposition 4.2.6 If θ : U −→ V is an intertwining map then the kernel
and image of θ, as obviously defined, are invariant in U and V respec-
tively. If θ is a local intertwining map then the kernel and image are locally
invariant.
If V has a non-trivial invariant subspace we call it reducible, otherwise
it is called irreducible. If a non-trivial locally invariant subspace exists we
call it locally reducible otherwise it is called locally irreducible.
If V is equivalent to a non-trivial direct sum of invariant subspaces we
call it decomposable, otherwise it is called indecomposable. If V is
locally equivalent to a direct sum of locally invariant subspaces we call it
locally decomposable otherwise it is called locally indecomposable.
If the Lie algebra is semisimple then all locally indecomposable generalised
tensor spaces are locally irreducible. We will assume that the Lie algebra
is semisimple in the remainder of this discussion.
We are interested in understanding the nature of irreducibles and inde-
composables. The obvious approach is to decompose in the first instance
into a direct sum of local irreducibles. Since local and global actions com-
mute we might hope that this decomposition is also respected by the global
action.
This is almost but not quite true. The problem case involves generalised
tensor spaces where the local action is trivial. Such spaces are easy to
construct as we will see in the next section. If the local action is trivial (the
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zero map) then the commuting of the two actions does not constrain the
global action which is then free to misbehave.
4.3 Locally Trivial Spaces
A generalised tensor space is said to be locally trivial if Tk(
∗
∗) = 0 at every
point so that the local action is trivial. These are easy to construct. Indeed
choose any generalised tensor space with local and global action given by
Tk(
∗
∗) and ∇m and simply replace the local action with the trivial one. It is
easy to verify that the result is a generalised tensor space.
The global action still exists and represents (with curvature) the Lie
algebra. The new (trivial) local action also represents (trivially) the Lie
algebra. And the global and local actions commute since the zero map
commutes with everything. Using this trick we can construct a large number
of different locally trivial generalised tensor spaces. However we should note
that not all locally trivial generalised tensors are constructed in this way.
In particular the Crump scalars introduced in chapter 6 are not of this type.
In traditional terms a locally trivial generalised tensor space would be
interpreted as a scalar field or collection of scalar fields with non-trivial
parallel transport. The obvious question is whether these play any role in
the physics. Crump scalars are an example of locally trivial generalised
tensors which are very physical. Indeed we will find that these are essential
for a proper description of the electromagnetic field.
We finish this section with a useful example. Let U be a locally trivial
irreducible generalised tensor space of dimension d and let V be a gener-
alised tensor space with irreducible local action. Then the tensor product
W = U ⊗ V is a generalised tensor space. Under the local action we see
that it consists of a direct sum of d irreducible components each locally
equivalent to V .
Consider a local intertwining map from V toW . Then by Schur’s lemma
this map gives a scalar map into each of the d components. So the space E
of all local intertwining maps from V to W is a d-dimensional vector space.
There is a natural local and global action on functions between generalised
tensors and because these maps are local intertwining maps, the natural
local action on E is trivial. In fact it isn’t hard to show that E and U are
isomorphic, and that W is isomorphic to E ⊗ V .
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4.4 Parallel Transport
The connection defines a notion of parallel transport of generalised tensors.
In this section we consider parallel transport in more detail. We will begin
with the notion of parallel transport along a path.
Consider a smooth path π : [0, 1] −→ M from point p to point q so
that π(0) = p and π(1) = q. Denote the tangent vectors to this path by
πk. Note that πk is only defined at points on the path, however we could
extend it to a vector field if we wished. Alternatively we could start with
a vector field πk and choose π to be a trajectory. Let Xˆ be a generalised
tensor.
Then we will say that Xˆ parallel transports along π if
πk∇k(Xˆ) = 0 (4.1)
at each point on the path. This definition is the standard one from general
relativity.
Proposition 4.4.1 We list some properties of parallel transport along a
path.
1. Any globally invariant generalised tensor parallel transports along all
paths. In particular the generalised tensors describing the local action
Tk(
∗
∗) parallel transport along all paths.
2. If Xˆ and Yˆ are generalised tensors of the same type which parallel trans-
port along π, then any linear combination aXˆ+bYˆ also parallel trans-
ports along π.
3. If Xˆ and Yˆ parallel transport along π then so does Xˆ ⊗ Yˆ .
4. If Xˆ parallel transports along π then any contraction or trace of Xˆ also
parallel transports along π.
Proofs are elementary.
Considering Xˆ evaluated at π(s) as a function of s we have
d
ds
Xˆ = −πkΓk(∗∗) (Xˆ) (4.2)
Specifying the value of Xˆ at p gives us a DE initial value problem which
has unique solution. If the initial value at p is obtained from another
generalised tensor X , then the value of Xˆ at q is the value of X at p
parallel transported along the path π to q.
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Parallel transport along a path forces us to work at specific points. In
some cases it is easier to work with the related notion of parallel transport of
a generalised tensor along a vector field which can be defined in a region or
even on the entire manifold. IfX is a generalised tensor and πk is a suitable1
vector field, then Port(X, πk, t) denotes the generalised tensor obtained by
transporting X along the vector field πk with transport parameter h. If
the path π is a trajectory of πk then the value of Port(X, πk, t) at π(t) is
defined to be the value of X at π(0) parallel transported along the path π
from π(0) to π(t).
We state without proof a number of important properties of this parallel
transport operator
Proposition 4.4.2 The parallel transport operator on generalised tensors
has the following properties
1. Port(X, πk, 0) = X
2. Port(Port(X, πk, t), πk, s) = Port(X, πk, t+ s)
3. Port(X, πk,−h) = Port(X,−πk, h)
4.
d
dt
(
Port(X, πk, t)
)
= −πk∇k
(
Port(X, πk, t)
)
5.
d
dt
(
Port(X, πk, t)
)∣∣∣∣
t=0
= −πk∇k(X).
6. If X is globally invariant then Port(X, πk, t) = X for all πk and t.
In particular the generalised tensors describing the local action Tk(
∗
∗)
have this property.
7. Port(aX + bY, πk, t) = aPort(X, πk, t) + bPort(Y, πk, t)
8. Port(X ⊗ Y, πk, t) = Port(X, πk, t)⊗ Port(Y, πk, t)
9. Transport preserves contraction or trace. If Y is a contraction of X
then Port(Y, πk, t) is a contraction of Port(X, πk, t).
10. Tk(
∗
∗)Port(X, π
k, t) = Port(Tk(
∗
∗)X, π
k, t) and hence transport is a
local intertwining map.
1the carpet under which we will sweep any technical issues
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4.5 Indecomposable Generalised Tensors
From property 10 of proposition 4.4.2 parallel transport preserves the de-
composition of a generalised tensor into locally homogeneous components
as this decomposition is preserved by intertwining maps. From property 5
we can then conclude that the global action also preserves the decompo-
sition into locally homogeneous components so that this decomposition is
also global. We have proved the following.
Proposition 4.5.1 The decomposition of a generalised tensor into locally
homogeneous components is also respected by the global action. Hence all
indecomposable generalised tensors are locally homogeneous.
To go beyond this we must consider the question of which irreducible
representations of the Lie algebra can be realised as the local action for a
generalised tensor.
Definition 4.5.2 Let M be a Lie manifold for the Lie algebra g. Let V be
an irreducible representation of g. Then we say that V is local on M if
there is a generalised tensor on M where the local action is equivalent to
the action of g on V .
Note that a framework or framework or spinor manifold M is precisely
a Lie manifold for so(2, 3) where the four dimensional irreducible represen-
tation is local on M .
The question of which irreducible representations are local on a given Lie
manifold is an interesting one. As we have already noted requiring that the
spinor representation is local appears to introduce non-trivial constraints
on the nature of the curvature on M . The fully general situation therefore
appears complicated and beyond the scope of this work. We therefore
restrict our attention to the case that M is a framework.
Proposition 4.5.1 is very useful for determining whether an irreducible
V is local onM . If we can find a generalised tensor onM which has a single
copy of V in its local decomposition into irreducibles, then the decompo-
sition into homogeneous components will give us a generalised tensor with
local action equivalent to V and we can conclude that V is local on M .
All irreducible representations of so(2, 3) can be ultimately formed from
the spinor representation by taking tensor products and picking out irre-
ducible components. All the small dimensional representations appearing
in figure 1.2 can be formed in such a way that they arise with multiplicity
one in a homogeneous component and hence are local on M . We will look
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at the details of how to do this shortly. So far no example of an irreducible
which is not local on a framework M has been found, which leads us to
make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.5.3 All irreducibles are local on a framework M .
Suppose that W is an indecomposable generalised tensor. Then W is
homogeneous. Suppose that the local irreducible appearing in the local
decomposition of W is local on M and let V be a generalised tensor with
this local action.
Consider the set F of all functions from V toW . There is a well defined
local and global action on F under which F is a generalised tensor. If f ∈ F
then the local action is given by
(Tk(
∗
∗) (f)) (v) = Tk(
∗
∗) (f(v))− f(Tk(∗∗) (v)) (4.3)
while the global action is
(∇k(f)) (v) = ∇k (f(v))− f(∇k(v)) (4.4)
Let E be the set of all functions in F which are local intertwining maps.
Then E is precisely the homogeneous component belonging to the locally
trivial action on F and hence E is invariant also under the global action
giving a generalised tensor.
Proposition 4.5.4 The generalised tensor E is indecomposable and W is
isomorphic to the generalised tensor space E ⊗ V .
As a consequence of this proposition, if conjecture 4.5.3 holds, then ev-
ery indecomposable generalised tensor on a framework arises as the tensor
product of a locally irreducible generalised tensor with an indecomposable
locally trivial generalised tensor. This reduces the problem of finding in-
decomposable generalised tensors on a framework to two cases; the locally
trivial case and the locally irreducible case.
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Chapter 5
Specific Tensors
In the interests of conservation of ink and provided there is no potential
for confusion, the word tensor by itself will be used to mean generalised
tensor in what follows. Note that a tensor must have a specified local and
global action.
Our main objection in this chapter is to show that the small dimensional
representations of so(2, 3) in figure 1.2 are local on a framework M by
constructing tensors with these local actions. We will also develop the
algebra of tensors.
5.1 Notation and General Discussion
Consider a generalised tensor space V . Given a basis of V we can describe
elements of this space using index notation. We will distinguish between
different types of generalised tensor by our choice of alphabet for the indices.
We can however use repeated indices to denote tensor product and the same
alphabet with lowered indices to denote the dual.
Some choices of alphabet are fixed at the outset. We will use upper in-
dices from the lowercase roman alphabet for vector fields, and upper indices
from the lowercase greek alphabet for spinor fields.
For the purposes of this discussion let us use upper indices with the
boldface lowercase roman alphabet to describe some arbitrary generalised
space. Hence a generalised tensor from this space would be written as va
in terms of some chosen basis of V . Should we have need to consider a
different basis of V we would use primes to denote this. For example we
would write a change of basis equation as
va
′
= δa
′
a
va (5.1)
where δa
′
a
denotes the change of basis matrix. We will allow the change
of basis matrix be a function of location in M . There is no canonical way
to identify V values at one point with those at another; the best we can do
is to use parallel transport which is path dependent. Hence a fully general
treatment should allow basis changes of this type.
The local action is given by T bka where
Tk(
∗
∗) (v
a) = T akbv
b (5.2)
using the summation convention. The connection for the global action
is Γbma and the global action is
∇k(va) = ∂k(va) + Γakbvb (5.3)
Hence we have
T bicT
c
ja − T bjcT cia = T kijT bka (5.4)
and [∇i,∇j](xa) = T kij∇k(xa) +Raijbxb (5.5)
where Rbija expresses the curvature in terms of our bases.
A change of coordinates is an intertwining map for both actions. Hence
Tk(
∗
∗) 1
a′
a
= 0
∇m(1a′a ) = 0
These give equations describing the effect of a change of bases on T akb
and Γakb.
T a
′
k′b′ = 1
a
′
a
1b
b
′1kk′T
a
kb (5.6)
Γa
′
k′b′ = 1
a
′
a
1b
b
′1kk′Γ
a
kb − 1kk′∂k
(
1a
′
t
)
1t
b
′ (5.7)
We see that T akb changes basis as expected for a generalised tensor in
the space V ⊗T ∗⊗V ∗. Indeed it is such a generalised tensor. However the
connection Γakb has different behavior under a change of basis. Although
we write it using index notation which would suggest that it belongs to the
space V ⊗T ∗ ⊗ V ∗, it is not a generalised tensor, and we therefore need to
be careful with it particularly when changing basis.
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This completes our general discussion. We end this section by listing
the tensors we have met so far.
Scalars are tensors with trivial local action and where the global action
is simply partial differentiation (the scalar connection is zero). Scalars are
usually denoted without index. However we will find it sometimes expedient
to use a dummy index for scalars, and in such situations a ◦ may be used;
for example f ◦ = f = f◦. Hence T ◦k◦ = 0 and Γ
◦
m◦ = 0. The existence of
scalars shows that the (q0, s0) = (0, 0) representation is local on M .
Spinors are defined on a framework; they are mentioned in the defini-
tion of a spinor manifold. We denote them xα with a greek lowercase index.
The local action is given by T βkα and global action ∇k (with connection Γβkα).
Their existence shows that the (q0, s0) = (
1
2
, 1
2
) representation is local on
M .
Vectors are vectors on the manifold in the usual sense of the word. This
means they are ten dimensional. We may from time to time need to use the
word vector to refer to other things, but unless some other meaning is clear
from the context, the word vector by itself will refer to a ten dimensional
vector. We denote vectors vi with a roman lower case index. Vectors are
tensors with local action T kij and global action ∇k (with connection Γkij).
Their existence is specified in the definition of a spinor manifold and shows
that the (q0, s0) = (1, 1) representation is local on M .
5.2 Spinor Transformations
A real spinor transformation is a V -tensor of rank
(
0,1
0,1
)
. A typical tensor of
this type is denoted Xαβ . We begin by considering a smooth decomposition
into irreducibles under the local action. This will mirror the decomposition
of 4 × 4 matrices into irreducible representations carried out in chapter 1.
As there is no degeneracy in this decomposition (no two irreducibles are
equivalent) it follows that each irreducible component is conserved by both
the local and global actions and hence constitutes a type of generalised
tensor.
The ten dimensional irreducible component is spanned by the set of
V -tensors T αkβ for various k. If we choose {T αkβ} as our basis, then the maps
Xαβ 7→ gkiT βiα = xk (5.8)
xk 7→ T αkβxk = Xαβ (5.9)
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represent the projection and injection maps to and from this component.
We should define local and global actions on the vector component so that
these maps are intertwining. However since both T αkβ and g
ij are totally
invariant, these maps are intertwining with respect to the usual local and
global action on vectors. We conclude that this component gives precisely
the space of vectors and not some other type of tensor. The composition of
projection and injection gives the totally invariant idempotent projection
onto the vector component
Xαβ 7→ gijT αiβT λjµXµλ (5.10)
The transformation 1
2
1αβ is locally invariant and spans a 1 dimensional
irreducible component of the space of spinor transformations. Elements of
this representation need no basis and will be denoted as scalars. In fact as
we will see they are precisely scalars. To show this we need to check the
nature of the local and global actions.
Projection maps to and from this component are given by
Xαβ 7→ 121βα.Xαβ = 12 .Xαα = x (5.11)
x 7→ 1
2
1αβ .x = X
α
β (5.12)
The factor of 1
2
was included to ensure idempotency of the composition
Xαβ 7→ 141αβ .Xλλ (5.13)
Local and global actions are defined with respect to our chosen basis
so that these the change of basis maps are totally invariant. This gives
Tk(
∗
∗) (x) = 0 and ∇m(x) = ∂m(x) which we recognise as the usual local and
global actions on scalars. We conclude that the one dimensional component
is actually scalar and not some other kind of one dimensional generalised
tensor.
We can find an idempotent projection onto the remaining 5-D compo-
nent by subtracting the idempotent projections onto the other two compo-
nents from the identity.
Xαβ 7→ Xαβ − 141αβ .Xλλ − gijT αiβT λjµXµλ (5.14)
Choose a basis for this component {T αAβ} which we will denote with a
capital roman index. Assume such a choice of basis has been made smoothly
on the manifold so that we can discuss the derivative using this basis.
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These basis elements project trivially onto the other components giving
T αAα = 0 (5.15)
T αAβT
β
kα = 0 (5.16)
At this point it is also useful to define
gAB = T
α
AβT
β
Bα (5.17)
Projection maps to and from this component are given by
XA 7→ T αAβXA = Xαβ (5.18)
Xαβ 7→ SAβα .Xαβ = XA (5.19)
A combination of these two maps gives the idempotent projection, hence
T αAβS
Aν
µ = 1
α
µ1
ν
β − gijT αiβT νjµ − 141αβ .1νµ (5.20)
Contracting both sides of equation 5.20 with T βBα we obtain
SAνµ gAB = T
ν
Bµ (5.21)
While contracting equation 5.20 with SCµν gives(
SCµν S
Aν
µ
)
gAB = 1
C
B (5.22)
hence gAB is non-singular with inverse g
AB = SAµν S
Bν
µ and
SAβα = T
β
Bαg
AB (5.23)
The local and global actions in our new basis are such that these maps
are all invariant. The local action TBiA is thus given by
Ti(
∗
∗)
(
T αAβ
)
= 0 (5.24)
and the connection ΓBmA giving parallel transport is defined by the equa-
tion
∇m
(
T αAβ
)
= 0 (5.25)
Since T αAβ is totally invariant it follows that gAB and g
AB are also totally
invariant and We may use the metric gAB and its dual g
AB to raise and
lower these indices. This process will commute with both the local and
global actions.
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The 5-dimensional local representation on {xA} is the canonical repre-
sentation of so(2, 3) while the symmetric bilinear form gAB is the canonical
metric. Hence the irreducible representation of so(2, 3) with maximal weight
(q0, s0) = (1, 0) is local on M .
We call this type of tensor a versor. Versors are denoted kA with an
upper-case roman index. The word versor was originally coined by Hamilton
to refer to a specific type of quaternion associated with an axis of reversal,
but has fallen into disuse. The discussion at the end of section 1.2 where the
5-D canonical representation was associated with axes of reversal makes this
choice of notation seem appropriate. It is also a great word which deserves
to be recycled.
We finish this section with some identities obtained by applying our de-
composition to the product T αiλT
λ
jβ. We note that we can initially decompose
this product into components which are symmetric and antisymmetric in
terms of the indices i and j, and this decomposition will be totally invariant.
The antisymmetric component is obtained from the commutator
T αiλT
λ
jβ − T αjλT λiβ = T kijT αkβ (5.26)
and is the vector component. The symmetric component is obtained
from the Jordan bracket. As the Jordan bracket projects trivially onto the
vector component it must decompose into the other components. The scalar
component of the Jordan bracket is gij. We denote the 5-D component g
A
ij
so that
T αiλT
λ
jβ + T
α
jλT
λ
iβ =
1
2
gij1
α
β + g
A
ijT
α
Aβ (5.27)
Since all other quantities in this equation are globally invariant it fol-
lows that gAij is also globally invariant. It is symmetric in i and j and
behaves similarly to the metric in many respects. We can obtain an explicit
expression for it by projecting the Jordan bracket.
gAij = g
ABT βBα
(
T αiλT
λ
jβ + T
α
jλT
λ
iβ
)
(5.28)
Putting these results together the product can be decomposed as follows
T αiλT
λ
jβ =
1
2
T kijT
α
kβ +
1
4
gij1
α
β +
1
2
gAijT
α
Aβ (5.29)
In the case that the spinors are complex then as discussed in section 3.4
there is a conjugation map conserved by both the local and global actions
on spinors. This extends naturally to give a conjugation on spinor trans-
formations which is also conserved by the local and global action. Complex
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spinor transformations are therefore simply the tensor product of real spinor
transformations with C.
The conjugation map will preserve the decomposition into irreducibles
and hence the complex irreducible components are simply the tensor prod-
uct with C of the real irreducibles identified in this section.
5.3 Action of so(3, 3)
The operators T βAα together with the operators T
β
iα define a natural local
representation of the Lie algebra so(3, 3) on the manifold. Local invariance
of T βAα gives
T βiµT
µ
Aα − T βAµT µiα = TBiAT βBα (5.30)
We can thus regard TBiA in two ways, firstly as defining the action of
so(2, 3) on versors, and secondly as specifying some of the mixed index
structure coefficients for the Lie algebra so(3, 3). Examining table 1.6 we
note that most other mixed index structure coefficients will be identically
zero. Using compatible T notation in particular we observe
T kiA = 0 T
A
ij = 0 T
C
AB = 0 (5.31)
However mixed index structure coefficients of the form T kAB need not be
zero and we can put them on our manifold by defining them via
T βAλT
λ
Bα − T βBλT λAα = T kABT βkα (5.32)
The invariant metric on so(3, 3) defined in the usual way to be
gΛΠ = T
α
ΛβT
β
Πα (5.33)
where the indices Λ and Π are lower-case or upper-case. This simply
evaluates to gij on lower-case indices and gAB on upper-case indices. The
mixed terms are all zero.
Note that the totally invariant tensors gij, gij , g
AB, gAB can be used to
raise and lower vector and versor indices in the obvious way. Contraction
with these defines a bijective map which respects both local and global
action.
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5.4 Tensors with Two Versor Indices
Consider the space {XAB} of tensors with two versor indices. This space is
25 dimensional and decomposes into irreducible representations under the
local action of dimensions 1 , 10 and 14. Since there is no degeneracy in
this decomposition each of these irreducibles is preserved by the global as
well as the local action and defines a type of tensor. The antisymmetric
subspace is 10 dimensional and is irreducible. We can construct a totally
invariant operator mapping this component to vectors as follows.
XAB 7→ gkigACTCiBXAB = xk (5.34)
As this map is invariant under the local and global action this identifies
the ten dimensional component as being ordinary vectors.
The symmetric tensors with two versor indices form a 15 dimensional
space which obviously has the trivial representation as a component. The
intertwining operator here is
XAB 7→ gABXAB = x (5.35)
which is invariant. Hence this 1-D component is scalar.
The trace free symmetric tensors with two versor components give the
irreducible 14 dimensional representation, as can be confirmed by check-
ing eigenvalues for T and I. This demonstrates that the representation of
so(2, 3) with (q0, s0) = (2, 0) is local on M .
We will rarely have need to talk about these tensors so we do not reserve
an exclusive alphabet for them. Instead we will assign a temporary alphabet
at the time of use.
5.5 Tensors with one Versor and one
Spinor Index
Consider the space {XAα} of tensors with one versor and one spinor index.
This is 20 dimensional. There are natural invariant maps
XAα 7→ T βAαXAα = xβ (5.36)
xβ 7→ gABT αBβxβ = XAα (5.37)
which identify a 4-D spinor component. The kernel of the projection
onto spinors is 16 dimensional. If vA is a versor with weight (q, s) = (1, 0)
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and xα is a spinor with weight (q, s) = (1
2
, 1
2
then the tensor product vAxα =
XAα has weight (3
2
, 1
2
). Hence this weight must appear as a weight in one
of the irreducible components. The only way this can happen is if the
entire 16 dimensional kernel of the projection into spinors is the irreducible
component with (q0, s0) = (
3
2
, 1
2
). So this representation is also local on M .
We will rarely have need to talk about these tensors so we do not reserve
an exclusive alphabet for them. Instead we will assign a temporary alphabet
at the time of use.
5.6 Symmetric 3 and 4 Component Spinors
Consider the space of three component spinors {Xαβγ. This is a 64 di-
mensional space of tensors which splits into a symmetric component of
dimension 20, an antisymmetric component of dimension 4, and a mixed
symmetry component of dimension 40. We focus our attention here on the
totally symmetric component.
If vα has weight (q, s) = (1
2
, 1
2
) then the tensor product of three of these
vαvβvγ is totally symmetric and hence lies in our space. We can compute
its weight to be (q, s) = (3
2
, 3
2
) so this must be a weight of one of the
irreducible components of the 20 dimensional space of totally symmetric 3
component spinors. But the only way that can happen is if the space of
totally symmetric 3 component spinors is irreducible with maximal weight
(q0, s0) = (
3
2
, 3
2
). Hence this irreducible is also local on M .
Similarly the space of symmetric 4-component spinors is 35 dimensional.
It includes the tensor vαvβvγvδ where vα has weight (q, s) = (1
2
, 1
2
). This
tensor has weight (q, s) = (2, 2) it follows that the space of symmetric
4-component spinors is locally irreducible with maximal weight (q0, s0) =
(2, 2). Hence this irreducible is local on M .
5.7 Tensors with Two Vector Indices
Consider the space {X ij} of tensors with two vector indices. This space
is 100 dimensional and decomposes into six different irreducibles under the
local action. Due to the lack of degeneracy each is globally invariant and
we may discover a local and global action for it.
The antisymmetric subspace is 45 dimensional and is the sum of two
irreducible components of dimensions 10 and 35 corresponding to (q0, s0) =
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(1, 1) and (q0, s0) = (2, 1) respectively. The tensor T
k
ij is totally invariant
and defines an intertwining map X ij 7→ T kijX ij which projects onto the 10-
dimensional irreducible component and identifies it as having the correct
global and local action to be the space of vectors. The antisymmetric
tensors which lie in the kernel of this map give the 35 dimensional irreducible
component.
The symmetric subspace is 55 dimensional and is the sum of irreducibles
of dimension 1, 5, 14 and 35 corresponding to (q0, s0) = (0, 0) , (1, 0), (2, 0)
and (2, 2) respectively. We seek totally invariant maps which will enable us
to perform this decomposition.
The trace map
X ij 7→ gijX ij (5.38)
is a totally invariant map into the scalar component.
A totally invariant map into the versor component can be constructed
using Jordan Brackets.
In equation 5.27 we defined the totally invariant tensor gAij via a Jordan
bracket of T operators.
The map
X ij 7→ X ijgAij (5.39)
is a fully invariant map from two component vectors to versors and
identifies the versor component.
An intertwining map which takes two dimensional symmetric tensors to
two dimensional symmetric versors can be constructed as follows.
sABij = T
α
iβT
β
XγT
γ
jδT
δ
Y αg
AXgBY (5.40)
This allows us to use our previous identification of the 14 dimensional
irreducible as the space of two dimensional symmetric versors of trace zero
to pick out the 14 dimensional component here.
The 35 dimensional component of the symmetric part can be identified
as the kernel of all the maps mentioned so far. This representation, which is
locally irreducible with maximal weight (q0, s0) = (2, 2) is therefore locally
equivalent to the space of fully symmetric spinors with four indices. The
global actions differ however. We will look at this in more detail once we
understand Crump scalars which are introduced in the next chapter.
In section 4.5 we claimed that all the small dimensional representations
appearing in figure 1.2 are local on M . We have now proved this by finding
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generalised tensors for each of these local actions. This means proposi-
tion 4.5.4 applies to indecomposable generalised tensors whose local action
consists of these irreducibles. Such generalised tensors can thus be written
as a tensor product of the generalised tensors we have found with locally
trivial indecomposable generalised tensors.
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Chapter 6
Crump Scalars and Beyond
In this chapter we continue our exploration of tensors applicable to physics.
We will also continue to develop algebraic techniques and will discuss a
number of useful identities.
Crump scalars are an important topic in this chapter. These locally triv-
ial tensors arise naturally from a consideration of the invariant symplectic
form. Crump scalars turn out to be particularly important in understanding
electromagnetism.
We begin by looking at the Casimir identities which are useful in iden-
tifying locally homogeneous components of a tensor.
6.1 Casimir Identities
The quadratic and quartic Casimir invariants for representations of so(2, 3)
were introduced in equations 1.2 and 1.4. We can extend these to operators
on the manifold which commute not only with the local action but also with
the global action.
The operator gijTi(
∗
∗)Tj(
∗
∗) expresses the quadratic Casimir operator Q
discussed in the first chapter at every point on our manifold and is both
globally and locally locally invariant. By Schur’s lemma it is scalar on
every local irreducible. Furthermore its eigenspaces are globally invariant
and give a decomposition of any generalised tensor. Hence this operator is
scalar on any indecomposable generalised tensor space.
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Applying this to specific spaces gives the useful Casimir identities.
gijT βiλT
λ
jα =
5
2
. 1βα
gijTBiXT
X
jA = 4 . 1
B
A
gijT bixT
x
ja = 6 . 1
b
a
(6.1)
There is a Casimir identity for every finite dimensional irreducible rep-
resentation. In the general case, using the formula in equation 1.8 we have
gijT∆iΘT
Θ
jΛ =
(
q(q + 3) + s(s+ 1)
)
. 1∆Λ (6.2)
where the constant is a function of the maximum weight vector (q, s)
for the irreducible local representation.
The quartic Casimir operators are also globally invariant and give rise
to a similar set of identities. The 4th degree Casimir invariant takes the
form
gABgijAg
kl
BTi(
∗
∗)Tj(
∗
∗) Tk(
∗
∗) Tl(
∗
∗) (6.3)
and the general identity arising from it is
gABgijAg
kl
BT
∆
iΘ1T
Θ1
jΘ2
TΘ2kΘ3T
Θ3
lΛ =
(
q − s+ 4
9
s2 (q + 1)2
)
. 1∆Λ (6.4)
where the irreducible representation has maximal weight vector (q, s).
6.2 The Symplectic Form.
In section 5.2 we defined totally invariant bilinear forms
gij = T
β
iαT
α
jβ
gAB = T
β
AαT
α
Bβ
on vectors and versors. We now look at whether we can similarly define
an invariant bilinear form on spinors. In the local case we have such a
form, the canonical symplectic form defining sp(2,R) which is unique up
to a choice of scalar. Consequently a locally invariant form sαβ can be
chosen smoothly on the manifold and is unique up to a choice of scalar
field. Explicitly, if tαβ is another such invariant form then
tαβ = f.sαβ (6.5)
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for some scalar field f . Local invariance of sαβ gives the equation
T λkαsλβ + T
λ
kβsαλ = 0 (6.6)
Taking a covariant derivative we obtain
T λkα∇m(sλβ) + T λkβ∇m(sαλ) = 0 (6.7)
Thus ∇m(sαβ) is also a locally invariant bilinear form for each m. We
conclude that there is a vector Am with
∇m(sαβ) = −Am.sαβ (6.8)
The negative sign here anticipates results that will follow later. For the
dual form defined by 1αβ = s
αλsλβ = sβλs
λα we will then have
∇m(sαβ) = Am.sαβ (6.9)
Of course the vector field Am here depends on the choice of sαβ. Choose
another locally invariant non-degenerate form tαβ and denote the associated
vector field Bm. Then tαβ is a multiple of sαβ at every point by a non-zero
(due to non-degeneracy) scalar. Assume (with very little loss of generality)
that the scalar is positive. Then we may write
tαβ = e
fsαβ (6.10)
for some scalar function f . And
∇m(tαβ) = (∇m(f)−Am) .tαβ (6.11)
We conclude that
Bm = Am −∇m(f) (6.12)
We are interested in the question of whether or not it is possible to
choose sαβ in such a way that it is globally invariant. We will be able to do
this if we can find a scalar function f solving the differential equation
∇m(f) = Am (6.13)
If a solution f to equation 6.13 exists, then applying [∇i,∇j] to f gives
the necessary condition
∇i(Aj)−∇j(Ai) = T kijAk (6.14)
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We define
Fij = ∇i(Aj)−∇j(Ai)− T kijAk (6.15)
so that our condition becomes
Fij = 0 (6.16)
A differential equation like equation 6.13 can be solved by taking line
integrals from a fixed point provided that this gives a well defined answer
independent of path. For a simply connected region this will be true when
line integrals around a small loop are zero, which is true if and only if
condition 6.16 holds.
Hence condition 6.16 is both a necessary and sufficient condition that a
globally invariant bilinear form sαβ exists in a simply connected region.
Having gone as far as we can go via a purely mathematical argument
it is tempting at this point to appeal to a physical argument and simply
assert that a globally invariant symplectic form should exist. Such a form
would be very useful. It would for example allow us to raise and lower
spinor indices in an invariant manner. Indeed in the initial development of
this theory this was the path we followed.
However the notation above was not chosen by chance. We later will
find reason to interpret Ai as the electromagnetic potential. This makes Fij
the electromagnetic field and condition 6.16 is thus effectively a zero field
condition and constrains the physics in an undesirable way.
Hence it isn’t simply a case of not being able to find a globally invariant
sympletic form. The physics is telling us that the non-existence of such a
form is essential for a proper physical description of electromagnetism.
This link between the electromagnetic field and the lack of a globally
invariant symplectic form was discovered by the lead author and William
Crump during work on his thesis. An early account of this work can thus
be found in [1]. Prior to this revelation we had been falsely assuming that
a unique global action should exist for each local action. Since the local
action on the symplectic form is trivial we had therefore identified it as
scalar and thus globally invariant.
This error meant that the version of Maxwell’s equations we had ob-
tained included a non-physical constraint; effectively a zero field condition.
We also wish to thank Dr. Yuri Litvinenko for pointing out that this extra
constraint was indeed unphysical and was not simply a gauge condition as
we had at first hoped.
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6.3 Tensors with Two Spinor Indices
Consider the space {Xαβ} of tensors with two spinor indices. This space is
16 dimensional and, like the space of spinor transformations, decomposes
into irreducible representations under the local action of dimensions 1, 5
and 10. Indeed the space of tensors with two spinor indices and the space
of spinor transformations are locally equivalent. Contraction with sαβ gives
an isomorphism with respect to the local action. This map however does
not conserve the global action and so these two types of tensors are not
equivalent.
Choose an element (a basis) of the trivial component smoothly at each
point and denote it eαβ• . We will use a bullet as our alphabet for this trivial
representation (as the space is one dimensional we only need an alphabet
with one letter). A projection map onto this component is denoted s•αβ .
Hence s•αβe
αβ
• = 1
•
• = 1.
We will call tensors of the same type as the trivial component Crump
scalars or sometimes bullet scalars after the index used to describe them. I
have named them after my student William Crump who demonstrated in his
thesis that these are essential for a proper description of electromagnetism.
Local and global actions on Crump scalars are then defined to ensure that
eαβ• and s
•
αβ are totally invariant.
In the case where our spinors are complex, our Crump scalars will also
be complex. In this case we will want to extend the definition of the natural
conjugation map on spinors discussed in section 3.4 to Crump scalars. This
is done by requiring that the basis elements s•αβ are invariant under spinor
conjugation (in other words are real). Choosing a real Crump scalar as the
bullet basis will ensure that conjugation of Crump scalars is simply complex
conjugation of the single component.
As the local action on Crump scalars is trivial, we have T •i• = 0. Local
invariance of s•αβ then gives
T λkαs
•
λβ + T
λ
kβs
•
αλ = 0 (6.17)
We conclude that sαβ = s
•
αβ is a locally invariant symplectic form. From
section 6.2 we can write
∇m(sαβ) = −Am.sαβ (6.18)
for some vector field Am. Note however that this equation ignores any
effect of the connection on the bullet index which is suppressed in this
equation.
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By definition we must have ∇m(s•αβ) = 0 and indeed this condition
defines the Crump connection Γ•m• which cannot then be zero. We conclude
that the bullet index is subject to non-trivial parallel transport with
Γ•m• = Am (6.19)
Crump scalars x• are locally trivial and behave like scalars under the
local action. However they transform differently under the global action.
Note that this is an example of a locally trivial generalised tensor not formed
using the trick from section 4.3.
We may take tensor products with Crump scalars to form bullet versions
of other tensors. These will have the same local action, but the global action
will be modified by the Crump connection.
We can now identify the remaining irreducible components of the two
component spinors as bullet vectors Xk• and bullet versors XA• respectively
via the invariant maps
Xαβ 7→ Xαλs•λβT βiαgik (6.20)
Xαβ 7→ Xαλs•λβT βBαgBA (6.21)
projecting onto each component.
6.4 The Bullet Index
Additional types of scalar can be obtained from Crump scalars using the
dual and tensor product operations. In our notation these would be denoted
x• or x••. Note however that upper and lower bullets appearing together
will cancel via what is essentially a process of automatic contraction. We
see this for example in equation 6.19.
We define the bullet index to be the number of bullets with the number
being negative if the bullets are contravariant. So x• will have bullet index
−1 while x•• has bullet index 2. We may also combine bullets with other
alphabets. So for example a quantity like vk•• would be described as a vector
with bullet index −2.
We can extend this definition of bullet index to tensors with a combina-
tion of vector, versor, spinor and bullet indices by ignoring the vector and
versor indices, and counting each spinor index as half a bullet. Hence the
bullet index of Xαβγk• is
1
2
. This will ensure that contraction with s•αβ does
not change the bullet index, which is reasonable since it is an intertwining
map and does not change the nature of the generalised tensor.
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The one element set {1•} is a basis of the 1-D trivial representation
we have chosen in order to quantify Crump scalars. We shouldn’t get too
attached to it however as, like all bases, it is somewhat arbitrary. Consider
a different basis 1•
′
with change of basis matrices δ••′ and δ
•′
• . Then the
change of basis matrix is non-singular everywhere so we can write (after
adjusting the sign if needed) δ•
′
• = e
f for some scalar f and so
s•
′
αβ = δ
•′
• s
•
αβ = e
f .s•αβ (6.22)
which is equation 6.10. We conclude that changing the basis for Crump
scalars is equivalent to choosing a different symplectic form, and hence
Crump scalars can be regarded as specifying a choice of symplectic form.
To raise and lower spinor indices we would need invariant bilinear forms
sαβ and s
αβ where
sαλsβλ = 1
α
β
However as we have seen no such invariant forms exist. The symplectic
form is in general only locally invariant. To ensure global invariance we
must instead use the bilinear form s•αβ which maps a pair of spinors onto a
Crump scalar and not to an ordinary scalar. The dual of this will then be
sαβ• where
sαλ• s
•
βλ = 1
α
β (6.23)
It follows that
sαβ• s
•
αβ = 4 (6.24)
and that the map Παβγδ =
1
4
sαβ• s
•
γδ on the set of generalised tensors with two
spinor indices satisfies Π2 = Π and hence is a projection. Hence we can
identify
sαλ• = 4e
αβ
• (6.25)
where eαβ• is the basis of the bullet component for generalised tensors
with two spinor indices specified earlier. Essentially we have adjusted our
notation for s•αβ and s
αβ
• to avoid having the constant 4 appear every time
we raise and then subsequently lower a spinor index.
Note that raising or lowering a spinor index in this way will leave a
bullet behind. Also as these forms are antisymmetric care is needed when
raising and lowering to avoid possibly uncertainty over sign. If, when we
raise and lower, we place the contracted indices adjacent, then a consistent
application of the rule
Raise on the Right ; Lower on the Left
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will ensure that raising and lowering are opposite operations.
vγ =
(
s•βαv
α
)
sβγ•
vγ = s
•
γβ
(
vαs
αβ
•
)
In section 5.7 we noted that the 35 dimensional irreducible (q0, s0) =
(2, 2) component of the symmetric two component vectors had a different
global action to the 35 dimensional irreducible (q0, s0) = (2, 2) space of
symmetric four component spinors. Hence they are not the same kind of
tensor. We can now describe the nature of this difference which turns out
to be simply a difference in bullet index.
We can construct intertwining maps between the space {X ij} of two
component vectors and the space {Y αβγδ•• } of tensors with four spinor and
two bullet indices by
X ij 7→ X ijT αiλT γjµsλβ• sµδ• = Y αβγδ•• (6.26)
Y αβγδ•• mapstos
•
βλs
•
δµY
αβγδ
•• T
λ
xαT
µ
yγg
xigyj = X ij (6.27)
These intertwining maps identify the two component vectors with the
four component spinors of bullet index two which are symmetric under the
exchange of the first two and last two spinor indices. Schur’s lemma then
tells us that these maps give an isomorphism between the 35 dimensional
irreducible components.
6.5 Scalars and the Zero Curvature Test
Suppose that we come across a type of one dimensional generalised tensor
and want to know if it is scalar. Clearly any one dimensional tensor is
locally trivial. But as Crump scalars demonstrate, one dimensional tensors
need not be globally trivial and therefore scalar.
One way to show that our tensor is indeed scalar would be to find a
recognisable intertwining map to scalars. That is what we did in sections 5.4
and 5.7 when we identified the 1-D components of the symmetric tensors
with two versor, or with two vector indices as scalar. However not being
able to find such an intertwining map does not answer the question. What
we need is a definitive test.
Scalars of course are the ones with trivial global action. So it would
seem that all we need to do is look at the global action and see if it is
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trivial. However recognising when the global action is trivial is not easy
since the global action is specified by the connection which changes basis
in a complicated way. What is clearly trivial in one basis may not appear
so in another.
The usual basis for scalars is denoted with the symbol ◦, and in that
basis we have Γ◦k◦ = 0. Suppose we have a different basis ◦′ with change of
basis matrix δ◦◦′ and connection Γ
◦′
k◦′ = Bk.
As change of basis is an intertwining map we have ∇k(δ◦◦′) = 0 which
gives
∂k(δ
◦
◦′) = Γ
◦′
k◦′δ
◦
◦′ (6.28)
Since our change of basis matrix is 1× 1 it is a non-zero scalar function
on the manifold and we can write it as either ef or −ef for some function
f . In both cases we have ∂k(δ
◦
◦′) = ∂k(f).δ
◦
◦′ and can conclude
Γ◦
′
k◦′ = Bk = ∂k(f) (6.29)
So a one dimensional tensor will be scalar if and only if its connection
is the gradient of a function.
A simpler test can be found by looking at the curvature which is a tensor
and therefore changes basis in a simple fashion. The curvature of scalars is
R◦ij◦ = 0. It follows that it is zero in any basis and so R
◦′
ij◦′ = 0. This gives
a necessary condition for a one dimensional tensor to be scalar which we
call the zero curvature test. We need
∂i(Bj)− ∂j(Bi) = 0 (6.30)
if equation 6.29 is to hold. Furthermore if the manifold is simply con-
nected the zero curvature test is also sufficient. It ensures that equation 6.29
can be solved by path integration with the result independent of path.
The constraint that the manifold is simply connected is a technical one
that can be satisfied by restriction to a simply connected region. Alter-
natively we could ensure that our entire manifold is simply connected by
switching to a simply connected cover.
However this does raise the interesting possibility of tensors that are
scalar in any simply connected region but where there is a global topological
obstruction which prevents them from being scalar on the entire manifold.
Now that we have found a test to determine if a representation is scalar
it is time to use it by applying it to some one dimensional tensors. Consider
the completely antisymmetric tensors with
• four spinor indices {eαβγδ}.
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• five versor indices {kABCDE}.
• ten vector indices {mabcdefghij}.
To apply the zero curvature test to these tensors we need to understand
the respective connections. The argument in all three cases is similar.
Consider Γk(
∗
∗) (e
αβγδ). Each spinor index can take four values which
we choose to represent by the numbers 1 through 4. By antisymmetry it is
enough to look at one component. Looking at the 1234 component we have
Γk(
∗
∗) (e
1234) = Γ1kλe
λ234 + Γ2kλe
1λ34 + Γ3kλe
12λ4 + Γ4kλe
123λ (6.31)
By antisymmetry the coefficients of eαβγδ with repeated indices are zero.
Hence the only non-zero components in this equation are
Γk(
∗
∗) (e
1234) = Γ1k1e
1234 + Γ2k2e
1234 + Γ3k3e
1234 + Γ4k4e
1234 = Γλkλe
1234 (6.32)
We conclude that
Γk(
∗
∗) (e
αβγδ) = Γλkλe
αβγδ (6.33)
The same argument in the other two cases gives
Γk(
∗
∗) (k
ABCDE) = ΓMkMk
ABCDE (6.34)
Γk(
∗
∗) (m
abcdefghij) = Γtktm
abcdefghij (6.35)
Knowing the connections allows us to compute the curvature and apply
the zero curvature test to check whether these tensors are scalar. The three
curvatures are
∂i(Γ
λ
jλ)− ∂j(Γλiλ) = Rλijλ (6.36)
∂i(Γ
M
jM)− ∂j(ΓMiM) = RMijM (6.37)
∂i(Γ
t
jt)− ∂j(Γtit) = Rtijt (6.38)
which we recognise as the traces of the spinor, versor and vector curva-
ture tensors respectively. We will be looking at the nature of these curvature
tensors in more detail in the next chapter. Equations 7.8, 7.18 and 7.24 from
that chapter show that the first of these expressions is Fij (not usually zero),
while the other two are indeed zero.
We conclude that the completely antisymmetric tensors with four spinor
indices are not scalar, but that the completely antisymmetric tensors with
five versor or with ten vector indices are scalar.
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The fact that completely antisymmetric tensors with ten vector com-
ponents are scalar has important consequences. We can use these tensors
to build differential forms and define a measure and hence an integration
on the manifold. Because tensors of this type are scalar we can define this
measure and integration to be invariant and to commute with both the local
and global action. Such an invariant integration will be useful later when
we look at Lagrangian methods.
This leaves us however with a question. If the completely antisymmetric
tensors with four spinor indices are not scalar then what are they? Have
we found a new type of locally trivial tensor? In the next section we will
answer this question by finding intertwining maps that allow us to identify
these tensors as two-bullet scalars of the form {x••}.
6.6 Superalgebra Identities
The basic idea of a Lie superalgebra is that T ijk, T
β
iα and T
i
αβ = sαλT
λ
kβg
ki
can be viewed as structure coefficients for a Z2-graded algebra on vectors
and spinors which satisfies a ‘super-Jacobi’ identity.
Note however that in doing this we suppressed the bullet index. Putting
it back to restore the proper global action breaks the interpretation in terms
of a Z2-graded algebra. Consequently the definition of Lie superalgebra is
broken in a fairly fundamental way by the global action and is not natural
on a framework.
We can however salvage an interesting identity from the wreckage. The
super-Jacobi identity still holds and the various components of the super-
Jacobi identity give many identities we are already familiar with, plus one
new identity which is the main subject of this section.
Theorem 6.6.1 (The Superalgebra Identity)
s•αλT
λ
iβT
δ
jγg
ij (αβγ)= 0 (6.39)
Where the notation
(αβγ)
= means the left hand side of the expression should
be cyclically summed over the permutation (αβγ) before being equated to the
right.
Proof This can be proved by direct computation using the explicit matrices
given in chapter 1. Each tensor in the sum on the left is formed as the sum
of ten 256 component tensors. Fortunately these tensors are sparse and can
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be described by simply listing non-zero components. The indices α, β and
γ in this list can then be cyclically permuted and added. The calculation
is simple enough to be done by hand, although it would be rather messy to
present here.
We can also generalise this result to obtain two further identities. Con-
sider the expressions
s•αβs
•
γδ
(αβγ)
= E••αβγδ (6.40)
s•αλT
λ
Aβg
ABT µBγs
•
µδ
(αβγ)
= B••αβγδ (6.41)
By examining the effect of transposing two of the spinor indices it is not
hard to show that both of these expressions are completely antisymmetric.
Hence they are completely determined by one of their coefficients and in
particular they differ by a scalar field. Furthermore both of these tensors
are invariant. Hence they actually differ by a constant scalar.
Note that the invariance of these tensors also means that we could use
them to define an intertwining map between antisymmetric tensors with
four spinor indices, and two-bullet scalars.
To understand more we must choose bases and compute. If, with re-
spect to our chosen bases, we define ǫαβγδ to be the unique completely
antisymmetric tensor with ǫ1234 = 1 then we can write
E••αβγδ = k
••ǫαβγδ (6.42)
B••αβγδ = ck
••ǫαβγδ (6.43)
for a suitable two-bullet scalar k•• and constant scalar c. Suppose we
choose bases so that at that at a specified point s•αβ takes the form of the
matrix Ω from section 1.2 while the other matrices take the form of the
corresponding matrices in chapter 1. In these bases and at that point we
can compute k•• = −1 and c = −5
4
.
Since constant scalars are unchanged under a change of basis we will
have c = −5
4
at any point in any basis.
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Chapter 7
Curvature and Forces
In this chapter we look more closely at the connection and the curvature
which describe forces in this mathematical context. In particular the meth-
ods of the last chapter enable us to decompose these into components with
respect to the local action in a natural way. From this decomposition we
will obtain dynamical equations for the components of curvature which are
very physical. It is worth emphasising that these equations are not assumed.
They are mathematical identities that arise naturally and must hold on ev-
ery framework. There is enough structure here to potentially account for
all observed forces however we will focus our attention in this chapter on
recognising electromagnetism and gravity.
7.1 Components of Curvature
The curvature Rβijα can be considered as a set of spinor transformations
indexed by i and j. We can decompose these into components and write
Rβijα = Fij1
β
α +R
k
ijT
β
kα +R
A
ijT
α
Aβ (7.1)
In fact we can do much better than this. As we will now show the
third component in this decomposition is always zero, while the first can be
directly computed from the curvature action on Crump scalars. Our first
objective is to prove this result which will follow from the following useful
Lemma.
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Lemma 7.1.1 Let M(∗∗) be an operator defined on both spinors and Crump
scalars, and suppose that M(∗∗)
(
s•αβ
)
= 0. Then
Mαβ = M
kT αkβ +
1
2
M.1αβ (7.2)
Where Mk is some vector and where M = M•• . Furthermore M =
1
2
Mαα .
Proof Let h• be any non-zero Crump scalar and define sαβ = h•s•αβ. Ap-
plying M(∗∗) we obtain
M(∗∗) sαβ = M(
∗
∗) (h•)s
•
αβ = −Msαβ (7.3)
Note that 1(∗∗) (sαβ) = −2sαβ . Hence we can rewrite this equation in the
form (
M(∗∗)− 12M.1(∗∗)
)
sαβ = 0 (7.4)
This means the symplectic form sαβ is invariant under the action of
M(∗∗)− 12M.1(∗∗) and so this operator acts as an element of the Lie algebra
sp(2,R) under local action. Hence there are coefficients Mk so that
Mαβ − 12M.1αβ =MkT αkβ (7.5)
which gives the desired equation.
We already have M = M•• . Contracting α and β in equation 7.5 gives
us M = 1
2
Mαα which completes the proof.
Now we consider the defining equation for torsion and curvature
[∇i,∇j] = T kij∇k +Rij(∗∗) (7.6)
and in particular consider what happens when we apply this to the
globally invariant tensor s•αβ. Since the covariant derivative acts trivially
on s•αβ, the terms containing a covariant derivative all vanish leaving the
equation
Rij(
∗
∗)
(
s•αβ
)
= 0 (7.7)
It follows from Lemma 7.1.1 that we can write
Rθijσ = R
t
ijT
θ
tσ + Fij1
θ
σ (7.8)
Where Fij =
1
2
R•ij• =
1
4
Rαijα and hence
R•ij• = 2Fij (7.9)
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We will call the tensor Rtij the reduced curvature tensor. The ten-
sor Fij giving the scalar component will be called the field tensor. Our
notation anticipates later results where we will identify this as the elec-
tromagnetic field tensor, but we are not quite in a position to reach that
conclusion at this stage.
We also conclude that there is no versor component of curvature.
The decomposition above was for the curvature on spinors. But we are
also interested in similar decompositions of the curvature Rij(
∗
∗) on other
types of objects. We begin by seeking a decomposition of the curvature on
vectors, that is of the ordinary Riemannian tensor.
We begin by applying the defining equation, equation 7.6 to the globally
invariant tensor T αlβ. Once again only the curvature term remains giving us
Rij(
∗
∗)
(
T αkβ
)
= 0 (7.10)
This gives
RlijkT
α
lβ = R
α
ijλT
λ
kβ − RλijβT αkλ (7.11)
Contracting this equation with T βmα gives
Rlijkglm = R
α
ijλT
λ
kβT
β
mα − RλijβT αkλT βmα (7.12)
= Rθijσ
(
T σkλT
λ
mθ − T σmλT λkθ
)
(7.13)
= RθijσT
l
kmT
σ
lθ (7.14)
=
(
RtijT
θ
tσ + Fij1
θ
σ
)
T lkmT
σ
lθ (7.15)
= RtijgtlT
l
km (7.16)
= RtijT
l
tkglm (7.17)
It follows that
Rlijk = R
t
ijT
l
tk (7.18)
We see that the reduced curvature tensor is totally responsible for the
curvature of the manifold. The field tensor plays no role here.
We next look at the decomposition of the versor curvature.
The tensors T αAβ are totally invariant. Applying equation 7.6 to this
leaves only the curvature term once again
Rij(
∗
∗)
(
T αAβ
)
= 0 (7.19)
which simplifies to the equation
RBijAT
α
Bβ = R
α
ijλT
λ
Aβ − RλijβT αAλ (7.20)
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Applying equation 7.8 we obtain
RBijAT
α
Bβ =
(
RtijT
α
tλ + Fij1
α
λ
)
T λAβ −
(
RtijT
λ
tβ + Fij1
λ
β
)
T αAλ (7.21)
= Rtij
(
T αtλT
λ
Aβ − T λtβT αAλ
)
+ Fij
(
1αλT
λ
Aβ − 1λβT αAλ
)
(7.22)
= RtijT
B
tAT
α
Bβ (7.23)
and hence, as the operators T αBβ are linearly independent we must have
RBijA = R
t
ijT
B
tA (7.24)
Decompositions for the curvature action on other types of generalised
tensors can be obtained by similar arguments.
7.2 Bianchi Identities Revisited
Bianchi identities arise directly from the Jacobi identity for the action of
the covariant derivative. We now understand that curvature arises from the
commutator of the covariant derivative and can act on things other than
tensors. In particular we have a description of the action of curvature on
Crump scalars, spinors and versors. We also can decompose curvature and
express it in terms of curvature components. In this section we revisit the
Bianchi identities using these new ideas.
Applying the Jacobi identity to the covariant derivative action on vectors
gives the two ordinary Bianchi identities we obtained earlier. However we
can now express these as identities on the reduced curvature tensor.
RmijT
l
mk
(ijk)
= 0 (7.25)
RlimT
m
jk +∇i(Rljk)
(ijk)
= 0 (7.26)
Applying the Jacobi identity to the action on Crump scalars gives equa-
tion 7.25 again as the first Bianchi identity, and a new second Bianchi
identity for the field tensor
FimT
m
jk +∇i(Fjk)
(ijk)
= 0 (7.27)
Applying the Jacobi identity to the covariant derivative action on spinors
and separating into components we obtain equation 7.25 again for the first
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Bianchi identity. And both equations 7.26 and 7.27 as components for the
second Bianchi identity.
Applying the Jacobi identity to the covariant derivative action on versors
and separating into components also gives us nothing new. We obtain
equation 7.25 for the first Bianchi identity and equation 7.26 as the second
Bianchi identity.
We can also further expand the second Bianchi identities by expressing
the covariant derivative in terms of the partial derivative and connection.
The second Bianchi identity for the Field tensor is particularly interesting
in this form, giving
FimT
m
jk +∇iFjk
(ijk)
= 0
⇒ FimTmjk + ∂iFjk − ΓmijFmk − ΓmikFjm
(ijk)
= 0
⇒ FimTmjk + ∂iFjk + ΓmjkFim − ΓmkjFim
(ijk)
= 0
⇒ FimTmjk + ∂i(Fjk)− (−Γmjk + Γmkj)Fim
(ijk)
= 0
The term in brackets is the torsion allowing us to cancel and finally
obtain the equation
∂i(Fjk)
(ijk)
= 0 (7.28)
In this form we easily recognise the Faraday-Gauss equations, (ac-
tually a 10-D extension) the source free part of Maxwell equations. In our
model these are purely geometric identities.
The second Bianchi identity for the reduced curvature tensor can also
be simplified and expressed in terms of partial derivatives.
RlimT
m
jk +∇i(Rljk)
(ijk)
= 0
⇒ RlimTmjk + ∂i(Rljk) + ΓlimRmjk − ΓmijRlmk − ΓmikRljm
(ijk)
= 0
⇒ RlimTmjk + ∂i(Rljk) + ΓlimRmjk + ΓmjkRlim − ΓmkjRlim
(ijk)
= 0
⇒ ∂i(Rljk) + ΓlimRmjk
(ijk)
= 0
The first Bianchi identity and the definition of curvature can be used to
rewrite it in the form.
∂i(R
l
jk) +R
m
ijΓ
l
mk
(ijk)
= 0 (7.29)
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7.3 Connection Components
The connection Γβkα is not a tensor. However the reason why it fails to be a
tensor lies in the behaviour under transformation of the index k. For fixed
k each Γβkα defines a linear transformation of spinors at each point. This
can be decomposed into vector, versor and scalar components allowing us
to write
Γβkα = Ak1
β
α +G
i
kT
β
iα +N
A
k T
β
Aα (7.30)
The three quantities Ak, G
i
k and N
A
k are called the scalar, vector and
versor connection components respectively. These do not transform as
tensors. They should be viewed as facets of the connection.
Contracting with 1αβ , T
α
jβ and T
α
Bβ we obtain explicit expressions for the
connection components as follows.
Ak =
1
4
Γαkα (7.31)
NAk = Γ
β
kαT
α
Bβg
BA (7.32)
Gjk = Γ
β
kαT
α
mβg
mj (7.33)
To determine the transformation properties for connection components
choose different local bases for all quantities involved. We will denote that
a new basis has been used by attaching a prime to its index. At every point
on the manifold we can define change of basis matrices δi
′
i , δ
A′
A and δ
α′
α ; and
their inverses δii′ , δ
A
A′ and δ
α
α′ .
Then the spinor connection transforms according to the equation
Γβ
′
k′α′ = δ
β′
β δ
α
α′δ
k
k′Γ
β
kα − δkk′δλα′ ∂k(δβ
′
λ ) (7.34)
and this allows us to determine the transformation properties of the
connection components Ak, N
A
k and G
j
k. We obtain
Ak′ = δ
k
k′Ak − 14δkk′δαα′ ∂k(δα
′
α ) (7.35)
Gj
′
k′ = δ
k
k′δ
j′
j G
j
k − δkk′δµα′ ∂k(δα
′
λ )T
λ
tµg
tjδj
′
j (7.36)
NA
′
k′ = δ
k
k′δ
A′
A N
A
k − δkk′δµα′ ∂k(δα
′
λ )T
λ
Bµg
ABδA
′
A (7.37)
Note that if the only change is to the coordinate system of the manifold
and in particular if there is no change in the basis of spinor space then the
last terms disappear and all three transform as if they were tensors. We can
therefore regard them as tensors with a hidden dependence on the choice
of spinor basis. We could think of this as a choice of gauge.
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7.4 The Field and Potential
We defined the Field tensor Fij to be the scalar component of the spinor
curvature.
Rαijβ =
[
∂i(Γ
α
jβ)− ∂j(Γαiβ)
]
+
[
ΓαiλΓ
λ
jβ − ΓαjλΓλiβ
]
We can obtain an expression for Fij in terms of connection components
by contracting this equation with 1βα. We obtain
Fij = ∂i(Γ
α
jβ)1
β
α − ∂j(Γαiβ)1βα (7.38)
= ∂i(Γ
α
jα)− ∂j(Γαiα) (7.39)
= ∂iAj − ∂jAi (7.40)
Note that we were able to move the identities 1βα inside the partial
derivatives because ∂i(1
β
α) = 0.
Equation 7.40 gives the expected relationship between the electromag-
netic field and the electromagnetic potential. This adds weight to the no-
tion that we should interpret the components of Ai and of Fij indexed by
the four translation dimensions as being the electromagnetic potential and
electromagnetic field tensor respectively.
The components of Ai and Fij indexed by the Lorentz dimensions must
also describe forces and we will need to identify the nature of these at some
point. There are several possible explanations. The most likely explanation
is that they represent adjustments to the electromagnetic forces to account
for things like the flux of spin. However a more intriguing possibility is
that they could describe additional forces such as the weak force. If so then
demonstrating this will not be an easy matter.
We would also like to find a similar equation linking Rkij to curvature
components. This proves to be a little more complicated. Before we do this
we need to take a deeper look at connection components, specifically the
components of connections other than the spinor connection.
7.5 Connections, Curvature and Gauge
At the end of section 7.3 we commented that the hidden dependence of
connection components on the choice of spinor basis could be regarded as
a choice of gauge. Now that we have discovered the equation relating the
field Fij and the potential Ak, we are able to clarify that remark.
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In classical electromagnetism the gauge describes the extent to which
the potential Ak can vary without changing the field Fij. Consider for
example any scalar function f on the manifold and define a new potential
A′k = Ak + ∂k(f). Applying equation 7.40
F ′ij = ∂i(A
′
j)− ∂j(A′i) (7.41)
= Fij + ∂i∂j(f)− ∂j∂i(f) (7.42)
= Fij (7.43)
we observe that this change in the potential has no effect on the field.
This describes the classical notion of gauge. However we can also view
gauge in terms of the effect of a change of basis.
In section 7.3 we noted that under a change of basis Ak transforms as
Ak′ = δ
k
k′Ak − 14δkk′δαα′∂k(δα
′
α )
and hence it has a hidden dependence on the choice of spinor basis. To
see the effects of this hidden dependence let us assume that only the spinor
basis is changed. This gives the equation
A′k = Ak − 14δαα′∂k(δα
′
α ) (7.44)
Now Fij is a tensor with no dependence on the spinor basis, hence it
will be left unchanged by this change in Ak.
The classical abelian gauge is a special case which arises by choosing a
basis change of the form δα
′
α = −4f.1α′α where f is a non-zero scalar function
on the manifold. This simplifies to give A′k = Ak+ ∂k(f) exactly as before.
The other connection components Gik and N
A
k also have a hidden depen-
dence on the choice of spinor basis and we can also regard these as gauge
symmetries as well. However these gauges for Ak, for G
i
k and for N
A
k are all
related as they simply express the consequence of changing the spinor basis.
What we don’t see here is three independent gauge groups each giving rise
to a different force.
In the standard model gauge groups are the key to classifying and un-
derstanding the different forces. In our approach the gauge groups do not
seem to serve this function. We distinguish forces by extracting components
of the curvature and the connection instead.
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7.6 Vector, Versor and Crump Connections
The indices in the Crump connection Γ•i• auto-contract to give a vector-like
quantity which we denote Hi. The Crump curvature obtained from the
Crump connection also simplifies by auto-contraction to give
R•ij• = ∂i(Hj)− ∂j(Hi) (7.45)
In equation 7.9 we showed that R•ij• = 2Fij . Hence
Fij = ∂i
(
1
2
Hj
)− ∂j (12Hi) (7.46)
However equation 7.40 states
Fij = ∂i(Aj)− ∂j(Ai)
this suggests a close relationship between Ai and Hi. In particular we
are tempted to conjecture that perhaps Hi = 2Ai. Before we are tempted to
proceed down this path however we need to consider their transformation
properties since neither is a tensor.
In new bases for vectors, spinors and Crump scalars we have
Hi′ = δ
i
i′Hi − ∂i′
(
δ•
′
•
)
δ••′ (7.47)
So Hi transforms as a vector, but has a hidden (gauge) dependence on
the choice of basis for Crump scalars. The basis changing behavior of Ak
was described earlier in equation 7.35. We have
Ai′ = δ
i
i′Ai − 14∂i′(δα
′
α )δ
α
α′
so that 2Ai is a vector with a hidden (gauge) dependence on the choice
of basis for spinors.
Because Hi and 2Ai transform differently they cannot be equal. They
are related however, and describing this relationship is our next task.
The equation ∇k(s•αβ) = 0 gives
∂k(s
•
αβ) +Hks
•
αβ − Γλkαs•λβ − Γλkβs•αλ (7.48)
Expanding this out in terms of connection components we obtain
∂k(s
•
αβ) +Hks
•
αβ = (Ak1
λ
αs
•
λβ +G
m
k T
λ
mαs
•
λβ +N
A
k T
λ
Aαs
•
λβ)
+ (Ak1
λ
βs
•
αλ +G
m
k T
λ
mβs
•
αλ +N
A
k T
λ
Aβs
•
αλ) (7.49)
= 2Aks
•
αβ +G
m
k (T
λ
mαs
•
λβ + T
λ
mβs
•
αλ)
+NAk (T
λ
Aαs
•
λβ + T
λ
Aβs
•
αλ) (7.50)
= 2Aks
•
αβ + 2N
A
k T
λ
Aαs
•
λβ (7.51)
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Contracting both sides with sαβ• to extract the scalar component we
obtain
Hk = 2Ak − 14∂k(s•αβ)sαβ• (7.52)
The last term can be regarded as a basis adjustment term which com-
pensates for the different hidden basis dependencies.
The vector and versor components of equation 7.51 give the identities
∂k(s
•
αλ)s
λβ
• T
α
mβ = 0 (7.53)
∂k(s
•
αλ)s
λβ
• T
α
Bβ = 2N
A
k gAB (7.54)
We now consider the versor connection ΓBiA. Since versors can be viewed
as maps on spinors, we expect to be able to relate this to the spinor con-
nection and its components.
The equation ∇i(T βAα) = 0 gives
ΓBiAT
β
Bα − ∂i(T βAα) = ΓβiλT λAα − ΓλiαT βAλ (7.55)
= (AiT
β
Aα +G
t
iT
β
tλT
λ
Aα +N
B
i T
β
BλT
λ
Aα)
− (AiT βAα +GtiT λtαT βAλ +NBi T λBαT βAλ) (7.56)
= GtiT
B
tAT
β
Bα −NBi T tABT βtα (7.57)
Contracting both sides with T αCβg
CK we
ΓKiA = G
t
iT
K
tA + ∂i(T
β
Aα)T
α
Cβg
CK (7.58)
where the last term can be viewed as an adjustment term for the different
behavior under a change of basis. To within such an adjustment we see that
the vector connection is also essentially determined by the vector component
Gti of the spinor connection.
If we contract instead with the term T αmβg
mk we obtain
∂i(T
β
Aα)T
α
mβg
mk = NBi T
k
AB (7.59)
Yet another interesting equation to add to our collection of interesting iden-
tities involving NAi .
Finally we turn our attention to the vector connection Γkij . This de-
scribes curvature on the manifold and we expect it to describe gravity.
However as vectors can be viewed as maps on spinors, we expect the vec-
tor connection will also be closely related to the spinor connection and its
components.
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The equation ∇i(T βjα) = 0 gives
ΓsijT
β
sα − ∂i(T βjα) = ΓβiλT λjα − ΓλiαT βjλ (7.60)
= (AiT
β
jα +G
t
iT
β
tλT
λ
jα +N
A
i T
β
AλT
λ
jα)
− (AiT βjα +GtiT λtαT βjλ +NAi T λAαT βjλ) (7.61)
= GtiT
s
tjT
β
sα −NAi TBjAT βBα (7.62)
Contracting both sides with T αmβg
mk we obtain
Γkij = G
t
iT
k
tj + ∂i(T
β
jα)T
α
mβg
mk (7.63)
where the last term can be viewed as a basis adjustment term compensating
for the different hidden basis dependencies. To within such an adjustment
we see that the vector connection is essentially determined by the vector
component Gti of the spinor connection.
If we contracted instead with the term T αCβg
CK we would obtain the
equation
∂i(T
β
jα)T
α
Cβg
CK = NAi T
K
jA (7.64)
If we set j = k in equation 7.63 we obtain the interesting and useful
equation
Γkik = ∂i(T
β
kα)T
α
mβg
mk (7.65)
=
1
2
∂i(gmk)g
mk (7.66)
we could also have obtained this equation directly.
7.7 Curvature and Potentials
The curvature is determined by the connection and so the curvature com-
ponents should be determined by connection components. We have al-
ready found one equation of this type, namely equation 7.40 which states
Fij = ∂i(Aj)−∂j(Ai). We seek a similar equation for the reduced curvature
tensor.
Equation 7.40 was obtained as the scalar component of equation 7.4
Rαijβ =
[
∂i(Γ
α
jβ)− ∂j(Γαiβ)
]
+
[
ΓαiλΓ
λ
jβ − ΓαjλΓλiβ
]
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One obvious approach might be to expand out every instance of the con-
nection in this equation in terms of connection components via the equation
Γβkα = Ak1
β
α +G
i
kT
β
iα +N
A
k T
β
Aα
Unfortunately this approach is complicated by the fact that partial
derivatives ∂i and ∂j act non-trivially on the tensors T
α
kβ and T
α
Bβ used to
identify components. The resulting extra terms introduce further instances
of the connection which must in turn be expanded in terms of connection
components.
To avoid this problem it is helpful to restate equation 7.4 using covariant
derivatives and work with covariant derivatives as much as possible. The
connection Γαjβ is not a generalised tensor, however we can define a formal
covariant differentiation on it to be
∇i
(
Γβjα
)
= ∂i
(
Γβjα
)
+ ΓβiλΓ
λ
jα − ΓλiαΓβjλ − ΓjijΓβkα (7.67)
We similarly define formal covariant differentiation on connection com-
ponents. This notation allows us to write equation 7.4 in the form
Rαijβ =
[
∇i(Γαjβ)−∇j(Γαiβ)
]
−
[
ΓαiλΓ
λ
jβ − ΓαjλΓλiβ
]
− T tijΓαtβ (7.68)
If we use this form of the equation to extract components the compli-
cations discussed earlier will not arise.
We already know what the scalar component should look like, but let’s
check our method by obtaining it again from equation 7.68. Contracting
with 1βα we obtain
Fij = ∇i(Aj)−∇j(Ai)− T kijAk (7.69)
Rewriting this using partial derivatives gives equation 7.40 as expected.
Extracting the vector component by contracting equation 7.68 with
T βmαg
mk gives
Rkij =
[∇i(Gkj )−∇j(Gki )]−GxiGyjT kxy −NAi NBj T kAB −GkmTmij (7.70)
This equation is in a form which is easy to state and use since everything
in it is well behaved. However while equation 7.70 has many good features in
some respects it is less than ideal. The covariant derivative in this equation
involves a connection which hides additional connection components. We
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might prefer an equation written in terms of partial derivatives where all
instances of the connection in the equation appear explicitly.
Rkij =
[
∂i(G
k
j )− ∂j(Gki )
]−GxiGyjT kxy −NAi NBj T kAB
+
(
ΓkimG
m
j − ΓkjmGmi
)
(7.71)
however this equation involves the vector connection which also involves
connection components. We can relate this explicitly to connection com-
ponents using equation 7.63, however we are then forced to introduce extra
terms which were earlier described as basis adjustment terms.
Rkij =
[
∂i(G
k
j )− ∂j(Gki )
]
+GxiG
y
jT
k
xy −NAi NBj T kAB
+ (Gmj Q
k
im −Gmi Qkjm) (7.72)
Where Qcab = ∂a(T
β
bα)T
α
sβg
sc is a basis adjustment term.
In this section we have found three equations that express, in different
ways, the gravitational field in terms of potentials; equations 7.70, 7.71 and
7.72. None are ideal. The relationship between field and potential is con-
siderably more complicated for gravitation than it is for electromagnetism.
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Chapter 8
Einstein’s Equation
In this chapter we want to see whether Einstein’s equation for gravity is
meaningful on a framework. Einstein’s equation is usually stated in terms
of the Ricci tensor, a contraction of the curvature tensor. So first we will
need to look at contractions of the curvature tensor.
We begin however by looking at some interesting and very useful oper-
ator identities.
8.1 Invariant Operators
An inner product space is a vector space equipped with a generalisation of
the familiar dot product in Rn. In analogous fashion a Lie algebra can be
viewed as a vector space equipped with a generalisation of the familiar cross
product in R3. If viewed in this manner an invariant metric is a generalised
dot product compatible with the generalised cross product.
A local Lie manifold has an invariant metric gij and a Lie algebra
structure T kij . These can be interpreted as equipping the manifold with
a generalised cross product u ✖ v = T kiju
ivj and a compatible dot product
u • v = gijuivj defined on tangent vectors. By combining these with the
contravariant derivative ∇k, we can define generalisations of the operators
Div Grad and Curl.
The generalised gradient operator
▼(X) = ∇k(X) (8.1)
can be applied to any tensor X . It is a tensor derivation of rank
(1,0
0,0
)
and
in particular it maps scalar fields to vector fields on our manifold.
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The Divergence operator
▼• (v) = gij∇i(vj) = ∇i(vi) (8.2)
maps vector fields to scalar fields.
A versor variant of the divergence can be defined by replacing gij with
the related tensor gAij .
The Curl operator
▼✖ (X) = ∇i(Ti(∗∗) (X)) (8.3)
combines the gradient operator with the Lie structure (generalised cross
product). It maps tensors to tensors or the same type, and in particular
gives a map from vectors to vectors.
In R3 the divergence of the gradient gives the Laplacian operator. This
leads us to define a generalised Laplacian
▲(X) = gij∇i∇j(X) (8.4)
A versor variant of the Laplacian can be defined by replacing gij with
the related tensor gAij giving
▲A(X) = gAij∇i∇j(X) (8.5)
The operator
■(X) = gAB▲A▲B(X) = gABgAijgBkl∇i∇j∇k∇l(X) (8.6)
is an invariant 4th order operator. The operators ▲ and ■ relate to the
second and fourth degree Casimir operators respectively.
8.2 Operator Identities
In this section we examine identities for the divergence, gradient and curl
defined in the last section. Many of these identities are suggested by the
notation and are complicated to express without it.
The identities we discover are not as simple as those for the ordinary
divergence gradient and curl, as we are working on a space which has both
torsion and curvature. Furthermore our Curl operator is more general than
the others as it acts on tensor fields of all types, and this too will complicate
our identities.
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Proposition 8.2.1 If f is a scalar on the manifold then
▼✖ (▼f) = −3▼f (8.7)
Proof
▼✖ (▼f) = gisT kst∇i
(
gtj∇j(f)
)
= gisgjtT kst∇i∇j(f)
= −gisgjtT kst∇j∇i(f)
where the last follows by renaming i↔ j and s ↔ t. Averaging these two
expressions gives
▼✖ (▼f) = 1
2
gisgjtT kst[∇i,∇j](f)
= 1
2
gisgjtT kstT
x
ij∇x(f)
= 1
2
gksgjxT istT
t
ij∇x(f)
however T istT
t
ij = −6gsj from equation 3.9 hence
▼✖ (▼f) = −3▼f
as claimed
Proposition 8.2.2 If v = vk is any vector field then
▼• (▼✖ v) = −3▼• v + 6Rkvk (8.8)
Where Rk = R
t
kt
1.
Proof
▼• (▼✖ v) = gijT kis∇k∇j(vs)
= −gikT jis∇k∇j(vs)
= −gijT kis∇j∇k(vs)
where the last follows by renaming j ↔ k. Averaging gives
▼• (▼✖ v) = 1
2
gijT kis[∇k,∇j](vs)
= 1
2
gijT kisT
t
kj∇t(vs) + 12gijT kisRtkjT stmvm
= −1
2
(
6.1ts
)∇t(vs)− 12gijT kis(RtjmT stk +RtmkT stj)vm
= −3∇k(vk)− 12gij
(
T kisT
s
tk
)
Rtjmv
m + 1
2
(
gijT kisT
s
jt
)
Rtmkv
m
= −3∇k(vk)− 12gij6gitRtjmvm + 126.1ktRtmkvm
= −3▼• v + 6Rkvk
using the first Bianchi and Casimir identities.
1We will later show that Rk = 0.
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The combination of the last two propositions is extremely powerful as,
for any scalar field f on our manifold, we can write
▼• (▼✖ (▼(f))) = ▼• (−3▼(f)) = −3▲(f) (8.9)
using proposition 8.2.1. But by proposition 8.2.2 we have
▼• (▼✖ (▼(f))) = −3▲(f)) + 6Rk∇k(f) (8.10)
We conclude that Rk∇k(f) = 0 for all scalar functions f on our man-
ifold. In particular we can choose f to be a coordinate function in the
neighbourhood of any point, and it follows that all coordinates of Rk are
zero at every point. We have proved the useful identity
Rmkm = 0 (8.11)
We can use this to simplify proposition 8.2.2.
Proposition 8.2.3 If vk is any vector field then
▼• (▼✖ v) = −3▼• v (8.12)
8.3 Contractions of the Curvature Tensor
In this section we look at various contractions of the reduced curvature
tensor Rkij with a view to obtaining something like Einstein’s equation.
We have already seen that the obvious contraction Rk = R
t
kt = −Rttk is
identically zero. However other contractions can be obtained by using the
fully invariant tensors gij, g
ij and T kij .
We define
The Ricci Tensor Rij = R
x
iyT
y
xj (8.13)
The Curvature Scalar R = Rijg
ij (8.14)
Other contractions are also possible although most reduce to one of
these. Note that the Ricci tensor is the usual Ricci tensor since
Rkikj = R
x
ikT
k
xj = Rij (8.15)
The curvature scalar can also be written as
R = RkijT
c
abg
iagjbgkc = R
k
ijT
ij
k (8.16)
where T ijk = T
c
abg
iagjbgkc is the Lie structure with all indices raised/lowered.
The Bianchi identities give identities on these contractions.
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Proposition 8.3.1 Contractions of the Bianchi identities give
Rij = Rji (8.17)
∇k(Rkij) = 0 (8.18)
6Rmij gmk +RimT
m
jk
(ijk)
= 0 (8.19)
∇k(R) = 2∇t(Rtk) (8.20)
Proof The first Bianchi identity gives
Rij = R
a
ibT
b
aj = −RabjT bai −RajiT bab = RajbT bai = Rji
hence the Ricci tensor is symmetric as claimed in equation 8.17.
Contracting the second Bianchi identity we have
∇k(Rkij) +∇i(Rkjk) +∇j(Rkki) +RkkmTmij +RkimTmjk +RkjmTmki = 0
This simplifies since Rkik = 0 to give
∇k(Rkij)− Rij +Rji = 0
and the last two terms cancel since the Ricci tensor is symmetric proving
equation 8.18.
To prove equation 8.19 we start with the expression on the left and
simplify by expanding 6gmk and Rij . This allows us to usefully apply the
first Bianchi and Jacobi identities.
6Rmij gmk +RimT
m
jk = R
m
ijT
a
mbT
b
ka +R
a
ibT
b
amT
m
jk
=
(
RmjbT
a
miT
b
ak +R
m
biT
a
mjT
b
ak
)
+
(
RabiT
b
jmT
m
ka +R
a
biT
b
kmT
m
aj
)
= RzjxT
x
kyT
y
iz −RzixT xjyT ykz
Cycling the indices i, j and k and adding gives equation 8.19.
Finally we have
∇k(R) = gijT abj∇k(Rbia)
= −gijT abj∇i(Rbak)− gijT abj∇a(Rbki)
− gijT abjRbksT sia − gijT abjRbisT sak − gijT abjRbasT ski
= gij∇i(RbkaT abj) + gaj∇a(RbkiT ibj)
+ gisT abjT
j
iaR
b
ks − gijT abjRbisT sak − gajT ibjRbasT sik
= 2gij∇i(Rkj) + 6gisgbiRbks − 2gijT abjRbisT sak
= 2∇j(Rkj) + 6Rsks + 2gajT ibjRbisT sak
= 2∇j(Rkj)− 2gajRsjT sak
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However −2gajRsjT sak = 2gasRjsT jak = 2gajRsjT sak by relabelling s and j,
hence the last term is identically zero and we conclude
∇k(R) = 2∇j(Rkj)
proving equation 8.20.
An immediate consequence of equation 8.20 is the following Corollary
which states that the Einstein tensor, if defined on our manifold in the
obvious way, is divergence free.
Corollary 8.3.2
∇t(Rtk − 1
2
gtkR
)
= 0 (8.21)
8.4 Einstein’s Equation
Equation 8.21 can be rewritten as
Rij − 1
2
gijR = Θij (8.22)
Where Θij is a divergence free symmetric tensor.
If we choose to identify Θij so that the non-Lorentz components are the
stress energy tensor we would then have the Einstein equation, or rather a
ten dimensional extension of it.
We must decide whether this identification is physically reasonable. This
is not something that can be determined mathematically. One must verify
that the equation is consistent with observation.
Einstein’s equation represents the current paradigm for gravitation so is
generally regarded as consistent with observation. However there are some
issues of concern with regard to anomalous galactic rotation and the need
for dark matter and energy to fit observations to the equation.
Also of concern to us is the absence of the anticipated unified equation
with electromagnetism.
Before proceeding we note that our equation 8.22 differs from Einstein’s
equation in several respects.
The most obvious difference is that our version of the equation is ten
dimensional. The manner in which we decide to deal with the additional
dimensions then becomes important. Note that our model is explicitly
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quantum mechanical - we built it in order to accommodate wave functions
on a curved manifold. Those wave functions can be viewed as quantum
mechanical trajectories.
The Lorentz components are unimportant for waves which are constant
across Lorentz dimensions. Classical point-like particles with well defined
energy and momentum are approximated by such wave functions. Hence
the Lorentz components can be ignored when passing to the classical (non-
quantum) approximation.
Another difference is that the curvature in Einstein’s equation uses as
its connection the Christoffel symbols, the unique symmetric connection
conserving the metric. Our connection also conserves the metric but has
torsion.
The covariant derivative ∇k + 12Tk(∗∗) is torsion free and conserves the
metric. Hence the associated connection
Ckij = Γ
k
ij +
1
2
T kij (8.23)
is the Christoffel symbols for the metric gij as it conserves the metric and
is torsion free. If we use these Christoffel symbols to construct a curvature
tensor we obtain a torsion free version of the Riemannian.
Rˆij(
∗
∗) =
[∇i + 12Ti(∗∗) , ∇j + 12Tj(∗∗)] (8.24)
=
[∇i,∇j]+ [12Ti(∗∗) ,∇j]+ [∇i, 12Tj(∗∗)] + [12Ti(∗∗) , 12Tj(∗∗)]] (8.25)
=
[∇i,∇j]− 12T kij∇k − 12T kij∇k + 14[Ti(∗∗) , Tj(∗∗)]] (8.26)
= Rij(
∗
∗) +
1
4
T kijTk(
∗
∗) (8.27)
As expected there is no torsion term and we have
Rˆlijk = R
l
ijk +
1
4
Tmij T
l
mk (8.28)
where Rˆlijk is the Riemannian obtained from the Christoffel symbols.
Contracting to obtain torsion free versions of the Ricci tensor and scalar
curvature we obtain
Rˆij = Rij − 32gij (8.29)
Rˆ = R − 15 (8.30)
(8.31)
If we now rewrite equation 8.22 in terms of the torsion free Ricci tensor
we obtain
Rˆij − 1
2
gijRˆ− 6gij = Θij (8.32)
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Which is Einstein’s equation with a cosmological constant of −6. Of
course this is 6 in natural units. The usual units for the cosmological
constant are m−2. Switching to those units we obtain Λ = − 6r2c2 .
If equation 8.32 is assumed then measurements of the cosmological con-
stant will give information about r. As of 2015 the cosmological constant
is estimated to be on the order of |Λ| ≈ 10−52m22. This would give
r ≈ 2.6× 1017 seconds ≃ 8.2 billion years (8.33)
as our theory has been based on the assumption that r is large it is
reassuring that our first estimate of r is indeed large.
Note that r is a structure constant for the geometry. It measures the
scale at which torsion becomes significant. In particular although we as-
signed the catchy name ’radius of the universe’ to this quantity, we did not
intend to relate it to the universe currently estimated at 13.772 ± 0.059
billion years.
This estimate of r depends on assuming that equation 8.32 is the correct
source equation for gravity. And that would seem on the face of it to
be a very reasonable assumption to make. Einstein’s equation after all is
the current paradigm for gravitation, so we would expect to find that the
gravitational equation in the context of a framework should resemble it.
On these grounds the extended Einstein equation seems to be exactly what
we are looking for. However in the next chapter we will discover another
quite different looking equation which also seems to be a source equation
for gravitation. If we believe that this alternative equation is correct then
the calculation of r we have just performed is invalidated.
2thanks to Prof. Malte Henkel for inviting me to update the estimate used in an
earlier draft
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Chapter 9
The Ampere-Gauss equation and
Ussher’s equation
We begin this chapter by looking for an appropriate source equation for
electromagnetism. Much of this work can be found in [5].
Maxwell’s equations in a relativistic context are given by two equations;
a dynamical equation called the Faraday-Gauss equation, and a source equa-
tion called the Ampere-Gauss equation.
In our new context a generalised 10-D version of the Faraday-Gauss
equation 7.28 arises directly from the Bianchi identities, and hence is a
geometric identity on our manifold. So half the work of finding a suitable
form of Maxwell’s equations has already been done.
To find the Ampere-Gauss equation however we will need a different
argument. The standard Ampere-Gauss equation equates the divergence of
the field tensor Fij to a charge-current tensor Jk. So we might guess that
the form of the equation should be something like
∇iFik = Jk (9.1)
However this is really just a wild guess which we are not very confi-
dent about. Should we be using the partial derivative here instead of the
covariant one for instance? We are not sure.
In the usual context the source term Jk is divergence free and this hints
at a method for finding the correct form of this equation. We need merely
look for a divergence free expression on the left hand side. In fact this is
precisely the way that we obtained the extended Einstein equation.
We seek an identity of the form ∇k(expressionk) = 0, where the expres-
sion is some function of the field tensor. We can then write this identity in
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the form expressionk = Jk where Jk is divergence free. If we interpret Jk as
a source term this will give us a source equation.
This kind of argument will still require us to make a physical assumption,
namely we must decide on the physical interpretation of Jk. But having
an argument of this type is at least a little bit more convincing than just
guessing at the form of the equation.
An alternative approach would be to use a Lagrangian method. We will
look at the Lagrangian approach in chapter 10.
9.1 Ussher’s Identity
In this section we seek an identity which we can use to construct a source
equation for the field tensor Fij . We this identity to construct the same
kind of argument as was used in chapter 8 to obtain the generalised Einstein
equation, equation 8.22. We begin with some lemmas.
Lemma 9.1.1
gisgjtRst(
∗
∗) (Fij) = 0 (9.2)
Proof
gisgjtRst(
∗
∗) (Fij) = g
isgjtRxstTx(
∗
∗) (Fij)
= −gisgjtRxstT axiFaj − gisgjtRxstT axjFia
= giagjtRxstT
s
xiFaj + g
isgjaRxstT
t
xjFia
= RajFaj +R
iaFia = 0
as each term consists of a contraction of an antisymmetric tensor with
a symmetric one.
An analogous result also holds for the other component of curvature Rkij
and this is the content of our next lemma.
Lemma 9.1.2
gisgjtRst(
∗
∗)
(
Rkij
)
= 0 (9.3)
Proof
gisgjtRst(
∗
∗)
(
Rkij
)
= gisgjtRxstTx(
∗
∗)
(
Rkij
)
= gisgjtRxstT
k
xaR
a
ij − gisgjtRxstT axiRkaj − gisgjtRxstT axjRkia
We now show that each of these three terms is zero and the result with then
follow.
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Case 1. Consider the term gisgjtRxstT
k
xaR
a
ij .
By renaming fully contracted indices s ↔ i , t ↔ j , and x ↔ a we
can make use of the antisymmetry of T to equate this term to its own
negative. Hence it is identically zero.
Case 2. Consider the term −gisgjtRxstT axiRkaj .
Applying the first Bianchi identity we obtain
−gisgjtRxstT axiRkaj = gisgjtRxisT axtRkaj + gisgjtRxtiT axsRkaj
= gisgjtRxisT
a
xtR
k
aj − gasgjtRxtiT ixsRkaj
= gisgjtRxisT
a
xtR
k
aj + g
asgjtRtsR
k
aj
We now observe that the first term is zero as it involves a contraction
of the symmetric tensor gis with the antisymmetric tensor Rxis; while
the second term is zero as it includes a contraction of the symmetric
tensor Raj with the antisymmetric tensor Rkaj .
Case 3. Consider the term −gisgjtRxstT axjRkia.
By renaming fully contracted indices i↔ j and s↔ t this reduces to
the previous case.
Hence all three terms are zero completing the proof.
Lemma 9.1.3
gsigyjRst(
∗
∗)
(
Rβijα
)
= 0 (9.4)
Proof Simply write Rβijα = Fij1
β
α+R
k
ijT
β
kα and apply the tensor derivation
Rst(
∗
∗) = R
x
stTx(
∗
∗). The result follows from the previous two lemmas and
from the local invariance of T βkα and 1
β
α.
Theorem 9.1.4 (Ussher’s Identity)
∇i(∇jRβjiα − 12gtsT ritRβrsα) = 0 (9.5)
hence in particular
∇i(∇jRkji − 12gtsT ritRkrs) = 0 (9.6)
∇i(∇jFji − 12gtsT ritFrs) = 0 (9.7)
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Proof Consider the double divergence of the curvature tensor ∇i∇j(Rβijα).
By renaming i↔ j and using the antisymmetry of R we obtain
2∇i∇j(Rβijα) = [∇i,∇j](Rβijα) (9.8)
= gisgjtT xst∇x
(
Rβijα
)
+ gisgjtRst(
∗
∗)
(
Rβijα
)
(9.9)
where the second term is zero by lemma 9.1.3. Relabelling and rearranging
we can write this in the form
∇i(∇jRβjiα − 12gtsT ritRβrsα) = 0
thereby proving equation 9.5. Equations 9.6 and 9.7 now follow by taking
components.
As an immediate consequence of Ussher’s identity we can write
Corollary 9.1.5
∇jRβjiα − 12gtsT ritRβrsα = Θβiα (9.10)
Where the divergence ∇iΘβiα = 0.
Ussher’s identity is a purely geometric identity. It must hold on any
Lie manifold obeying the very weak assumptions of the model. We cannot
choose to disregard it but we can choose how to interpret it. In particular
we must decide whether it is reasonable to interpret Θβiα as a source term
determined from the distribution of matter.
9.2 Extended Ampere-Gauss Equation
Ussher’s identity is the right kind of identity to give source equations. In
particular we hope to find the Ampere-Gauss equation by looking at the
scalar component. So we need to start by separating this equation into
component equations. We begin by writing Θβiα in terms of its components.
Θβiα = Ji1
β
α +K
k
i T
β
kα (9.11)
Note that equation 9.10 implies there is no versor component. The
equation ∇iΘβiα = 0 now gives two component equations ∇iJi = 0 and
∇iKki = 0.
The scalar component of equation 9.10 is
∇jFji − 12gtsT ritFrs = Ji (9.12)
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which is in the right form to be a suitable generalisation of the Ampere-
Gauss equation and to act as a source equation for the field tensor Fij. We
will call this the extended Ampere-Gauss equation.
Note that this equation seems to have an extra term when compared to
our initial guess, equation 9.1. This extra term is not a problem for three
reasons.
1. T ikb is zero when all three indices i, k and b are non-Lorentz. Hence
this extra term will have no effect on the behavior of the translation
components which give the classical fields.
2. All spacetime components of the extra term vanish in the Poincare´
limit and are insignificant over distance and time scales less than r.
3. If we rewrite the equation in terms of the torsion free covariant deriva-
tive ∇ˆk = ∇k + 12Tk(∗∗) it becomes simply
gij∇ˆiFjk = Jk (9.13)
So the extra term is simply a consequence of writing the equation
using a covariant derivative with torsion.
This achieves our objective of obtaining a plausible source equation for
electromagnetism. However we obtained it as a component of a larger
equation, and we now have a leftover component which we must decide
what to do with. We need to take a very hard look at that component
equation because if we accept the Ampere-Gauss equation it will be difficult
to argue that we should not also accept this other component.
9.3 Ussher’s equation.
The vector component of equation 9.10 is
∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt = Kki (9.14)
which looks like a source equation for the gravitational field described
given by the reduced curvature tensor Rkij . That is unexpected and is very
interesting. This equation is claiming to do the same job as Einstein’s equa-
tion; it can be viewed as a source equation for gravity. Is that reasonable?
Which source equation should we be using?
In our picture, the gravitational and electromagnetic fields are com-
ponents of the overall field specified by the curvature tensor Rαijβ. It is
entirely reasonable therefore to expect that the source equations for elec-
tromagnetism and gravity should be the components of a combined source
equation for the curvature tensor.
Equations 9.14 and 9.12 are indeed components of equation 9.10 exactly
as we would expect. But Einstein’s equation 8.22 does not seem to unify
with a source equation for electromagnetism in this way.
The form of equation 9.14
∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt = Kki
where the divergence of a field is related to the presence of a source, is
actually typical of what we would expect the source equation for a field to
look like. Einstein’s equation is the odd one out. It doesn’t fit this pattern.
If we were to ignore history and imagine that we were meeting these
equations for the first time, we would probably regard equation 9.14 as a
stronger candidate for a source equation for gravity than Einstein’s equation
for these reasons.
Of course we still do have Einstein’s equation, 8.22
Rij − 1
2
gijR = Θij
as a geometric identity on our manifold. Indeed equations 8.22 and 9.14
are both geometric identities on our manifold. It therefore isn’t a matter of
choosing one of these equations over the other equation. Rather the issue is
how we decide how to interpret the two divergence free quantities Θij and
Kki . The question is which of these quantities, if any, is to be interpreted
as a source term determined by the distribution of matter.
The ultimate test is of course whether equation 9.14 is consistent with
the experimental tests of general relativity which have been carried out to
date. This may not be as unlikely as one would think given that Ussher’s
equation and Einsteins equation look very different. Einstein’s equation is
notoriously difficult to test. Most experimental verifications have involved
looking at small fields in the absence of sources, so we need simply show
that the two equations are compatible in those limited circumstances.
One way to validate equation 9.14 would be to relate it in some way
to Einstein’s equation, the existing paradigm for gravity. But if the two
equations make slightly different predictions we won’t succeed in linking
them exactly via a mathematical identity. We would need to use some kind
of approximation argument and these are often difficult to construct.
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Furthermore there are instances such as anomalous galactic rotation
where Einstein’s equation does not seem to do very well. Assorted dark
quantities have been conjectured to explain the difference between predic-
tion and observation in these instances. Our inability to directly observe
these dark things or indeed to understand their nature is however embar-
rassing, and gives us reason to suspect that Einstein’s equations might not
be the final answer to the question of gravitation, even in the weak field
case. For this reason perhaps trying to link Ussher’s equation directly to
Einstein’s equation is not the best approach.
It would instead be simpler and indeed more certain to seek direct vali-
dation from observation. That would require us to construct the equivalent
of Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions for equation 9.14 which would then
allow direct validation from experimental data.
We will not attempt to construct specific solutions, however we will
comment briefly on the issues that arise in attempting to do so. We begin
by noting the similarity between the equations for gravity in the absence of
sources
RmiaT
a
jk +∇iRmjk
(ijk)
= 0
∇iRmik − 12Rmij gjtT ikt = 0
and the equations for electromagnetism in the absence of sources
FiaT
a
jk +∇iFjk
(ijk)
= 0
∇iFik − 12FijgjtT ikt = 0
For each fixed value of m in the first set of equations the resulting tensor
satisfies the second set of equations. Hence solutions to the gravitational
equations consist of ten solutions to Maxwells equations, one for each value
of m. These are not independent but must be compatible with the first
Bianchi identity.
RmijT
n
mk
(ijk)
= 0
This suggests that we might be able to construct a Schwartzchild type
solution for the gravitational equations from central charge solutions to
Maxwell’s equations.
However things are not as simple as they seem. The problem of course is
that the covariant derivative in the above equations involves the connection
which also defines the curvature. Hence the equations above are consider-
ably more complicated than they appear and finding specific solutions is
likely to be difficult. This looks like a job for an applied mathematician.
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Finally of course there is the issue of how we deal with the extra six
dimensions. How these are perceived will depend on the nature of the mat-
ter on which they act. We do not envisage a universe filled with pointlike
particles whose trajectories are described by geodesics across all ten dimen-
sions of the manifold. Instead matter will be described by a spinor wave
function satisfying a wave equation.
As we will see in chapter 11, electrons seem to be described by wave
functions that are constant (at least locally) across the Lorentz dimensions.
For this reason we expect that electrons will be insensitive to what is hap-
pening there. We also expect protons to be similar to electrons in this
respect. Hence it seems likely that components of curvature involving the
Lorentz dimensions will exert only a second order effect on ordinary matter.
To first order we we should be able to ignore the extra dimensions and just
look at what is happening in the first four.
9.4 Further Identities
The tensors in equation 9.14 satisfy a number of interesting algebraic con-
straints. These may also prove useful in our later work. To facilitate ex-
ploring these identities we define
Ukm = ∇jRkjm − 12T jmsgstRkjt (9.15)
Hence Ussher’s equation 9.14 takes the form Ukm = K
k
m where the left
hand side is a tensor related to curvature and constraining gravity as de-
scribed in equation 9.15; while the right hand side is a tensor related to the
distribution of energy and matter, and acting as a source.
The tensor Ukm satisfies a number of algebraic identities which must
therefore also constrain Kkm.
Lemma 9.4.1 The tensor Ukm satisfies
∇mUkm = 0 (9.16)
Ukk =
1
2
R (9.17)
TmikU
k
m = −∇jRji (9.18)
TmikU
k
m = −12∇iR (9.19)
TmikU
k
m = −∇iUkk (9.20)
∇kUkm + T ambU ba = gijRlikT slmRkjs (9.21)
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Proof Equation 9.16 is simply Ussher’s identity 9.6.
Contracting the two indices in equation 9.15 gives the equation
Ukk = ∇jRj − 12gtsT rktRkrs
The curvature vector Rj is identically zero while the other term on the
right hand side simplifies to give equation 9.17
Next contract equation 9.15 with T akb to give
∇jRkjiT akb − 12gtsT rit
(
RkrsT
a
kb
)
= Uki T
a
kb
Applying the 1st Bianchi identity to the term in brackets we obtain
∇jRkjiT akb + 12gtsT ritRksbT akr + 12gtsT ritRkbrT aks = Uki T akb
By swapping the contracted indices s and r in the last term on the left,
we see that this term is the same as the one before it giving the equation
∇jRkjiT akb + gtsT ritRksbT akr = Uki T akb
contracting the indices a and i in this equation we thus obtain
∇jRjb = UkaT akb
which rearranges to give 9.18. Equation 8.21 can now be applied to
obtain equation 9.19
Equation 9.20 follows directly from equations 9.17 and 9.19.
Starting again from the definition we have
∇kUkm = gij∇k∇iRkjm − 12T jmsgst∇kRkjt
The last term vanishes as ∇kRkjt = 0 by equation 8.18. We would also
like to exploit this fact in the first term which requires us to commute the
two covariant derivatives. We obtain
∇kUkm = gij[∇k,∇i]Rkjm + gij∇i∇kRkjm
where the last term will vanish once again by equation 8.18. Hence
∇kUkm = gijT lki∇lRkjm + gijRlki
(
T klsR
s
jm − T sljRksm − T slmRkjs
)
= gil∇l(T jikRkjm) + gij(RlkiT kls)Rsjm + gsj(RlkiT ilj)Rksm − gijRlkiT slmRkjs
= gil∇lRim − gijRisRsjm + gsjRkjRksm − gijRlkiT slmRkjs
= ∇iRim + gijRlikT slmRkjs
Applying 9.18 and rearranging we obtain 9.21.
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Chapter 10
Lagrangian Methods and Forces
In this chapter we use Lagrangian methods to find source equations for
the forces. Since electromagnetism and gravity are simply components of
curvature we might expect to find a single source equation for curvature
that gives equations for electromagnetism and gravity as its components.
We begin by looking at the mathematical machinery required to apply a
Lagrangian method.
10.1 Integration and Stokes’ Theorem
Lagrangian methods depend on Stokes theorem which relates the integral
in an oriented simply connected1 compact region Ω to an integral on its
boundary ∂Ω. ∫
Ω
∇kvk dx◦ =
∫
∂Ω
vk dx◦k (10.1)
Stokes’ theorem is a more general result, but this special case written in
terms of the natural measure and integration on our framework is sufficient
to our purpose.
Integration is the measure weighted summation of values at different
points. To add values at different points we must be able to compare them.
To compare values at different points we need a notion of parallel transport,
which we do have on a framework.
The integral on a framework is naturally defined by partitioning the
region of integration into small pieces; computing a value for the integrand
1assuming simply connected will simplify the discussion. We will only have need to
integrate on regions of this type
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at each piece by combining the quantity to be integrated with the measure
of the piece; and then parallel transporting these values to a single location
to be added. The integral is a limit obtained by refining the partition. We
omit the technical details of the limiting process.
For this procedure to be well defined, parallel transport of values from
one point to another must give the same answer regardless of path. Equiva-
lently parallel transport of these values around a loop must be trivial. If the
region of integration is simply connected it is sufficient that this be the case
for small loops. Hence the associated curvature is zero and via the same
arguments that were used in section 6.5 there must exist a basis in which
the global action on these values is trivial and the associated connection is
zero.
So this kind of natural integration is only well defined where the in-
tegrand parallel transports in the same way as a scalar. Note that both
integrands in equation 10.1 are scalar.
A measure on the manifold is defined by specifying its value on a small
parallelepiped. Consider the 10-D parallelepiped at a point p spanned by
the ordered set of small vectors {dxi00 , · · · , dxi99 } (indexing from 0 to 9 to
avoid double digits). We define its measure to be
dx0 ∧ · · · ∧ dx9 = ηi0···i9 dx0i0 · · · dx9i9 (10.2)
where ηi0···i9 is a completely antisymmetric tensor with ten indices. Dif-
ferent measures will arise by choosing different antisymmetric tensors. One
obvious choice is to pick ηi0···i9 so that all non-zero entries are ±1. This has
the advantage that it is easy to specify given a basis and that ∂kηi0···i9 = 0.
However this is basis dependent.
The completely antisymmetric tensors with ten indices are scalar and
can be written as scalar functions via a change of basis. Conversely any
scalar function gives a completely antisymmetric tensor with ten indices and
will define a measure. If we start with a constant function then the measure
we obtain will be invariant under parallel transport. Such a measure is
called a Haar measure and will be denoted dx◦.
Every framework is equipped with a Haar measure which is unique up
to a choice of scale. The scale is unimportant for Lagrangian calculations.
To find the Haar measure we use the fact that all completely antisymmetric
ten dimensional tensors differ by a scalar function. Hence we can write
dx◦ = ǫ ηi0···i9 dx0
i0 · · · dx9i9 (10.3)
where ηi0···i9 has entries ±1 and where ǫ is a scalar function chosen so
that η◦ = ǫ ηi0···i9 is constant. Since η
◦ is constant we must have ∇kη◦ = 0.
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Since ∂kηi0···i9 = 0 this simplifies to give
∂kǫ = ǫΓ
a
ka (10.4)
which determines ǫ uniquely to within a choice of scale.
The Haar measure can also be defined from the metric. Choose oriented
bases so that T αiβ look like the matrices in table 1.4 on page 8. Then the
Haar measure of a parallelepiped spanned by small vectors dxk along the
axes in this basis can be defined as the product of their lengths computed
from the metric. The invariance of the metric means this construction will
be invariant. The
√
g which appears in some notations for the integral refers
to this procedure.
We now turn to the right hand side of equation 10.1 which involves
integration on the nine dimensional boundary of our region. A measure on
a nine dimensional surface is defined as
dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx9 = ηi1···i9 dx1i1 · · · dx9i9 (10.5)
where ηi1···i9 is a completely antisymmetric tensor with nine components.
The completely antisymmetric tensors with nine components are vectors.
Indeed we can use a completely antisymmetric tensor with ten components
as an intertwining map
mk 7→ mk ηk i1···i9 = ηi1···i9 (10.6)
If we use the completely antisymmetric tensor chosen to construct the
Haar measure to do this then the measure given by ηi1···i9 will parallel
transport as a vector. We denote this measure dx◦k where the superscript
reminds us that we used the scalar Haar measure to define it, and the
subscript reminds us that it transforms as a vector. We can also write
dx◦k = ǫ ηk i1···i9 dx1
i1· · · dx9i9 (10.7)
where ǫ is determined by equation 10.4, and ηi0···i9 is the completely anti-
symmetric tensor with values ±1.
Integration is only well defined where the integrand parallel transports
as a scalar. Hence the vector measure on the boundary must combine with
other quantities in the integral to form a scalar integrand. We observe this
in equation 10.1. The parallel transport in the integral can be around the
boundary. However we will also get the same result by parallel transporting
across the interior of the region.
Apart from the unusual notation which was chosen to relate to the
natural structures on a framework, equation 10.1 is simply the standard
Stokes’ theorem.
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10.2 Lagrange Methods: Electromagnetism
A Lagrangian approach uses a scalar function L known as the Lagrangian
density. Obtaining this function is an art. The Lagrangian density is a
function of quantities on the manifold for which we are seeking some kind
of dynamical equation. The Lagrangian hypothesis is that these quantities
will arrange themselves so that the integral of the Lagrangian density is
extremal under any small variation on a compact region.
Consider for example the Lagrangian density
Le = FijF ij = giagjbFijFab (10.8)
which is the usual Lagrangian density for electromagnetism, albeit with
a few extra dimensions. This is a function of the field tensor which in turn
is a function of the potential Ai. Equation 7.69 on page 81 gives
Fij = ∇iAj −∇jAi − T kijAk
We prefer this rather than equation 7.40 as we prefer to work with the
covariant derivative.
Assume now that Ai undergoes a variation Ai 7→ Ai+ δAi, where δAi is
small and is zero outside the interior of a compact region Ω. In particular
δAi = 0 on the boundary ∂Ω. Then other quantities that depend on Ai
will also vary and in particular Fij and the Lagrangian density Le will also
vary. Note that other quantities like gij which do not depend on Ai will not
vary. To first order the variation in Fij is
δFij = ∇iδAj −∇jδAi − T kijδAk (10.9)
while the variation in Le is
δLe = giagjbδFijFab + giagjbFijδFab = 2giagjbδFijFab (10.10)
the Lagrangian principle now states that
Le =
∫
Ω
Le dx◦ (10.11)
is extremal under this variation. That is we have δLe = 0 to first order
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in δAi. But
δLe =
∫
Ω
2F ijδFij dx
◦
=
∫
Ω
2F ij∇iδAj − 2F ij∇jδAi − 2F ijT kijδAk dx◦
=
∫
Ω
4F ij∇iδAj − 2F ijT kijδAk dx◦
=
∫
Ω
−4∇iF ijδAj − 2F ijT kijδAk + 4∇i
(
F ijδAj
)
dx◦
=
∫
Ω
−4∇iF ijδAj − 2F ijT kijδAk dx◦ + 4
∫
∂Ω
F ijδAj dx
◦
i
The integral on the boundary ∂Ω is zero because the variation is zero
there. Thus
δLe =
∫
Ω
(−4∇iF ik − 2F ijT kij) δAkdx◦ = 0 (10.12)
and since this must be true for any variation, we must have
2∇iF ik + F ijT kij = 0 (10.13)
This is interpreted as the dynamic equation for electromagnetic fields in
the absence of sources. When sources are present the right hand side will
be replaced by a source term.
We would prefer an equation in terms of Fij . Rearranging we obtain
∇iFik − 12FiagabT ikb = Jk (10.14)
where Jk is a source term. This is equation 9.12, the scalar component
of Ussher’s equation, which reinforces our belief that this is the correct
extension of the Ampere-Gauss equation in our geometry.
The advantage of obtaining this equation via a Lagrangian approach
rather than as a consequence of Ussher’s identity is that it gives us a method
of finding the source term. In particular the source term Jk can be deter-
mined for a particle by varying its Lagrangian with respect to Ai.
The disadvantage of a Lagrangian approach is that we must guess at the
form of the Lagrangian.The Lagrangian that we used in this case was the
obvious extension of the usual electromagnetic Lagrangian into our model,
formed by contracting Fij with its dual F
ij. Contracting a tensor with its
dual is one of the most obvious and natural ways to obtain a scalar from it.
We call this scalar the norm of Fij , and denote it ||Fij ||2. Such a norm
is defined whenever we can define a unique dual.
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10.3 Lagrange Methods: Gravity
Equation 10.14 is the dynamic equation for Fij obtained via a Lagrangian
principle by variation of Ak. But Fij is merely a component of the overall
spinor curvature tensor Rαijβ while Ak is merely a component of the spinor
connection Γαkβ.
This suggests that we should seek a dynamical equation for the entire
spinor curvature tensor by varying the spinor connection. To do this we
need a Lagrangian constructed from the curvature Rαijβ.
One natural way to do this is to contract it with its dual
Rijβα = s
•
αλR
λ
abµs
µβ
• g
iagjb (10.15)
Note the use of the convention for spinor indices that they are lowered
on the left and raised on the right. This ensures that raising and lowering
are opposite operations. This gives
L = ||Rαijβ||2 = RαijβRλabµgiagjbs•αλsµβ• (10.16)
Resolving the spinor curvature into its components we obtain
L = RkijRcabgiagjbgkc−4FijFabgiagjb = ||Rkij||2−4||Fij||2 = Lg−4Le (10.17)
Where Le = ||Fij||2 is the electromagnetic Lagrangian we considered
previously, and Lg = ||Rkij||2 is a Lagrangian constructed from the reduced
curvature tensor responsible for the gravitational field.
This is very promising. It is a natural Lagrangian constructed from
the curvature tensor, and it extends the Lagrangian for electromagnetism
in exactly the way that we wanted. It contains two terms, the expected
electromagnetic term and a new and very natural gravitational term which
we might hope to use to obtain a source equation for gravity.
Unfortunately at this point the weakness in the Lagrangian method is
about to bite us, because there is another natural way in which we can form
a scalar from the curvature tensor Rαijβ. Since this tensor has one upper and
one lower spinor index, these can be contracted without raising or lowering
to obtain the Lagrangian
L = RαijβgiagjbRβabα = Lg + 4Le (10.18)
The gravitational and electromagnetic components Lg and Le are the
same as before, but there is a difference in sign in the way they are combined.
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We expect this to lead to a measurable difference in physical phe-
nomenology. In particular we expect the resulting gravitational field equa-
tions will have a different source term for the electromagnetic contribution
to the gravitational field. In principle we should eventually be able to rule
out one of these Lagrangians on that basis.
Meanwhile we continue the analysis by working with the components
Lg and Le which will enable us to defer the question of how these should
combine until later. It will also have the benefit of minimising algebraic
complexity. We define Lagrangians to go along with these Lagrangian den-
sities
Lg =
∫
Ω
Lg dx◦
Le =
∫
Ω
Le dx◦
(10.19)
The overall Lagrangian will be L = Lg ± 4Le, with the sign determined
by our choice of Lagrangian density L.
Having chosen a Lagrangian we must decide what to vary and how to
vary it. The obvious approach is to simply vary the connection. However
the extent to which the connection by itself can vary without breaking the
structure of our framework is very limited. For example if the local action
T αiβ does not vary then this fixes both the torsion T
k
ij and the metric gij .
The metric determines the Christoffel symbols so both the antisymmetric
and symmetric parts of Γkij are fixed which implies R
l
ijk = R
t
ijT
l
tk is also
fixed. Hence no variation in the gravitational field is possible.
This implies that any non-trivial variation which does not break the
structure of the framework must vary both the local and global actions. In
considering the general situation the following Lemma will be useful.
Lemma 10.3.1 Consider a tensor derivation M(∗∗) acting on spinors and
vectors, given by Mαβ and M
i
j respectively.
Then M(∗∗) (T
α
iβ) = 0 if and only if there is a scalar a and vector b
k with
Mαβ = a1
α
β + b
kT αkβ (10.20)
M ij = b
kT ikj (10.21)
Proof Firstly, since M(∗∗) (T
α
iβ) = 0 we have
Mαλ T
λ
iβ − T αiλMλβ = Mki T αkβ (10.22)
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the left hand side here can be viewed as the commutator [M,Ti] of two
matrices. Next we write Mαβ in terms of the decomposition of spinor trans-
formations into components to obtain
Mαβ = a1
α
β + b
kT βkα + c
AT βAα (10.23)
putting these things together we must have
bkTmki T
α
mβ − cATBiAT αBβ =Mmi T αmβ (10.24)
Comparing versor components on each side of this equation we must
have cATBiA = 0 for all i and B which gives c
A = 0. Comparing vector
components we have bkTmki =M
m
i completing the proof.
Now suppose that both the local and global actions vary in a manner
consistent with the structure of a framework.
T βiα 7→ T βiα + δT βiα (10.25)
Γβiα 7→ Γβiα + δΓβiα (10.26)
Where the expressions on the right specify valid local and global actions
for the Lie algebra so(2, 3) and where these commute.
On any framework bases can be chosen so that the matrices T βiα at a
chosen point take the form of the matrices on page 8. Since after variation
we have a valid spinor manifold we must therefore be able to describe the
variation in T αiβ as if it were a small change of basis.
Note that we are not saying here that the variation is simply a change of
basis. A variation is a real change whereas a change of basis is only a change
in description. However these two things will have the same algebraic form.
We have met this kind of thing before in basic linear algebra where a rotation
is a transformation having the same algebraic description as a change of
orthonormal basis.
Hence there are small tensors δab and δ
α
β so that to first order
T βiα + δT
β
iα = (1
k
i − δki )T µkν(1βµ + δβµ)(1να − δνα) (10.27)
where the negative signs arise from taking the inverse assuming δab and
δαβ are small. Expanding out we find that to first order we have
δT βiα = δ
β
µT
µ
iα − δki T βkα − δναT βiν = δ(∗∗) (T βiα) (10.28)
Hence the variation in the local action can be described via small tensor
derivation δ(∗∗).
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The variation in the global action given by δΓk(
∗
∗) must be consistent
with the variation in the local action. Requiring that ∇kT αiβ = 0 after
variation gives (to first order)[
δΓk(
∗
∗) +∇k(δ)(∗∗)
]
T αiβ = 0 (10.29)
Hence by lemma 10.3.1 we can write
δΓαkβ +∇k(δαβ ) = ak1αβ + btkT αtβ (10.30)
δΓikj +∇k(δij) = btkT itj (10.31)
for scalar fields ak and vector fields b
t
k. Using this description a general
variation in the local and global actions will be written in the form
δT αkβ = δ(
∗
∗)T
α
kβ
δT ikj = δ(
∗
∗)T
i
kj
δΓαkβ = δ
α
λΓ
λ
kβ − δλβΓαkλ − ∂k(δαβ ) + ak1αβ + btkT αtβ
δΓikj = δ
i
mΓ
m
kj − δmj Γikm − ∂k(δij) + btkT itj
(10.32)
Such variations preserve the requirements that the local action represent
so(2, 3) and that the global action commute with it. We now need to require
that the global action represent (albeit with curvature) the Lie algebra even
after variation. This is true if the variation in the torsion agrees with the
variation in the Lie structure. Hence we must have
δΓikj − δΓijk = δT ijk = δ(∗∗)T ijk (10.33)
But from equation 10.31 we also have
δΓikj − δΓijk =
(
btkT
i
tj − btjT itk
)
+
(∇jδik −∇kδij) (10.34)
Putting these together gives a constraint relating btk to δ(
∗
∗).(
btkT
i
tj − btjT itk
)
=
(∇kδij −∇jδik)+ δ(∗∗)T ijk
=
(
∂kδ
i
j − ∂jδik
)− (δtkΓitj − δtjΓitk) (10.35)
Variations which satisfy equation 10.35 are called physical variations
as the variation conserves all axioms of a framework. The physical variations
form an abelian group under addition. Our task is to require that the
Lagrangian is invariant under an arbitrary physical variation.
First however we discuss the effect of these variations on the measure
which we will need to know about since the variation δL in the Lagrangian
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depends on both the variation δL in the Lagrangian density and on the
variation δdx◦ in the measure.
The measure is specified by equation 10.3 to be
dx◦ = ǫ ηi0···i9 dx0
i0 · · · dx9i9
Its variation δdx◦ can be described in terms of the variation δǫ in the
multiplying factor.
δdx◦ = δǫ ηi0···i9 dx0
i0 · · · dx9i9
This can be simplified by writing δǫ as a multiple of epsilon
δǫ = δ.ǫ (10.36)
where δ is a small scalar function specifying the variation. We obtain
δdx◦ = δ.ǫ ηi0···i9 dx0
i0· · · dx9i9 = δ.dx◦ (10.37)
Applying the variation to equation 10.4 we must also have
∂k(δǫ) = (δǫ)Γ
a
ka + ǫ(δΓ
a
ka)
⇒ (∂kδ).ǫ+ δ.(∂kǫ) = (δǫ)Γaka + ǫ(δΓaka)
⇒ ∂kδ = δΓaka (10.38)
and 10.32 then can be applied to obtain
∂kδ = −∂k(δaa) (10.39)
It follows that δ = −δaa + c for some constant c, and since both are zero
on the boundary ∂Ω the constant of c must be zero. We have proved that
δdx◦ = −δaadx◦ (10.40)
Now that we understand the effect of the variation on the measure we
are at last ready to look at the Lagrangian problem.
We break the problem up into three cases, each involving a different type
of physical variation. We may consider these separately since an arbitrary
physical variation can be written as a sum of variations from these three
cases.
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Case 1. Variations given by ak only with b
t
k = 0, δ
α
β = 0 and δ
i
j = 0.
δT αkβ = 0 δT
i
kj = 0 δΓ
α
kβ = ak1
α
β δΓ
i
kj = 0 (10.41)
These are physical. There is no variation on the measure and since
they only affect the Fij component of the spinor curvature only the
Le component of the Lagrangian density can change under a variation
of this type. The Lagrangian method in this cases reduces to the
situation in section 10.2 giving equation 9.12, the extended Ampere-
Gauss equation.
Case 2. Variations given by δβα only with ak = 0, b
t
k = 0 and δ
i
j = 0.
δT αkβ = δ
α
λT
λ
kβ − δλβT αkλ
δT ikj = 0
δΓαkβ = δ
α
λΓ
λ
kβ − δλβΓαkλ − ∂kδαβ
δΓikj = 0
(10.42)
All variations of this type are physical. They fix the measure, and
as we will now show they also fix the Lagrangian density. Hence
the Lagrangian does not change under a variation of this type and
they play no role in determining dynamic equations via a Lagrangian
method.
To determine the variation of the Lagrangian we need to know the variations
in Rαijβ, g
ij, sαβ• and s
•
αβ . But
δgij = 0 = δ(∗∗) g
ij (10.43)
as it is determined by T kij and δT
i
kj = 0. The last part follows since δ
i
j = 0.
The symplectic form s•αβ is only determined up to a scalar by T
α
iβ , so we
don’t expect to find a unique variation for it. However the variations
δs•αβ = δ(
∗
∗) s
•
αβ (10.44)
δsαβ• = δ(
∗
∗) s
αβ
• (10.45)
where δ(∗∗) is defined in terms of δ
α
β and an arbitrary scalar δ
•
•, ensure the
proper relationships are conserved under variation and so must be correct.
Note that the scalar δ•• can take any value and we can if we wish choose it
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to be zero. It represents a local variation only in our choice of symplectic
form. To find δRαijβ we write
δRαijβ =
(
∂iδΓ
α
jβ − ∂jδΓαjβ
)
+
(
δΓαiλΓ
λ
jβ − ΓαjλδΓλiβ
)
+
(
ΓαiλδΓ
λ
jβ − δΓαjλΓλiβ
)
(10.46)
We next substitute for the variations using 10.42. This gives an equation
with 24 terms. Fortunately 16 of these cancel and the remaining 8 terms
can be collected up to show
δRαijβ = δ
α
λR
λ
ijβ − δλβRαijλ (10.47)
and since δij = 0 we can write this in the form
δRαijβ = δ(
∗
∗)R
α
ijβ (10.48)
At this point we can conclude that the variation acts as the tensor
derivation δ(∗∗) on R
α
ijβ, g
ij, T αkβ, s
αβ
• , s
•
αβ and 1
α
β . Hence it will act as
the tensor derivation δ(∗∗) on all tensors constructed from these via tensor
product and contraction.
As our Lagrangian densities Le and Lg are constructed in precisely this
way, the variation will act as δ(∗∗) on these too. But the tensor derivation
δ(∗∗) acts trivially on scalars. Hence variations of this type have no effect
on Le and Lg as claimed.
Case 3. Variations given by btk and δ
i
j only with ak = 0 and δ
α
β = 0.
δT αkβ = δ(
∗
∗)T
α
kβ
δT ikj = δ(
∗
∗)T
i
kj
δΓαkβ = b
t
kT
α
tβ
δΓikj = b
t
kT
i
tj −∇kδij
(10.49)
Not all such variations are physical so we must also require equa-
tion 10.35. This is the interesting and difficult case.
Since the variation in the connection Γαkβ is expressed only in terms of
btk, we can obtain an expression for the variation in the curvature purely in
terms of btk. After a little algebraic heroism we obtain
δRαijβ =
[(
∂ib
m
j − ∂jbmi
)
+
(
btjΓ
m
it − btiΓmjt
)]
T αmβ (10.50)
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which, when expressed in terms of the covariant derivative, gives
δRαijβ =
[
∇ibmj −∇jbmi − T tijbmt
]
T αmβ (10.51)
separating out components we obtain
δFij = 0
δRkij = ∇ibmj −∇jbmi − T tijbmt +Rmij δkm
(10.52)
The variations in the Lagrangian densities δLe and δLg depend on the
variations δgij and δg
ij in the metric, while the variation in the Lagrangian
depends also on the variation δdx◦ in the measure. The metric variation is
δgij = δ(
∗
∗) gij
δgij = δ(∗∗) g
ij
(10.53)
We can now determine δLe and δLg. We get
δLe = FijFab
(
δgiagjb + giaδgjb
)
(10.54)
=
[
4FijFang
iagjm
]
δnm (10.55)
for the variation of the electromagnetic Lagrangian density, where the sym-
metry properties of the tensors have been exploited to show all four terms
are equal. The gravitational Lagrangian density gives
δLg = 2δRkijRcabgkcgiagjb + 2RkijRcabgkcδgiagjb +RkijRcabδgkcgiagjb
= 2δRkijR
c
abgkcg
iagjb + 4RkijR
c
abgkcg
iagjmδbm − 2RkijRcabgmcgiagjbδmk
= 2
(∇ibkj −∇jbki − T tijbkt +Rmij δkm)Rcabgkcgiagjb
+ 4RkijR
c
abgkcg
iagjmδbm − 2RmijRcabgkcgiagjbδkm
= 2
(∇ibkj −∇jbki − T tijbkt )Rcabgkcgiagjb + 4RkijRcabgkcgiagjmδbm
= 2
(
2∇ibkj − T tijbkt
)
Rcabgkcg
iagjb + 4RkijR
c
abgkcg
iagjmδbm
(10.56)
We can now integrate these to obtain the variations in the Lagrangians
Le and Lg. In doing so we must also use δdx
◦ = −δaadx◦ from equation 10.40.
δLe =
∫
Ω
δLe dx◦ +
∫
Ω
Leδdx◦
=
∫
Ω
4FijFang
jmgiaδnm − FijFabgjbgiaδmm dx◦ (10.57)
=
∫
Ω
FijFabg
ia
(
4gjm1bn − gjb1mn
)
δnm dx
◦ (10.58)
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The integrand here involves the obvious extension of the stress energy
tensor for the electromagnetic field to our ten dimensional context. This is
the expected source term for the contribution to gravity of the energy in an
electromagnetic field.
The gravitational Lagrangian Lg is as follows. Note the use of Stoke’s
theorem in the third step.
δLg =
∫
Ω
δLg dx◦ +
∫
Ω
Lgδdx◦
=
∫
Ω
4∇ibkjRcabgkcgiagjb − 2Tmij Rcabgncgiagjbbnm
+ 4RkijR
c
angkcg
iagjmδnm −RkijRcabgkcgiagjbδaa dx◦
=
∫
Ω
(−4∇iRcabgmb − 2Tmij Rcabgjb)gncgia bnm
+
(
4RkijR
c
ang
jm −RkijRcabgjb1mn
)
gkcg
ia δnm dx
◦
=
∫
Ω
−4(∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt)gmignk bnm
+RkijR
c
abg
iagkc
(
4gjm1bn − gjb1mn
)
δnm dx
◦
=
∫
Ω
−4Uki gmignk bnm (10.59)
+RkijR
c
abg
iagkc
(
4gjm1bn − gjb1mn
)
δnm dx
◦
Where Uki is Ussher’s tensor from equation 9.15. Note the similarity
of the last term to equation 10.58. This term describes the energy held in
the gravitational field and suggests the presence of non-linear phenomena
where gravity acts as a source of gravity.
Combining these two into the Lagrangian L = Lg ± 4Le we obtain
δL =
∫
Ω
−4Uki gmignk bnm
+
(
RkijR
c
abg
iagkc ± 4FijFabgia
)(
4gjm1bn − gjb1mn
)
δnm dx
◦ (10.60)
To go beyond this we will need to use an equation relating bnm and δ
n
m.
The algebra involved is long and complicated; we will work our way through
it in section 10.4.
However we are now in a position to obtain a good approximate solution
in the small field2 case where Fij and R
k
ij are small. Under these conditions
2calling it the ‘weak field case’ might be misunderstood
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we can drop all terms which are second order in Fij or R
k
ij. Equation 10.60
then simplifies to
δLsmall field =
∫
Ω
−4Uki gmignk bnm dx◦ (10.61)
which we can now solve quite easily since all the terms involving δnm have
been eliminated. If this is to be zero for all bnm we must have
− 4Uki gmignk = 0 (10.62)
Rewriting this in terms of Rkij , adding in a source term and rearranging we
obtain
∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt = Kki
Which is precisely Ussher’s equation 9.14 for gravitation which we ob-
tained earlier from Ussher’s identity. We have now obtained this equation
again via a Lagrangian approach. However we obtained it as an approximate
solution in the small field case. Fortunately this is likely to be sufficient for
many applications.
We end this section with some words of caution about the small field
solution we have just obtained.
1. Eliminating δnm from the Lagrangian problem by making the small
field assumption does not relieve us of our obligation to use only
physical variations. To the extent that this constrains the possible
values of bnm, additional solutions may be possible in the small field
case. We will revisit this very subtle technicality once we have solved
the exact equation.
2. We have not yet specified the nature of the source term in Ussher’s
equation. We were hoping to find this by varying the Lagrangian for
matter. However the small field approximation we have just made will
make this difficult as we have no reason to expect that such a variation
will depend only on bnm. We would need to express any δ
n
m term as a
function of bnm and to the extent that δ
n
m is not fully determined by b
n
m
this may not be possible. We may have to seek a best approximation.
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10.4 The Exact Equation
We resume our efforts to obtain an exact solution for the full Lagrangian
problem continuing on from equation 10.60.
δL =
∫
Ω
−4Uki gmignk bnm
+
(
RkijR
c
abg
iagkc ± 4FijFabgia
)(
4gjm1bn − gjb1mn
)
δnm dx
◦
The variation is described in terms of two quantities δab and b
m
n which are
small in the interior of a region Ω and zero on its boundary; if the variation
is to be physical these are constrained by equation 10.35 which states.(
btkT
i
tj − btjT itk
)
=
(∇kδij −∇jδik)+ δ(∗∗) T ijk
=
(
∂kδ
i
j − ∂jδik
)− (δtkΓitj − δtjΓitk)
However in this form the constraint is difficult to use. We would prefer a
constraint with bmn or δ
m
n as the subject which might allow us to substitute.
We begin this section by seeking an equivalent constraint in this form.
The vector connection Γkij can be written in terms of the Christoffel
connection and the torsion as given in equation 8.23. Furthermore the
Christoffel connection can be written purely in terms of the metric and its
partial derivatives. Hence the connection can be expressed in terms of the
torsion, the metric and its partial derivatives.
Γkij =
1
2
[(
∂igjm + ∂jgim − ∂mgij
)
gmk − T kij
]
(10.63)
Since the variations of the quantities on the right hand side only depend
on δmn we can use this to write δΓ
k
ij in terms of δ
m
n and its partial derivatives.
We can then use this to write bmn as a function of δ
m
n .
We begin by writing equation 10.63 in a form which minimises contrac-
tions.
2Γmijgmk = ∂igjk + ∂jgik − ∂kgij − Tmij gmk (10.64)
We do this in order to minimise the number of terms in the equation
after variation. We can also simplify the algebra by working using lowered
index versions, δab = δ
t
agtb and bab = b
t
agtb, of our variation. In particular
we have
δgij = −δij − δji (10.65)
btiT
m
tj gmk = bimT
m
jk (10.66)
−δ(Tmij gmk) = Tmij δmk + Tmjkδmi + Tmki δmj (10.67)
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Applying the variation we obtain in the first instance
2bimT
m
jk − 2∇i(δmj )gmk − 2Γmij δmk − 2Γmij δkm
= −∂iδjk − ∂iδkj − ∂jδik − ∂jδki + ∂kδij + ∂kδji
+ Tmij δmk + T
m
jkδmi + T
m
ki δmj
(10.68)
The next step is to replace all of the partial derivatives with covariant
derivatives, and to cancel and collect up all the resulting terms involving
the connection. These pair up nicely to give torsion terms yielding the
equation
2bimT
m
jk = (∇iδjk −∇iδkj) + (∇kδij −∇jδik) + (∇kδji −∇jδki)
+ 2δmiT
m
jk + δimT
m
jk + (δjmT
m
ik − δkmTmij )
(10.69)
Note that the equation is antisymmetric with respect to the indices j and
k and has been written to illustrate this. We now contract with the tensor
1
2
T jkt =
1
2
T jtsg
sk which is also antisymmetric with respect to the indices j
and k to obtain the equation
6bit = ∇iδjkT jtsgsk +∇kδijT jtsgsk +∇kδjiT jtsgsk
+ 6δti + 3δit + δjmT
m
ik g
skT jts
(10.70)
We finish up by renaming contracted indices in a more systematic fash-
ion.
6bmn = ∇mδijT insgsj +∇jδmiT insgsj +∇jδimT insgsj
+ 3δmn + 6δnm + δijT
j
msg
stT int
(10.71)
We now prepare equation 10.60 for substitution by rewriting it in the
form
δL =
∫
Ω
−4Unk gkmbmn +Wmp gpnδmn dx◦ (10.72)
where Unk is Ussher’s tensor from equation 9.15, and
Wmp =
(
RsaiR
t
bjgstg
ab ± 4FajFbigab
)(
4gjm1ip − gij1mp
)
(10.73)
We now at last are ready to substitute equation 10.71 into equation 10.72
to obtain a Lagrangian we can solve. We obtain the following equation.
Note the use of Stokes’ theorem to simplify the first three terms.
3δL =
∫
Ω
2∇kUnk T insgsjδij + 2∇sUnk T insgkmδmi + 2∇sUnk T insgkmδim
− 6Unk gkmδmn − 12Unk gkmδnm − 2Unk gkmT jmsgstT intδij
+ 3Wmp g
pnδmn dx
◦
(10.74)
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We next rename contracted indices and rewrite it in terms of δnm
δL =
∫
Ω
2
3
∇kU ikTmin δnm + 23∇sU ikT pisgkmgpnδnm + 23∇sU inTmis δnm
− 2Upkgkmgpnδnm − 4Umn δnm + 23U jkgkiT tinTmjt δnm
+Wmn δ
n
m dx
◦
(10.75)
This puts the equation in the form
δL =
∫
Ω
[expression]mn δ
n
m dx
◦ (10.76)
which is zero for all variations if and only if [expression]mn = 0. We can
now solve the Lagrangian problem to obtain
∇kU ikTmin +∇sU ikT pisgkmgpn +∇sU inTmis
− 3Upkgkmgpn − 6Umn + U jkgkiT tinTmjt + 32Wmn = 0 (10.77)
Ussher’s identity 9.16 gives ∇kU ik = 0 allowing us to drop the first term.
We collect up the remaining terms and write it in the form of a differential
equation in Ussher’s tensor.
(−T tingkm + 1knTmis gts)∇tU ik
− (3gkmgin + 6, 1mi 1kn − gkjT tjnTmit )U ik + 32Wmn = 0 (10.78)
This is the long sought exact solution to the Lagrangian problem. We
can simplify the form of this equation by defining the coefficient tensors
Atkmin = T
t
ing
km − 1knTmis gts (10.79)
Bkmin = 3g
kmgin + 6.1
m
i 1
k
n − gkjT tjnTmit (10.80)
In the presence of sources it will take the form
Atkmin ∇tU ik +Bkmin U ik = 32(Smn +Wmn ) (10.81)
where the source term Smn will be the coefficient of δ
n
m under a type 3
variation of the Lagrangian for matter.
Consider the small field approximation in the absence of sources ob-
tained by dropping the second order term Wmn and the source term S
m
n
from equation 10.81.
Atkmin ∇tU ik +Bkmin U ik = 0 (10.82)
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At the end of section 10.3 we obtained Ussher’s equation 9.14 as a small
field approximate equation for gravity in the absence of sources. Now we
have a different small field approximation. How can we reconcile the two?
Ussher’s equation (in the absence of sources) takes the form U ik = 0, so
clearly any solution to Ussher’s equation will also be a solution to equa-
tion 10.82. But the converse will not be true. Equation 10.82 will have
additional solutions.
In the discussion on page 114 we noted that additional small field solu-
tions might be possible if the variation bnm is partially constrained by the
requirement that the variation be physical. That does indeed seem to be
the origin of the additional solutions in equation 10.82.
In the presence of sources the small field equation takes the form of
differential equation in Ussher’s tensor.
Atkmin ∇tU ik +Bkmin U ik = 32Smn (10.83)
This equation is not quite as simple as it looks since there are connec-
tions hiding in the covariant derivative. Neverthless it invites us to view
the situation in terms of a two stage process, where equation 10.83 deter-
mines the value of Ussher’s tensor, and Ussher’s equation then determines
the curvature.
10.5 The Dark side of the Force
The title of this section is perhaps a temptation that should have been
resisted. However one of the things we are particularly interested in look-
ing at is whether there is room in these equations for dark phenomena —
behavior which could give the appearance of the presence of dark matter
and/or energy. The answer seems to be yes. These equations do indeed
seem to predict dark phenomena as we shall now explain.
We will use an analogy with the suspension system of a car to help
describe the situation.
Ussher’s equation in the presence of sources is Ukm = S
k
m where S
k
m is a
source term determined by the distribution of matter. It is an equation of
type u = s, where the value of s directly determines the value of u. A step
change in s will thus result in a step change in u. We may think of it as a
car with no suspension. Every bump in the road has immediate effect.
The small field equation 10.83 introduces a derivative term to this rela-
tionship. It gives an equation of type u¨ = −k(u − s). The value of s still
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determines the value of u, but in a less direct fashion. Our allegorical car
is now equipped with a suspension system smoothing out the bumps in the
road.
This suspension analogy is a useful one. In a car with suspension the
car no longer directly ‘sees’ the road. Instead its behavior is determined by
the state of the suspension. It is the suspension that ‘sees’ the road.
Hence gravity, in the weak field case, can be described by two equations.
Firstly we have the dark equation, which is essentially just the small field
equation 10.83
Atkmin ∇tX ik +Bkmin X ik = 32Smn (10.84)
This in principle determines X ik, which is then used as the effective
source in Ussher’s equation U ik = X
i
k.
∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt = Xki (10.85)
Ussher’s equation describes what we might think of as the ordinary
behavior of gravity. We expect to obtain Newton’s law from it for example
as a non-relativistic approximation. But since Ussher’s equation ’sees’ the
effective source X ik and not the usual source K
i
k it will seem to us at times
as if gravity is responding to a different distribution of energy and matter
than we can actually observe.
Sometimes the gravitational force predicted by these equations may re-
spond as though matter were present in places where there isn’t any, because
while Kik = 0 there, X
i
k is not. We might interpret this as dark matter.
It may also be possible for the effective source to take values which
cannot be achieved by the apparent source. For example X ik might take
values which could only be achieved by Kik if negative mass were present.
We might interpret this as dark energy.
We need a better name for X ik. Because it controls the dark side of the
force we propose to call it the sith. While this is a little cheesy at first sight,
it is a good short word and you rapidly get used to it. The sith is effectively
the suspension system of the universe. It mediates between the source terms
and Ussher’s equation which describes the more usual behaviors of gravity.
If we want to talk only about Dark matter, we could define it to be the
difference between the sith X ik and the usual source term K
i
k for Ussher’s
equation determined directly from the distribution of matter.
Dik = X
i
k −Kik (10.86)
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Of course in order to do this we would need to know how to compute Kik
which is something we have not yet determined. We noted in the discussion
on page 114 that we can’t expect to find this via a Lagrangian argument.
However we might be able to find it by simplifying the exact equation.
To do this we need to look more closely at the nature of the relationship
between Ussher’s equation and the exact one.
Ussher’s equation is algebraic in U ik. It is local in the sense that Ussher’s
tensor at each point is a function of the source at that point. The dark
equation relates U ik to the source via a differential equation. It is not local
since Ussher’s tensor depends also on what is happening at other points.
The derivative terms in the equation induce this non-local behavior.
We expect Ussher’s equation to approximate the exact one. This sug-
gests we should look at the best (algebraic) local approximation to the exact
equation. The easiest way to obtain an algebraic equation from the exact
equation is to simply drop all the terms involving derivatives, since it is
these that induce the non-local behavior.
Is this reasonable? Returning to our simple suspension analogy, we
are effectively trying to remove the suspension from the car. We want to
start with the equation for the behavior with suspension, and deduce the
equation without suspension. Will simply dropping derivative terms do the
trick? If we drop the derivative term from the equation u¨ = −k(u − s) we
get 0 = −k(u − s) which simplifies to u = s. This is indeed the original
equation for a car without suspension. So yes the procedure does seem to
be a reasonable one.
This suggests the apparent source term for Ussher’s equation should be
the solution to the linear equation
Bkmin K
i
k =
3
2
Smn (10.87)
where Smn is the source term obtained from the Lagrangian for matter
which we hope to be able to compute in chapter 11. Note that in the source
free case where Smn = 0 that K
i
k = 0 is a solution.
We have now ‘found’ dark matter and energy in the sense of having
discovered the requisite phenomena within the equations for gravity. So
does dark matter exist and if so what is it?”
Whether dark matter can be said to exist or not is really a question
of philosophy; what does it mean for anything to exist? Such questions
generate more headaches than answers. It is much more productive to ask
what we would expect to find if we were to second quantise these equations.
What quanta would we get and could we detect them as particles?
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As dark matter and energy are aspects of the gravitational field, the
associated particles would have to be gravitons of some sort, since gravi-
tons are by definition the quanta of the gravitational field. Similarly the
magnetic field is an aspect of the electromagnetic field and the particles of
magnetism are simply photons.
Having considered the small field case we now briefly discuss the large
field situation. When the fields are large we cannot ignore the second order
term Wmn . In fact for very large fields this term will dominate.
We can write down a large field approximation by dropping linear terms.
Ussher’s tensor thus becomes U ik = ∇pRipk. We will also drop the electro-
magnetic field terms from Wmn under the assumption that gravitational
fields completely dominate in this situation. This gives the second order
differential equation
(
T nisg
kmgts + Tmis g
kngts
)∇t∇pRipk
+
(
3gkmgin + 6.1
m
i 1
k
n − gkjT tjnTmit
)∇pRipk
+ 3
2
RsaiR
t
bjgstg
ab
(
4gjmgip − gijgmp)gpn = 0 (10.88)
This equation will control behavior around black holes and any place
where the curvature is very large. It should determine whether singulari-
ties are possible in such situations and will describe how they form if they
arise. We have become used to the notion that singularities exist in black
holes. However in most physical theories singularities are a symptom that
our model has broken down. We should be skeptical about the existence
of singularities in any physical theory. If singularities do not form, some-
thing else must happen when a very large concentration of matter forms.
Equation 10.88 is where we should look for answers.
We started this section by noting that the exact equations for gravity are
unlikely to give exact solutions. We can however simplify them by looking
at component equations.
Our equations constrain tensors with two vector components which are
100 dimensional. Hence these equations are really systems of 100 equations
in 100 variables. That is a lot of equations and a lot of variables. However
all the operations in our equations are natural in the context of a framework
and hence in particular they respect decomposition into irreducibles. By
looking at irreducible components of our 100 dimensional tensors we can
obtain much simpler component equations.
Tensors with two vector components decompose into irreducibles of di-
mension 1, 5, 10, 14 and 35 (two different types). For example the scalar
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component of the dark equation is
∇tX ikT kit − 3Xkk = −32Smm (10.89)
The dark equation separates into component equations very naturally
since the constant tensors in the equation are linear combinations of compo-
nent projection maps. Hence they will disappear or simplify when looking
at a single component.
We end with a word of caution. The equations in these last two chap-
ters are not geometric identities arising directly from the structure of the
framework as most of the equations in the earlier chapters were. They de-
pend on an additional assumption of some sort, whether it be a choice of
Lagrangian or a decision to attach a particular physical interpretation to a
certain divergence free quantity. These equations are only as good as the
assumptions used to generate them.
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Chapter 11
Matter
We expect matter to be described by tensors giving the wave function,
which we will regard as a matter field.
The particles which mediate forces have, as their wave functions, tensors
associated with the geometry; specifically the connection, which acts as the
potential, and the curvature which gives the associated field. Dynamical
equations for these tensors arise from the structure of the geometry, and
source equations can be obtained via a Lagrangian argument by varying the
geometry. Second quantisation would be necessary for a complete theory
of these particles, but that is beyond the scope of this work which focuses
on the field theory before second quantisation.
Other elementary particles do not arise from the geometry. Elemen-
tary fermions will have spinor wave functions. We can therefore think of a
spinor on our framework as describing a fermion field. We seek dynamical
and source equations for the fermion field. Once again second quantisation
would be needed to obtain a complete multiparticle theory, but this is be-
yond the scope of this work. Spinors will thus be our main focus in this
Chapter.
The fundamental physical equation governing the dynamics of fermions
is the Dirac equation. We therefore begin by finding what the Dirac equa-
tion looks like in our ten dimensional context. Initially we will simply state
an appropriate equation and explore some of its properties. Later we will
look at deriving it from a natural Lagrangian.
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11.1 The Extended Dirac Equation
Let ψ = ψα be a 4-D vector complex spinor defined on our 10-D spinor
manifold which we have identified as the manifold of frames. Consider the
equation
▼✖ψ = λψ (11.1)
We can also write in the form
T µkν∇kψν = λψµ (11.2)
We will call this the extended Dirac equation. The constant λ is left
without interpretation at this point, although we expect it to relate to rest
mass and possibly charge. Note that this equation uses natural operations
in our context and is quite obviously covariant. We now consider how this
equation relates to the standard Dirac equation.
We firstly claim that the extended Dirac equation becomes the standard
Dirac equation in the Poincare´ limit as r → ∞. Ignoring curvature and
using a standard basis with natural units, the Curl operator on spinors is
▼✖ ( ) = −T∂t +X∂x + Y ∂y + Z∂z
+ A∂a +B∂b + C∂c − I∂i − J∂j −K∂k (11.3)
where T,X, Y, Z, A,B, C, I, J,K are the 4× 4 matrices T βiα. In ordinary
units this becomes
▼✖ ( ) = −rT∂t + rcX∂x + r‘cY ∂y + rcZ∂z
+ cA∂a + cB∂b + cC∂c − I∂i − J∂j −K∂k (11.4)
Assuming that r is very large, dropping insignificant terms gives
1
rc
▼✖ ( ) = −1
c
T∂t +X∂x + Y ∂y + Z∂z (11.5)
and equation 11.1 becomes(
−1
c
T∂t +X∂x + Y ∂y + Z∂z
)
ψα = rcλψα (11.6)
which for an appropriate choice of λ is in the right form to be the
standard Dirac equation. Let us do a more detailed comparison.
The usual Dirac equation (in ordinary units) can be written as
(1
c
γ0∂0 + γ
1∂1 + γ
2∂2 + γ
3∂3
)
ψ =
mc
i~
ψ
where
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• γµγν + γνγµ = 2ηµν
• ηµν = 0 for all µ 6= ν.
• η00 = 1 and η11 = η22 = η33 = −1.
• γ0 is Hermitian and Unitary.
• γi is anti-Hermitian and Unitary for i = 1, 2, 3.
If we make the identifications
γ0 = −2iT γ1 = 2iX γ2 = 2iY γ3 = 2iZ (11.7)
then the matrices so defined satisfy all the properties above and multi-
plying equation 11.6 on both sides by 2i gives precisely the Dirac equation
provided that
− 2λr = m
~
(11.8)
So the standard Dirac equation can be regarded as the Poincare´ limit of
equation 11.1. However while mention of the Lorentz dimensions disappears
from the extended Dirac equation in the Poincare´ limit, those additional
dimensions have not gone away. The equations just ignore how the wave
functions behave along those directions as in the Poincare´ limit that behav-
ior becomes insignificant.
A better way to view the relationship between the extended and stan-
dard Dirac equations is to consider spinors ψα which are functions of space
and time only, and have no dependence on the Lorentz coordinates. Space-
time and Lorentz coordinates are mixed by large translations so this dis-
tinction between types of coordinates is not possible globally. However it
is quite meaningful on laboratory scales. Under this restriction the partial
derivatives with respect to the Lorentz coordinates in the extended Dirac
equation will be zero giving the standard Dirac equation.
Consequently we can identify solutions to the standard Dirac equation
with solutions of the extended Dirac equation which are locally constant
on the Lorentz coordinates. We expect that the extended Dirac equation
will also have solutions that vary along the Lorentz coordinates. The iden-
tification of these additional solutions is something that we will leave for
later.
Equation 11.1 has many advantages over the standard Dirac equation.
We pause to list a few of them here.
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For one thing equation 11.1 is obviously invariant since we built it from
the invariant Curl operator. Furthermore it is already expressed in coor-
dinate free fashion on a space with curvature. Contrast this with usual
approaches to the Dirac equation where a demonstration of relativistic in-
variance and the correct transformation properties of Dirac matrices often
requires a laborious search for S-matrix transformations and is a fairly non-
trivial exercise.
The most important difference however is that every quantity in equa-
tion 11.1 including the Dirac matrices themselves comes equipped with a
direct physical interpretation. Contrast this with the usual approach to the
Dirac equation where the Dirac matrices are initially chosen purely for their
algebraic properties and physical interpretations are obtained later and only
with considerable effort. Indeed the Dirac matrices themselves still lack a
generally accepted physical interpretation.
Our gamma matrices T,X, Y, Z are matrices representing the intrinsic
action of translation by one natural unit along the t, x, y, z directions. We
don’t have to interpret them as such. That is what they are. We thus
know what their eigenvalues should represent. They should give us intrin-
sic energy and momentum in natural units. We expect these to relate to
ordinary energy and momentum in the same way that spin relates to angu-
lar momentum. We may think of them as properties internal to the particle.
Note that intrinsic energy is unrelated to rest mass which is a function of
ordinary energy and momentum.
Since T,X, Y, Z anti-commute, intrinsic energy and momentum are not
simultaneously observable. The eigenvalues of T are ±1
2
i while those of X ,
Y and Z are ±1
2
. The lack of a factor of i in the eigenvalues of X Y and
Z is of note. This occurs because X for example is Hermitian while T is
anti-Hermitian. In other words the difference arises because the associated
representation of SO(2, 3) is not unitary. Disregarding any factors of i that
arise, the intrinsic energy or momentum as measured along any chosen axis
is always ±1
2
in natural units. In ordinary units the intrinsic energy is ± ~
2r
and the intrinsic momentum measured along an axis is ± ~
2rc
. Note that
only one of these can be observed at a time.
Intrinsic velocity along a given direction, were we interested in defining
such a thing, would be most naturally defined as the quotient of intrinsic
energy with intrinsic momentum and we could therefore obtain it from
appropriate quotients of the Dirac matrices. The operators so obtained
will not commute so intrinsic velocity could only be measured along one
direction at a time. The intrinsic velocity measured along any direction
would be either c or −c.
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The operators (γ0)−1γi have in fact long been recognised as velocity
operators. Their eigenvalues of ±c have thus been regarded as problematic
since the electron, having finite mass, should not be moving at the speed of
light. The usual explanation for this paradox envisages the instantaneous
electron velocity as oscillating very rapidly between +c and −c in such a
way that the observed overall velocity is finite, an effect commonly known
as the Zitterbewegung or “shaking motion” of the electron. Getting this
explanation to work has however proved difficult.
The realisation that the velocity measured by these operators should be
interpreted as intrinsic solves the problem completely. An intrinsic velocity
of c can coexist with an ordinary finite velocity quite easily since we no
longer have to reconcile the two. The intrinsic velocity is free to do whatever
it likes independent of the ordinary velocity just as spin is independent of
angular momentum. The intrinsic velocity need not even oscillate. The
problem of the Zitterbewegung is thus resolved.
As can be seen in table 1.2 commutators of the Dirac matrices {X, Y, Z}
of translations are precisely the operators {I, J,K} of rotation. We do not
need to interpret them this way. That is what they are. Hence it is imme-
diate and trivial that their eigenvalues should describe spin. Justification
that these operators should be interpreted as spin operators and that the
equation therefore describes particles with spin 1
2
is much more difficult in
the standard approach to the Dirac equation.
As another example consider Dirac’s γ5 matrix. We can compute this
now directly from the matrices in table 1.4. Making appropriate adjust-
ments for the differing conventions with regard to the factor 1
2
and the
complex unit we obtain the matrix
8TXY Z =
1
2


0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0


This is precisely the matrix Pλ in table 1.5. As we noted on page 9, this
matrix can be interpreted as a matrix for an inversion of the t, x, y and
z coordinates, which is consistent with the usual understanding of the γ5
operator.
Generally using equation 11.1 is a much more transparent process than
using the standard Dirac approach. The quantities are well defined with
clear physical meanings, their coordinate dependence is clear, their transfor-
mation properties are known, and we have a rigorous algebraic framework
for working with them.
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We finish this section by considering the probability current. We define
J•k = s
•
µαψ
α
T µkβψ
β (11.9)
This is real since
J
•
k = s
•
µαψ
αT µkβψ
β
= s•µβψ
αT µkαψ
β
= J•k
(11.10)
Furthermore if ψα is a solution to equation 11.2 then
∇kJ•k = s•µα∇kψ
α
T µkβψ
β + s•µαψ
α
T µkβ∇kψβ
= s•µβ
(
T µkα∇kψ
α
)
ψβ + s•µαψ
α
(
T µkβ∇kψβ
)
= λs•µβψ
µ
ψβ + λs•µαψ
α
ψµ
= 0
(11.11)
Hence J•k is conserved and it would therefore seem reasonable to identify
it as the probability current. It is however a bullet vector and not a true
vector. We therefore call J•k the bullet probability vector.
The fact that J•k is a bullet vector and not a vector makes it difficult
to see how we might use it as the source term for our field equations. In
particular this cannot be the Ji of equation 9.12. In our theory bullet
vectors and true vectors are quite distinct and behave differently under
parallel transport and we cannot simply substitute one for the other.
The presence of a bullet index indicates an object with a functional
dependence on the choice of symplectic form. We can obtain an object
without bullet indices by specifying a symplectic form.
A symplectic form is specified by choosing a non-zero Crump scalar h•
which we will call the Crump factor allowing us to define sαβ = h•s•αβ .
The corresponding probability current vector with respect to the symplectic
form specified by the Crump factor will then be Jk = h•J•k .
Of course things are not quite that simple. A probability current vector
Jk defined in this way from a solution ψ
α to equation 11.2 will usually not
be conserved since
∇kJk = ∇k(h•J•k ) = HkJk (11.12)
where Hk is given by ∇k(h•) = Hkh•. This is not surprising since Jk is
a function of the Crump factor h•, and h• does not appear in equation 11.2.
If we want Jk to be conserved we would need to modify equation 11.2 to
explicitly include terms involving h•.
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11.2 The Dirac Lagrangian
We next seek to obtain the Dirac equation via a Lagrangian argument. This
will provide a further check on the form of the equation. A Lagrangian
density for fermions should also give fermion source terms for our force
equations when we subject it to variations in the geometry.
Most texts on relativistic field theory present a derivation of the Dirac
equation from a Lagrangian density and, as we shall see, the standard
Dirac Lagrangian density translates quite naturally into our framework.
Indeed we will find that some things work considerably better; for one thing
our Dirac Lagrangian is an obviously well defined scalar whereas showing
that the this is the case for the standard Dirac Lagrangian density requires
considerable effort.
Another issue with the standard Dirac Lagrangian density is that it
is complex. The translation of this Lagrangian into our context will also
be complex. This is awkward since a complex Lagrangian density makes
physical interpretation of the Lagrangian density unclear and threatens us
with the prospect of imaginary source terms for our force equations.
The problem is not specific to our version and afflicts standard Dirac
Lagrangian theory as well. The obvious cure would be to simply take the
real or imaginary part. Unfortunately one component generates the Dirac
equation in the Lagrangian problem while the other is responsible for gen-
erating the electromagnetic source terms under the appropriate variation of
the geometry. Hence both are needed for a full treatment.
Because this issue is critical for a proper understanding of source terms
we will look at the two components separately to assist us in fully under-
standing these issues.
We begin by seeking a Lagrangian density function LD for the fermion
field given by a complex spinor ψα. We want our Lagrangian density to be
a real scalar.
To obtain a real scalar from a complex spinor we will need to use a
bilinear form and a conjugation map. The natural invariant bilinear form
for spinors is the symplectic form s•αβ . A framework also has a natural
conjugation map as discussed in section 3.4. This enables us to separate a
complex spinor into real and imaginary parts in a way which is respected
by the local and global actions.
If we choose a spinor basis consisting of spinors which have no imaginary
part then natural conjugation corresponds to conjugation of coordinates
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with respect to this basis; in particular in such a basis the components of
T αiβ and Γ
α
kβ will all be real.
The natural conjugation map is defined on Crump scalars by requiring
that the symplectic form be invariant. If we use a real Crump scalar as
our bullet basis then the natural conjugation map on Crump scalars will
correspond to ordinary conjugation; and in particular the components of
s•αβ will be real. Using these tools we can construct
s•αβψβψ
α (11.13)
Conjugating this we obtain
s•αβψ
βψ
α
= −s•βαψ
α
ψβ = −s•αβψ
β
ψα
hence this is imaginary. Multiplying by −i to extract the imaginary
part gives a real Crump scalar.
For a dynamical term, the form of the standard Dirac Lagrangian sug-
gests that we should look at
s•αβT
α
kλψ
β∇kψλ (11.14)
As we will see later this is indeed equivalent to the dynamical term in
the standard Dirac Lagrangian density. Unfortunately it is complex, just
like the dynamical term in the standard Dirac Lagrangian density.
Physics texts that comment on this issue may mention that the problem
can be addressed by taking the real1 part. They will also typically explain
that this is unnecessary since when the Lagrangian problem is solved the in-
tegral of the unwanted component reduces via Stokes theorem to an integral
on the boundary – a surface term – which will vanish.
This reasoning seems odd. Why persist then in using a complex La-
grangian density if an adequate real alternative is available? In fact as we
will see physicists have a very good reason for wanting to hang on to the
apparently superfluous component since dropping it causes a problem later
when seeking source terms.
We will will use a real Lagrangian density which we will obtain by taking
an appropriate component – real or imaginary – of 11.14. Just as it does in
the standard approach we will find that this causes an issue later on when
we seek source terms. We could try to sidestep that issue at this point by
arguing (insincerely) that complex Lagrangian densities are not so bad after
1or imaginary, depending on how things have been defined
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all, but it is more illuminating to proceed in a completely straightforward
manner, allow ourselves to run head on into the problem, and deal with the
issue then.
To see which component of 11.14 we want we first look at the conjugate.
s•αβT
α
kλψ
β∇kψλ = s•αλT αkβ∇kψ
λ
ψβ (11.15)
= s•αβT
α
kλ∇kψ
β
ψλ (11.16)
Hence the real part is
Re
(
s•αβT
α
kλψ
β∇kψλ) = 1
2
s•αβT
α
kλ
(
ψ
β∇kψλ +∇kψβψλ) (11.17)
= 1
2
∇k(s•αβT αkλψβψλ) (11.18)
This is a divergence and when integrating, Stokes’ theorem will allow
us to convert it to an integral on the boundary2. This therefore isn’t the
component we are interested in; we want the other one.
Im
(
s•αβT
α
kλψ
β∇kψλ) = −1
2
is•αβT
α
kλ
(
ψ
β∇kψλ − ψβ∇kψλ) (11.19)
= −1
2
is•αβT
α
kλ
(
ψ
β∇kψλ −∇kψβψλ) (11.20)
We thus consider the expression
L•D = Im
(
s•λβT
λ
kαψ
β∇kψα + λs•αβψβψα
)
(11.21)
where λ is a real constant relating the two terms. This is certainly real,
however it is a Crump scalar and a Lagrangian density must be a true
scalar.
To obtain a true scalar from a Crump scalar we must contract with a
distinguished non-zero Crump scalar h• which we call the Crump factor.
We can think of h• as fixing the choice of invariant symplectic form h•s•αβ
at every point on the manifold. We will assume for now that the Crump
factor h• is real3. Hence we will use for our Lagrangian density the scalar
function
LD = Im
(
h•s
•
λβT
λ
kαψ
β∇kψα + h•λs•αβψβψα
)
(11.22)
If we define
ψν = h•s
•
νβψ
β (11.23)
2As it is a Crump scalar however, there is a residual term which does not vanish.
3the consequences of allowing it to be complex should be explored
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this will take the form
LD = Im
(
ψµT
µ
kν∇kψν + λψνψν
)
(11.24)
We now can compare this to the usual Dirac Lagrangian. We take the
real part since we wish to compare it to LD which is real.
LU = Re
(
iψνγ
k∂kψ
ν −mψνψν
)
(11.25)
Care is needed when working with this equation since the notation differs
from the notation in the rest of the book. With allowances for the notation
the two expressions appear quite similar. We note the following differences.
1. The standard Lagrangian density is defined on spacetime and not the
ten dimensional manifold of frames. However the additional dimen-
sions in equation 11.24 disappear if we restrict our attention to wave
functions with no Lorentz coordinate dependence.
2. Equation 11.25 uses partial derivatives while equation 11.24 uses co-
variant ones. This simply means that equation 11.24 is equipped with
interaction terms.
Otherwise the two expressions would appear to differ only in the place-
ment of imaginary units and the choice of constant λ. To see if indeed this
is the case we must unwrap the definition of ψν in equation 11.25. This is
typically defined by
ψν = (ψ
ν)† γ0 (11.26)
where the dagger operation is the conjugate transpose and where γ0 is
the Dirac matrix associated with time.
This definition is problematic for a number of reasons. The conjugate
transpose of a complex vector depends on the choice of basis and so is
not well defined. We really should be using the adjoint with respect to
an invariant inner product of some kind, but there isn’t one. Also the γ0
matrix is explicitly linked to the time coordinate. Hence LU would seem
very unlikely to be scalar.
Demonstrating that LU is indeed a well defined scalar is not easy.
Lengthy arguments in support of this can be found in some of the bet-
ter physics texts (for example [4]). Note that by contrast LD is manifestly
a well defined scalar. Not only is LU difficult to define, it is also awkward
to work with. Fortunately we need only relate it to LD.
In equation 11.7 we noted that γ0 = −2iT where T is the local action on
spinors for translation through time. In section 1.2 an explicit real matrix
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is given for T and also for Ω, the matrix of the symplectic form. Comparing
these matrices we note that 2T = Ω. This equality is coincidental and basis
dependent since Ω is the matrix of a bilinear form while T is the matrix of
a linear transformation. Nevertheless in this basis we can write γ0 = −iΩ
and have it be true in the sense that the matrices are the same. Updating
our notation for the symplectic form, Ω becomes h•s•αβ. Putting all this
together gives γ0 = −ih•s•αβ. Hence
ψν = (ψ
ν)† γ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
standard notation
= −ih•s•ναψ
α
= −iψν︸ ︷︷ ︸
our notation
(11.27)
We will also need to substitute for γk. Rewriting 11.7 in terms of the
local action we obtain (for the four translation dimensions)
γk = 2igkmTm(
∗
∗) (11.28)
We can now rewrite LU in terms of our notation and directly compare
it to LD. We have
LU = Re
(
2iψνg
kmT νmλ∂kψ
λ + imψνψ
ν
)
= Im
(−2ψνgkmT νmλ∂kψλ −mψνψν)
= −2 Im(ψαT αkβ∂kψβ + m2 ψαψα)
(11.29)
Provided therefore that we choose λ = m
2
, ignore interactions by iden-
tifying ∂k with ∇k, and restrict our attention to spinors with no Lorentz
coordinate dependence, we have shown
LU = −2LD (11.30)
While our proof of this depended on a coincidence in a specific basis, if
both sides are scalar they should be equal in any basis.
There are some subtleties here however. Our Lagrangian has an explicit
dependence on the Crump factor h• which defines the choice of symplec-
tic form. Changing h• gives a different Lagrangian and since there is no
preferred symplectic form there is really no way to choose among them.
This raises the awkward question of which one of these is the one that is
supposed to be equivalent to the standard Dirac Lagrangian.
The answer would seem to be that they all are. It looks like the rather
awkward definition of the standard Dirac Lagrangian has a hidden confor-
mal degree of freedom arising from the choice of spinor basis and Dirac
matrices. In mathematical technical terms we would say that the standard
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Dirac Lagrangian is not well defined since the definition has a hidden de-
pendence on a conformal factor. This could be corrected by making the
dependence explicit.
This is not a problem created by our approach. It is a problem with the
way that the definition of the standard Dirac Lagrangian is stated which
our notation has simply made more apparent.
We will not consider this issue further here. We simply note at this
point that our Lagrangian is consistent with the standard one and we can
therefore expect to obtain comparable solutions for the Lagrangian problem,
which we now seek.
Let Ω be a compact set and define LD =
∫
Ω
LD dx◦. Consider a variation
ψα 7→ ψα+ δψα defined on the interior of Ω and zero on the boundary, and
let δLD =
∫
Ω
δLD dx◦ be the resulting change. Then
δLD = Im
(
δψµT
µ
kν∇kψν + ψµT µkν∇k(δψν) + λδψνψν + λψνδψν
)
(11.31)
Using Stokes’ theorem we obtain
δLD =
∫
Ω
Im
((
T µkν∇kψν+λψµ
)
δψµ−
(
T µkν∇k(ψµ)−λψν
)
δψν
)
dx◦ (11.32)
Now δψµ is a function
4 of δψν . Expressing it as such we have
ψµδψµ = ψ
µh•s
•
µνδψ
ν
= −ψνδψν (11.33)
A similar treatment of the covariant derivative term is complicated by
the fact that, since ∇kh• 6= 05, spinor index lowering does not commute
with the covariant derivative. This will generate an extra term. We define
a vector Hk by writing ∇kh• as a multiple of h•
∇kh• = Hkh• (11.34)
Note that if we choose the Crump factor h• to have a constant numerical
value in our bullet basis, then Hk is simply the Crump connection. We can
then express the extra term cleanly in terms of Hk.
T µkν∇kψνδψµ = T µkλ∇kψµδψ
λ −HkT µkλψµδψ
λ
(11.35)
4In no way are these independent
5else h• would be a true scalar and not a Crump scalar
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Substituting equations 11.33 and 11.35 into equation 11.32 gives
δLD =
∫
Ω
Im
( (
T νkµ∇kψν −HkT νkµψν − λψµ
)
δψ
µ
− (T νkµ∇kψν − λψµ) δψµ
)
dx◦ (11.36)
The imaginary part complicates this expression making it difficult to
see what we must equate to zero. We use Im(z) = 1
2i
(z− z) to rewrite it in
terms of the conjugate.
δLD =
1
2i
∫
Ω
(
2T νkµ∇kψν −HkT νkµψν − 2λψµ
)
δψ
µ
−(2T νkµ∇kψν −HkT νkµψν − 2λψµ)δψµ dx◦ (11.37)
and this must be zero for all variations δψα. By considering the cases
where the variations are real and imaginary respectively we see that this
can only occur if both of the expressions in brackets are zero. As these are
conjugate we obtain from this the single equation
T νkµ∇kψν − 12HkT νkµψν − λψµ = 0 (11.38)
The equation is expressed in terms of ψν . Writing it in terms of ψ
ν gives
T νkµ∇kψµ + 12HkT νkµψµ + λψµ = 0 (11.39)
Which is the extended Dirac equation, albeit with an extra term. To
understand the nature of this extra term it is helpful to consider the more
general equation
T νkµ∇kψµ = αHkT νkµψµ − λψν (11.40)
which becomes equation 11.39 when α = −1
2
. By varying α we can see
what effect this term has. We are particularly interested seeing if there is
any physical reason why we would want to have α = −1
2
.
The key turns out to be the probability current. We need this to be
divergence free to ensure that matter is conserved. So how should the
probability current be defined? The usual definition is something like
jk = ψνγ
kψν (11.41)
which when translated into our notation suggests
Jk = h•s
•
λαT
λ
kβψ
α
ψβ (11.42)
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This is the lowered index version. The upper index version is defined
by Jk = gkiJi. We will also find the following related quantities useful
J = h•s
•
αβψ
αψ
β
(11.43)
JA = h•s
•
λαT
λ
Aβψ
α
ψβ (11.44)
The fact that the Crump factor h• appears in the definition of Jk is in-
teresting. It seems that the probability current can only be defined relative
to a choice of symplectic form, which h• encodes. The implications of this
are unclear and will need to be considered later. For now let’s just see if it
is conserved. Assume that ψα is a solution to equation 11.40 and consider
the divergence.
∇kJk = ∇kh•s•λαT λkβψ
α
ψβ + h•s
•
λαT
λ
kβ∇kψ
α
ψβ + h•s
•
λαT
λ
kβψ
α∇kψβ
= HkJk + h•s
•
λβ
(
αHkT λkαψ
α − λψλ
)
ψβ + h•s
•
λαψ
α (
αHkT λkβψ
β − λψλ)
= HkJk + (αH
kJk − λJ) + (αHkJk + λJ)
= (1 + 2α)HkJk (11.45)
So the probability current Jk is conserved if and only if α = −12 . The
extra term in equation 11.39 therefore ensures that the probability current
is conserved, which is a very good physical reason for including it.
There are clearly mysteries in this approach. What physical interpre-
tation should we place on the Crump factor h• for example? We included
this term purely in order to account for the explicit choice of symplectic
form needed to obtain a true scalar Lagrangian. However our solutions de-
pend on it as does the probability current. This suggests it is something
more than simply an arbitrary choice of coordinates. Things with physical
consequences are by definition physical things.
If h• is a physical field of some sort we should look at the consequences
of varying it on the interior of a compact region Ω. Any such variation δh•
can be expressed in terms of h• in the form δh• = δ.h• where δ is a small
real scalar field. This will then give δLD = δ.LD and we will have δLD = 0
for all such δ if and only if LD = 0. But if ψµ is a solution to our Dirac
equation then
LD = Im
(
ψµ
(
T µkν∇kψν + λψµ
))
= Im
(
ψµ
(−1
2
HkT µkνψ
ν
))
= 0
(11.46)
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so solutions to the Dirac equation minimise the Lagrangian under vari-
ation of of the Crump factor h• as well as under variation of ψµ. This is
somewhat reassuring, but it doesn’t give us a dynamical equation for h•.
However perhaps we should not expect this since it is doubtful that LD is
a full and complete Lagrangian for h• anyway. We note in particular the
absence of a dynamical term involving ∇k(h•) which we would expect to
see in such a Lagrangian.
If The Crump factor h• is physical, what physics is being described?
More precisely, after second quantisation what particle would we expect
to get from h•? Since h• is a (Crump) scalar it is tempting to think that
we might get a Higgs6, but as there is no symmetry breaking or Higgs
mechanism in sight at the moment this would be extremely premature. In
fact it would be a wild guess.
Setting aside these interesting questions, we note that we have now
fully solved the Lagrangian problem for the extended Dirac Lagrangian.
Solutions are functions which obey equation 11.39, which is the extended
Dirac equation from the previous section with an extra term. This extra
term is necessary to ensure that the probability current is divergence free.
The solution did however require us to introduce a Crump scalar field h• of
uncertain physical significance.
So far everything has been going reasonably well. In the next section
the wheels will fall off.
11.3 The Electromagnetic Source Term.
In this section we look at how the Dirac Lagrangian behaves under the
variations to the geometry discussed starting on page 109. We expect this to
yield source contributions from the fermion field towards the field equations
for electromagnetism and gravity.
We begin by considering a Case 1 variation of the type given in equa-
tion 10.41. Variations of this type gave us the Ampere-Gauss equation so
we expect to be able to obtain a source term for that equation from the
fermion field. The variation takes the form
δT αkβ = 0 δT
i
kj = 0 δΓ
α
kβ = ak1
α
β δΓ
i
kj = 0
6hence the rather hopeful choice of the letter ‘h’
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This variation in the geometry does not cause any variation in the sym-
plectic form. We are also not varying the matter fields. Hence we can add
the equations
δψα = 0 δh• = 0 δs
•
αβ = 0
We require that ∇ks•αβ = 0 is still true after variation. This determines
the variation in the Crump connection and hence the variation in Hk.
δΓ•k• = 2ak δHk = Γ
•
k• = 2ak δH
k = 2ak
Under such a variation the only part of the Dirac Lagrangian to vary is
the connection in the covariant derivative term which gives
δ∇kψλ = akψλ (11.47)
Hence the variation in the Dirac Lagrangian is
δLD = Im
(
akJk
)
= 0 (11.48)
What?7
The problem, which also afflicts the standard Lagrangian, is that while
the imaginary part generates the Dirac equation in the Lagrangian problem,
it is the real part that gives the expected source terms. This is the reason
why physicists are so keen to hang on to both components despite the
difficulties of being forced to work with a complex Lagrangian density. Let’s
look then at the real part which previously we discarded.
LR = Re
(
ψµT
µ
kν∇kψν + λψνψν
)
(11.49)
If λ is real then λψνψ
ν is imaginary. Hence
LR = Re
(
ψµT
µ
kν∇kψν
)
= 1
2
(
ψµT
µ
kν∇kψν + ψµT µkν∇kψν
)
= 1
2
(
ψµT
µ
kν∇kψν +∇kψµT µkνψν
)
= 1
2
(∇kJk −HkJk)
(11.50)
Applying a type 1 variation to this we obtain
δLR = −akJk (11.51)
which would give us the desired source term of Jk to within a constant.
7The sound of wheels falling off.
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So should we add the real part back in and follow the crowd by using
the complex Lagrangian
L = ψµT µkν∇kψν + λψνψν (11.52)
That would certainly give us the right source term thus solving our
problems in this section. But it would break our work in the last section
since the real part in our construction is not simply a divergence. It is close
to a divergence as can be seen in equation 11.50, but the extra −HkJk term
is going to change the answer to our Lagrangian problem. To see how we
must consider what happens to this term under a variation in ψα.
δJk = δψµT
µ
kνψ
ν + ψµT
µ
kνδψ
ν
= ψµT
µ
kνδψ
ν + ψµT
µ
kνδψ
µ
(11.53)
and hence
δLR = 12
(∇k(δJk)−HkδJk)
= 1
2
∇k(δJk)− 12HkψµT µkνδψν − 12HkψµT µkνδψµ
(11.54)
When we solve the Lagrangian problem for a complex Lagrangian the
variations in both the real and imaginary parts must be zero. The variation
in the imaginary part gives us the Dirac equation as in the last section.
Setting the variation in the real part to zero however gives
δLR =
∫
Ω
δLR dx◦
=
∫
Ω
−1
2
HkψµT
µ
kνδψ
ν − 1
2
HkψµT
µ
kνδψ
µ dx◦
(11.55)
where the divergence term vanishes using Stoke’s theorem. This must
be zero for all variations. Hence the coefficients of both δψν and δψµ must
be zero. As these are conjugate we obtain the single equation
HkψµT
µ
kν = 0 (11.56)
which when rewritten in terms of ψν gives
Hkh•s
•
µνT
µ
kλψ
λ = 0 (11.57)
This is a problematic and severely constraining equation. Since the
symplectic form h•s•αβ is non-singular this simplifies to the equation
HkT µkλψ
λ = 0 (11.58)
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which asks that at each point ψλ lies in the kernel of HkTk(
∗
∗). Hence in
particular at any point where the wave function can take non-zero values
we must have the vector Hk pointing in a direction where the corresponding
local action on spinors is singular. While this doesn’t rule out the possibility
of solutions altogether, it comes close. It certainly seems to be a severe and
apparently unphysical constraint on the possible values of both Hk and ψα.
The solution to the Lagrangian problem for the complex Lagrangian
density specified in equation 11.52 is thus any solution to the two equations
T νkµ∇kψµ + λψµ = 0
HkT νkµψ
µ = 0
(11.59)
Note that for such a solution we have L = 0. While the first of these
equations seems quite reasonable, the second does not.
The second equation involves the vector Hk arising from the Crump
factor h•. Since we doubt that our Lagrangian density is a full and complete
Lagrangian density for h• (it lacks a dynamical term) perhaps the cure
might be to simply correct this by adding on an additional term. This
would add extra terms to our solution which could help. How would this
help? Note that equation 11.58 would not be nearly so problematic were it
to include an extra term involving ∇kHk.
So what might this missing dynamical term look like? Note that since
∇k(h•) = Hkh• dynamical terms can be written in terms of Hk. The
following seem plausible and worthy of investigation.
HkψνT
ν
kµψ
µ (11.60)
Hkψν∇kψν (11.61)
As both are complex we would also need to also worry about them
generating imaginary source terms for our force equations. And as we are
treating the Crump factor as a physical quantity we should also consider
the effect of varying h•.
Would such terms break the link to the standard Dirac Lagrangian?
The standard Dirac Lagrangian does not mention the Crump factor h• (ef-
fectively setting it equal to 1), and ignores the conformal degree of freedom
that it represents. Hence terms which involve Hk in our formulation are
invisible to the standard approach. That means we are free to include such
terms without having to worry about breaking the link to the standard
Dirac Lagrangian.
Our efforts to derive both a Dirac equation and source terms for our
forces from a plausible Dirac Lagrangian have thus run into difficulty. We
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have not run out of options, but there are no clear answers. What can we
conclude from this?
Firstly we should note that the problem we have run into here is not a
consequence of our method. The same issues exists also with the standard
Dirac Lagrangian although it is considerably harder to see them in that
context. Our more rigorous definitions and clearer notation have simply
exposed an issue with the Dirac Lagrangian that was previously obscure.
Secondly we should note that being unable to find a Lagrangian that
behaves as we would like is not a fatal flaw. The great weakness of the
Lagrangian method has always been the lack of a rigorous procedure for
determining the Lagrangian. We don’t know what the Lagrangian should
be and have no method other than guessing to find it. We don’t even know
that a correct Lagrangian exists; the physics we are seeking to describe need
not arise from a Lagrangian at all.
11.4 The Gravitational Source Term.
In this section we will apply type 2 and type 3 variations to the complex
Lagrangian density L from equation 11.52 to see what sort of source terms
it generates. This Lagrangian is equivalent to the usual one and deliv-
ers the correct source term for electromagnetism. However solutions to
the Lagrangian problem for this Lagrangian density must satisfy two equa-
tions 11.59. And while the first of these is the expected generalisation of
the Dirac equation, the second appears unphysical.
Consequently we are not confident that L is the correct Lagrangian
density. That means we cannot place much weight on the answers obtained
in this section. They should be viewed as qualitative indicators of the
possible nature of the source term for gravity only.
We first look at a Case 2 variation to the geometry. The Lagrangians
Lg and Le were both found to be invariant under this this type of variation
and no force equations were obtained as a result. Since we don’t have any
equations in need of source terms we rather hope we don’t obtain any by
applying this type of variation to the complex Dirac Lagrangian L since we
wouldn’t know what to do with them.
Case 2 variations are specified by δαβ with δ
a
b = 0 and take the form
δT αkβ = δ(
∗
∗)T
α
kβ δT
i
kj = 0 = δ(
∗
∗)T
i
kj δΓ
α
kβ = −∇k(δαβ ) δΓikj = 0
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The discussion starting on page 110 adds the equations
δgij = 0 = δ(∗∗) g
ij
δs•αβ = δ(
∗
∗) s
•
αβ
where an arbitrary δ•• is used to define the variation in s
•
αβ . As noted
on page 110, δ•• can take any value here including zero.
Assume for a moment that in addition to the variation in the geometry
we apply compatible variations to the wave function ψα and the Crump
factor h• given by
δψα = δ(∗∗)ψ
α = δαλψ
λ
δh• = δ(
∗
∗) h• (11.62)
Then this suite of variations gives
δ
(∇kψα) = δ(∗∗) (∇kψα) (11.63)
All components in the complex Dirac Lagrangian L vary according to
the tensor derivation δ(∗∗), and as L is scalar it follows that δL = δ(∗∗)L = 0.
So variations of this type are non-trivial only to the extent that the
variations in ψα and h• differ from the compatible variations specified in
equation 11.62. And to the extent that they do differ from those compatible
variations they will simply give solutions to the Dirac Lagrangian problem.
In particular, as expected, no source terms arise from applying this type of
variation to the Dirac Lagrangian.
Finally we consider a Case 3 variation to the geometry. Case 3 variations
are the most difficult and are responsible for the gravitational equations.
They are specified by bij and δ
i
j and give
δT αkβ = −δmk T αmβ δΓαkβ = btkT αtβ δgij = δimgmj + δjmgmi δs•αβ = 0
Assuming also that δψα = 0 and δh• = 0 we obtain
δL = ψνT νiλgijT λkµψµbkj + ψνT νiµgia∇bψµδba (11.64)
We can now use equation 10.71 to replace bkj with a function of δ
b
a.
Equation 10.71 is written in terms of quantities with lowered indices because
that form was easiest to obtain. Putting indices back in standard position
we have
bkj =
1
6
(
1mj T
a
nbg
kn − 1ajTmnbgkn + T antgtmgkngbj
)∇mδba
+
(
1
2
.1kb1
a
j + g
akgbj − 16 T tjbT antgkn
)
δba
(11.65)
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We are interested in δL which is related to δL via
δL =
∫
Ω
δL dx◦ +
∫
Ω
L δdx◦ (11.66)
When ψα is a solution to the Dirac Lagrangian problem then L = 0
as noted on page 140. Hence the last integral is zero and can be ignored.
Hence, substituting for bkj , we obtain
δL = 1
6
∫
Ω
ψνT
ν
iλg
ijT λkµψ
µ
(
1mj T
a
nbg
kn − 1ajTmnbgkn + T antgtmgkngbj
)∇mδba dx◦
+
∫
Ω
ψνT
ν
iλg
ijT λkµψ
µ
(
1
2
.1kb1
a
j + g
akgbj − 16 T tjbT antgkn
)
δba dx
◦
+
∫
Ω
ψνT
ν
iµg
ia∇bψµδba dx◦
The next step is to apply Stoke’s theorem to the first integral. We obtain
δL = −1
6
∫
Ω
T νiλT
λ
kµ
(
gimT anbg
kn − giaTmnbgkn + 1ibT antgtmgkn
)∇m(ψνψµ)δba dx◦
+
∫
Ω
T νiλT
λ
kµ
(
1
2
gai1kb + g
ak1ib − 16gijT tjbT antgkn
)
ψνψ
µδba dx
◦
+
∫
Ω
ψνT
ν
iµg
ia∇bψµδba dx◦
The coefficient of δba will be our source term.
Sab = −16T νiλT λkµ
(
gimT anbg
kn − giaTmnbgkn + 1ibT antgtmgkn
)∇m(ψνψµ)
+ T νiλT
λ
kµ
(
1
2
gai1kb + g
ak1ib − 16gijT tjbT antgkn
)
ψνψ
µ
+
(
ψνT
ν
iµ∇bψµ
)
gia
We next apply equation 5.29, which states
T νiλT
λ
kµ =
1
2
T cikT
ν
cµ +
1
4
gik1
ν
µ +
1
2
gAikT
ν
Aµ
to obtain the equation
Sab = −16∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)(
1
2
T cikT
ν
cµ +
1
4
gik1
ν
µ +
1
2
gAikT
ν
Aµ
)
(
gimT anbg
kn − giaTmnbgkn + 1ibT antgtmgkn
)
+ ψνψ
µ
(
1
2
T cikT
ν
cµ +
1
4
gik1
ν
µ +
1
2
gAikT
ν
Aµ
)(
1
2
gai1kb + g
ak1ib − 16gijT tjbT antgkn
)
+
(
ψνT
ν
iµ∇bψµ
)
gia (11.67)
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We now expand this out (there will be nineteen terms) and simplify.
The Dirac equations 11.59 can be used to simplify some of the terms. We
hope to express our answer in terms of the probability currents
J = ψνψ
ν (11.68)
Jk = gkiψνT
ν
iµψ
µ (11.69)
JA = g
ABψνT
ν
Bµψ
µ (11.70)
and their covariant derivatives. Note that J and JA are imaginary while Jk
is real. Since a source term for gravity should be real we would hope that
our imaginary terms cancel.
The first term in equation 11.67 is
− 1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)(
T cikT
ν
cµ +
1
2
gik1
ν
µ + g
A
ikT
ν
Aµ
)(
gimT anb − giaTmnb + 1ibT antgtm
)
gkn
Expanding will give nine terms, which we will simplify and write in
terms of J , JA and Jk. We will also use gaAb = gAKg
K
ib g
ia to simplify some
of the answers. The nine terms are
− 1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
T cikT
ν
cµg
imT anbg
kn = 1
12
T abnT
n
ik∇iJk (11.71)
1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
T cikT
ν
cµg
iaTmnbg
kn = 1
12
T aknT
n
bi∇iJk (11.72)
− 1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
T cikT
ν
cµ1
i
bT
a
ntg
tmgkn = 1
12
T ainT
n
kb∇iJk (11.73)
− 1
24
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
gik1
ν
µg
imT anbg
kn = 1
24
T abi∇iJ (11.74)
1
24
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
gik1
ν
µg
iaTmnbg
kn = 1
24
T abi∇iJ (11.75)
− 1
24
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
gik1
ν
µ1
i
bT
a
ntg
tmgkn = 1
24
T aib∇iJ (11.76)
− 1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
gAikT
ν
Aµg
imT anbg
kn = 1
12
T abng
n
Ai∇iJA (11.77)
1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
gAikT
ν
Aµg
iaTmnbg
kn = 1
12
T nbig
a
An∇iJA (11.78)
− 1
12
∇m
(
ψνψ
µ
)
gAikT
ν
Aµ1
i
bT
a
ntg
tmgkn = 1
12
T aing
n
Ab∇iJA (11.79)
The first three terms cancel via the Jacobi identity. Collecting up the
remaining terms we get
1
24
T abi∇iJ + 112
(
T abng
n
Ai + T
n
big
a
An + T
a
ing
n
Ab
)∇iJA (11.80)
These are all imaginary.
The second term in equation 11.67 is
ψνψ
µ
(
1
2
T cikT
ν
cµ +
1
4
gik1
ν
µ +
1
2
gAikT
ν
Aµ
)(
1
2
gai1kb + g
ak1ib − 16gijT tjbT antgkn
)
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Expanding will give nine terms which simplify as follows.
1
4
T cikT
ν
cµg
ai1kb (ψνψ
µ) = −1
4
T akbJ
k (11.81)
1
2
T cikT
ν
cµg
ak1ib(ψνψ
µ) = 1
2
T akbJ
k (11.82)
− 1
12
T cikT
ν
cµg
ijT tjbT
a
ntg
kn(ψνψ
µ) = 1
12
T jikT
t
bjT
k
ntg
anJ i (11.83)
1
8
gik1
ν
µg
ai1kb (ψνψ
µ) = 1
8
1abJ (11.84)
1
4
gik1
ν
µg
ak1ib(ψνψ
µ) = 1
4
1abJ (11.85)
− 1
24
gik1
ν
µg
ijT tjbT
a
ntg
kn(ψνψ
µ) = −1
4
1abJ (11.86)
1
4
gAikT
ν
Aµg
ai1kb (ψνψ
µ) = 1
4
gaAbJ
A (11.87)
1
2
gAikT
ν
Aµg
ak1ib(ψνψ
µ) = 1
2
gaAbJ
A (11.88)
− 1
12
gAikT
ν
Aµg
ijT tjbT
a
ntg
kn(ψνψ
µ) = 1
12
T tjbT
k
ntg
angjAkJ
A (11.89)
Collecting up terms we obtain two real terms
1
4
T akbJ
k + 1
12
T jikT
t
bjT
k
ntg
anJ i (11.90)
and three imaginary terms
1
8
1abJ +
3
4
gaAbJ
A + 1
12
T tjbT
k
ntg
angjAkJ
A (11.91)
Finally the last term of equation 11.67 gives(
ψνT
ν
iµ∇bψµ
)
gia (11.92)
The real part of this term can be written in terms of current vectors in
the form 1
2
∇bJa −HbJa. However the imaginary part cannot be so simply
expressed.
Assembling all the components, the real part of the source term is
1
4
T akbJ
k + 1
12
T jikT
t
bjT
k
ntg
anJ i + 1
2
∇bJa −HbJa (11.93)
and the imaginary part is
1
24
T abi∇iJ + 112
(
T abng
n
Ai + T
n
big
a
An + T
a
ing
n
Ab
)∇iJA
+ 1
8
1abJ +
3
4
gaAbJ
A + 1
12
T tjbT
k
ntg
angjAkJ
A
+ Im
(
ψνT
ν
iµ∇bψµ
)
gia (11.94)
The gravitational equations we are using expect a real source term so
this imaginary part is problematic. It seems very unlikely to be zero. The
terms are sufficiently diverse in nature that it would be extraordinary if via
some prodigious feat of algebra-fu we could get them all to cancel. The
existence of these imaginary gravitational source terms is one more reason
to doubt that our Lagrangian density is correct.
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11.5 Discussion
This has been an interesting chapter. Some things have worked very well.
Some things have proved more difficult. It is therefore worthwhile to sum
up the situation with regard to the Dirac equation in our model.
We began the chapter by observing that the Dirac equation could be
very simply and nicely incorporated into our framework. The Dirac matrices
themselves turned out to be simply intrinsic translation operators and the
Dirac operator could therefore be viewed as a Curl operator.
Adopting this viewpoint simplifies and clarifies many things about the
Dirac matrices that are otherwise obscure. For example the S-matrix trans-
formations of the Dirac matrices become simply the expected change of co-
ordinate behavior for the intrinsic translation operators. That products of
Dirac matrices give rotation operators is now a simple observation that can
be directly calculated. The Zitterbewegung also has a simple explanation
since the velocity being described is intrinsic.
Our extended Dirac equation involved wave functions defined on all
ten dimensions of the manifold of frames. For those functions which are
constant across the six Lorentz dimensions the equation reduces to the
ordinary four dimensional Dirac equation, particularly in the Poincare´ limit.
Presumably these functions then represent electrons.
Functions which are not constant across the six Lorentz dimensions must
therefore represent other types of fermion. Since the three rotation dimen-
sions are compact we expect solutions across these dimensions to be dis-
cretely quantised. This opens up the possibility of a fermion field describing
all fermions with a single spinor function.
The Dirac Lagrangian also was much more easily understood in our
context. The version in our framework was also easier to work with. In
particular it was obviously a well defined scalar, something which requires
considerable work in the standard approach. We were able to show that,
under the assumption that the standard Dirac Lagrangian density is scalar,
it was equal to our version for functions ψα constant across the Lorentz
dimensions.
However problems started to appear at this point. Our clearer notation
revealed two difficulties with the Dirac Lagrangian which exist also within
the standard theory but which are usually obscured by the notation.
Firstly, our Lagrangian depended on a Crump scalar h• encoding the
choice of symplectic form sαβ = h•s•αβ . This prompted us to ask, for which
choice of h• was our Lagrangian equal to the standard one? Our proof,
which assumed only that the standard Lagrangian was a well defined scalar,
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seemed to work for all of them. Looking more closely at the effect of chang-
ing the Crump factor h• on the correspondence we found that a conformal
degree of freedom equivalent to a choice of h• also exists within the standard
Dirac Lagrangian arising from a combination of choice of Dirac matrices and
a conformal change of spinor basis. Mathematically therefore the standard
Dirac Lagrangian density is not well defined. To correct this problem the
conformal degree of freedom in its definition should be made explicit.
In a sense we can view uncovering this issue as a positive for our frame-
work. While we might not be happy about discovering a problem, we should
credit the added clarity of our notation and approach that enabled us to
discover it.
The second obvious problem with the Dirac Lagrangian density is the
fact that it is complex. A Lagrangian density strictly speaking should be
real. Allowing it to be complex makes it difficult to attach to it a rea-
sonable physical interpretation, and threatens to generate complex source
terms for our force equations. This is a thoroughly explored issue with the
standard Dirac Lagrangian where the use of a complex Lagrangian density
is usually justified on the basis that it gives the expected answers8. Com-
plex Lagrangian densities are therefore now commonly accepted in modern
physics.
The way the theory is normally presented the imaginary component
gives the Dirac equation when solving the Lagrangian problem but makes a
zero contribution towards source terms for forces, which is fortunate since
we we wouldn’t know what to do with an imaginary source term. The
real component on the other hand is a divergence and has no effect on the
Lagrangian problem, but gives the correct real source terms. The complex
Lagrangian combines both components and thus gives both a Dirac equation
and also the expected source terms.
Unfortunately when we translate all this to our framework things don’t
work out quite so well. The Crump factor h•, needed to explicitly deal with
the conformal degree of freedom gives us a real part that is no longer a
divergence. Hence including the real part changes the solution to the La-
grangian problem by introducing an additional constraint, equation 11.58,
which appears unphysical. It is possible that this extra constraint may be
more palatable if a dynamical term for h• is included in our Lagrangian.
However we did not pursue this idea further.
This same issue must exist even in standard Dirac Lagrangian theory
and should become apparent there if the conformal degree of freedom de-
scribed in our notation by h• is made explicit and treated rigorously. Hence
8physics generally has an ‘ends justifies the means’ attitude toward mathematics
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it is not simply the case that Dirac Lagrangian theory failed to work in our
framework. It looks like it has never actually worked properly even in the
standard case. It only seems to work because the parts that are broken are
hidden by the use of inadequate notation.
Finally we found that the much more complicated variations which gen-
erate gravity in our framework do not act trivially on the imaginary compo-
nent of the Dirac Lagrangian. This means they generate imaginary source
terms for gravity which would break our gravitational equations. This is
one more reason to doubt that we have the correct Lagrangian density.
Not being able to find the correct Lagrangian density does not invalidate
or disprove the framework approach. Indeed what our approach has done is
clarified the situation revealing problems that were previously hidden and
pointing the way towards their solution. So where should we look to solve
these issues?
One bright light in the darkness here is that using the mathematical
tools in our framework makes it very easy to construct scalar functions to
use as candidate Lagrangians. We already have noted possible dynamical
terms for h• and the effect of adding these should be explored.
Furthermore the curvature acts on the spinors which opens up the pos-
sibility of Lagrangians that combine both curvature and the wave functions
in more interesting ways. Consider for example the following constructions.
giagjbψνR
ν
ijλR
λ
abµψ
µ (11.95)
h•s
•
αβg
iagjbRαijµψ
µ
Rβabνψ
ν (11.96)
giagjb[∇i,∇j]ψν [∇a,∇b]ψν (11.97)
h•s
•
αβg
iagjb[∇i,∇j]ψν [∇a,∇b]ψν (11.98)
All are trivially scalar and look like reasonable candidates for applying
the Lagrangian method. They are complex, but one could correct that by
taking their real or imaginary components. Indeed our problem is not that
it is difficult to construct interesting looking scalar functions, rather it is all
too easy. What we really need is more thought as to the physical meaning
of the Lagrangian density which might restrict our choices and help guide
us to the appropriate expression.
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Chapter 12
Summary
It is time for this book to end, although obviously there is a huge amount
remaining to be done. In this chapter we will reflect on what we set out to
do; on what we actually achieved and its implications; and on the loose ends
and unanswered questions that should be the subject of future research.
12.1 Objectives
We began by noting, as a great many others have noted, that the anti-
deSitter group SO(2, 3) seems to work better in some physical theories than
the Poincare´ group. Since the one contracts into the other, so long as
the contraction parameter r is large enough we cannot distinguish between
the two groups from the point of view of classical physics and the extrin-
sic action. However the intrinsic action of so(2, 3) gives realistic quantum
numbers which the Poincare´ Lie algebra does not.
If indeed SO(2, 3) is the correct symmetry group for physics then we have
a problem because all the mathematical tools that we use to do physics were
built originally in Euclidean space and naturally express Euclidean symme-
try. A manifold for example is defined via an atlas of homeomorphisms into
Euclidean space; our calculus and linear algebra were all initially defined on
Euclidean space; and our notions of curvature measure the departure from
the properties of flat Euclidean space.
Of course the tools of modern mathematics are very flexible and it is
certainly possible to add so(2, 3) symmetry in a variety of ways to any given
mathematical construct. However it isn’t clear how to do this consistently
for all the different types of mathematical structures we need in modern
physics.
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What we really need are mathematical tools that have the symme-
try group so(2, 3) baked into them from the start, so that every natural
structure expressed using these tools immediately manifests this symmetry
group, both extrinsically and intrinsically, in a natural and consistent way.
The construction of such a mathematical toolkit was our primary objective.
Wigner [7] and others talk about what they call “the unreasonable ef-
fectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences”, however I prefer to
think that mathematics is just unreasonably effective. What mathematics
particularly excels at is in revealing the unexpected logical consequences of
a small set of assumptions or axioms. Our hope was that natural axioms
incorporating so(2, 3) symmetry would not only allow the physics to be ex-
pressed more clearly, but might also allow mathematics to demonstrate a
bit of that unreasonable effectiveness for us by means of some unexpected
consequences.
At the outset we needed to decide what type of mathematical structures
we were looking to define. We chose to direct our efforts to developing the
mathematical tools required in order to do relativistic quantum field theory
in curved space. We therefore sought to define curved manifolds with a
natural extrinsic so(2, 3) symmetry; along with wave functions from those
manifolds into a complex spinor space with intrinsic so(2, 3) symmetry.
That seemed to us to be sufficient to enable a description of most physi-
cal phenomena. We stopped short of second quantisation however. Hence
forces would be described in terms of fields, potentials and curvature; and
fermions in terms of a spinor wave function which we can think of as spec-
ifying the fermion field.
We decided not to consider second quantisation for several reasons.
Firstly we simply didn’t have time. Secondly we lacked the background
knowledge needed to tackle this difficult topic. And finally second quanti-
sation is notorious for its mathematical abuses and as mathematicians we
therefore thought it prudent to steer clear of it.
12.2 The Mathematics
If you have read through the rest of the book I hope you will agree that
our efforts to create a consistent axiomatic mathematical structure with
the required symmetry were successful. The axioms of a framework are
natural, as all good axiom systems should be. Indeed if you start from the
assumption that so(2, 3) is the natural symmetry group for physics (which
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I do admit is a big assumption) then it is hard not to believe that it can be
described using a framework.
The approach we ended up taking was to use as our guide the matrix
Lie group Sp(2,R) itself, which already has most of the features we need.
The matrix Lie algebra sp(2,R) acts on this manifold as the collection of
left invariant vector fields. These vector fields define derivations and the
identification of the Lie algebra with each tangent space defines a consis-
tent notion of parallel transport, and hence a connection which defines a
covariant derivative. The torsion for this covariant derivative is (up to an
annoying sign which we adjusted the definition of torsion to discard) the
Lie algebra structure constants. The curvature is zero.
The adjoint action of the Lie algebra on itself gives a local action on
vector fields which is conserved by the covariant derivative. Furthermore the
4×4 matrices of the Lie algebra defines a local action of each tangent space
on R4. Extension of this local spinor action to an action on C4 is trivial.
Left multiplication by matrices in Sp(2,R) also defines a natural parallel
transport and hence a covariant derivative on spinor valued functions. The
global action once again respects the local action. One can of course extend
this basic structure using tensor product and dual to other types of tensor,
each of which has a local and global action which commute.
This example therefore has all of the features we are looking for ex-
cept curvature. Our approach was to generalise from the properties of this
specific example by simply adding curvature to the extrinsic action in a con-
sistent fashion. This does however restrict us to manifolds with the same
dimension as the Lie algebra. Hence we must talk always about the 10-D
manifold of inertial frames and not 4-D spacetime.
Having constructed our axiomatic system we then spent some time dis-
cussing its features and in particular its mathematical properties. We have
only barely scratched the surface. It is in fact a bit embarrassing to leave so
many questions unanswered, but if we had stopped to explore all of these
mathematical issues properly we would never have had a chance to look at
the physics. And we needed to look at the physics to justify the utility of
our axiom system.
The biggest mathematical omission is the lack a complete classification
theorem for generalised tensors. We have only a partial classification in the
small dimensional case. In particular we would really like to know what the
locally trivial generalised tensors all look like. We would also like to know
whether a compatible global action exist for every local action. This seems
likely to be true and indeed we have proved that it is true for all the small
dimensional representations we have looked at in this book. We have most
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of a proof in the general case; however the proof is incomplete so this is not
yet a theorem.
There are also some interesting open questions with regard to the extent
to which the algebraic properties of our structure constrain the geometry
and vice versa. And there are also some obvious generalisations which
should be explored, the most obvious one being the generalisation to other
Lie algebras.
The generalisation of greatest potential physical relevance would be to
use complex spinor manifolds instead of real ones. This is equivalent to
dropping the requirement than an invariant conjugation map on spinors
exists, which is the most tenuous of our axioms. If we dropped this require-
ment we would need to consider the possibility that invariant conjugation
maps did not exist, and the set of all local conjugation maps would then con-
stitute a new kind of locally trivial tensor, possibly involving a non-trivial
curvature. This would have consequences particularly for the description of
fermions.
A more radical mathematical generalisation would be to drop the re-
quirement that spinors exist from our set of axioms altogether.
In applied mathematical terms however the most glaring omission is
probably the lack of specific solutions in this book. In our defence these do
seem rather difficult to construct.
12.3 The Physics of Forces
The first test of our new framework was in how it coped with the physics of
forces. And in that regard I would say that it has been extremely successful.
Forces should arise from the connection and from curvature. The con-
nection is the most fundamental description, but is not a tensor which can
make working with it difficult. The curvature is a less immediate descrip-
tion of the geometry but has the advantage of being a tensor. The action
on spinors is fundamental, and hence the spinor connection and curvature
are the most important objects for describing curvature.
The mathematical process of decomposition into irreducibles allowed us
to separate both the spinor connection and the curvature into components
in a very natural way.
Γβkα = Ak1
β
α +G
i
kT
β
iα +N
A
k T
β
Aα
Rβijα = Fij1
β
α +R
k
ijT
β
kα
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Hence the unified force described by the spinor connection and curvature
could be separated into components forces.
With regard to the scalar components we identified the four translation
components of Ak as the electromagnetic potential, and the translation
components of Fij as the electromagnetic field tensor. The connection de-
termines the curvature, which in terms of scalar components gave
Fij = ∂iAj − ∂jAi
which is the expected relationship between the potential and the field
and the scalar component of the Jacobi identity for the global action was
∂i(Fjk)
(ijk)
= 0
which we recognise as the Faraday-Gauss equation. This is almost
miraculous. These equations of electromagnetism are just there naturally
in the geometry and we don’t have to do anything to obtain them. Fur-
thermore when we later come to look at matter we find that the covariant
derivative in the Dirac equation naturally inserts Ak into the expected place.
Hence the action of the field on matter as specified by the connection also
seems correct. We lack only a source equation to have a complete set of
equations for electromagnetism.
The potential Ak is a connection and not a vector, and has a hidden
dependence on the choice of spinor basis, which seems to be how gauge
symmetries enter into this picture. However we caution that gauge groups
are not the main event here and it would a mistake to overemphasise them
and attempt to force the mathematics to go along that path.
Of course we were only looking at the four translation components.
What of the other six? Presumably these describe other forces. We might
hope that they describe the weak and perhaps also the strong force. The
other possibility is that these additional dimensions simply provide minor
adjustments to the electromagnetic force to account for things like the effect
on spin.
We chose not to investigate these interesting possibilities further for
several reasons. Firstly we were not sure that we could recognise the field
equations for the weak or strong force if we tripped over them, which in a
sense we may just have done. Typically these short range forces are not
described in terms of fields and we don’t know what their field equations
ought to look like. These forces are more typically described in terms of
their interactions which requires an understanding of matter and probably
also requires second quantisation. And of course we just didn’t have time
to go down this road.
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We have left this therefore as unexplored territory. However we are
not aware of anything here that would have the effect of invalidating our
approach.
The vector components of the curvature and potential seem to describe
gravity, although once again there are extra components which could sug-
gest either additional forces or adjustment factors to take account of such
things as spin. The vector component of the Jacobi identity gives the first
and second Bianchi identities
RmijT
l
mk
(ijk)
= 0
RlimT
m
jk +∇i(Rljk)
(ijk)
= 0
and while we have written these in terms of the reduced curvature tensor,
if you rewrite them in terms of the Riemann tensor they are indeed precisely
the usual first and second Bianchi identities, albeit with extra dimensions.
The potential Gik determines the vector connection Γ
k
ij via the equation
Γkij = G
t
iT
k
tj + ∂i(T
β
jα)T
α
mβg
mk
where the last term can be viewed as a basis adjustment term compen-
sating for the different hidden basis dependencies. Hence Gik determines
the geometry of the manifold and should also therefore determine the grav-
itational field Rkij .
However when we sought such an equation explicitly we obtained
Rkij =
[
∂i(G
k
j )− ∂j(Gki )
]
+GxiG
y
jT
k
xy −NAi NBj T kAB
+ (Gmj Q
k
im −Gmi Qkjm)
Where Qcab = ∂a(T
β
bα)T
α
sβg
sc.
This would suggest that the gravitational field depends on both the
vector potential Gik and the versor potential N
A
k .
There is an inconsistency here that we have yet to fully resolve. We
suspect that the versor potential NAk , which as a connection component has
a hidden basis dependence on the spinor basis, can be made to vanish by a
suitable choice of spinor basis.
The lack of an associated versor component of curvature tells us that
the effect on spinors of parallel translation around a loop has no versor
component. Hence we suspect that it is possible, perhaps by using path
integration, to redefine our spinor bases consistently across the manifold in
such a way that it eliminates the versor component of parallel translation.
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If this can indeed be done then the gravitational field Rkij will indeed be
determined only by the gravitational potential Gik, albeit in a rather more
complicated fashion than we might have hoped for.
With regards to source equations for our forces it is not difficult using our
toolkit to write down versions of the Ampere-Gauss and Einstein equations.
However these equations are very different and in particular they clearly are
not simply components of an overall equation for Rαijβ. This suggests that
perhaps one of these equations is not correct.
We then considered the equation
∇jRβjiα − 12gtsT ritRβrsα = Θβiα
where ∇iΘβiα = 0; which has components
∇jFji − 12gtsT ritFrs = Ji
∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt = Kki
The scalar component is the Ampere-Gauss equation for electromag-
netism while the vector component, which we call Ussher’s equation, is an
alternative source equation for gravity.
It is rather bold to suggest such a different looking equation as an alter-
native to Einstein’s equation. However the close parallel to the equations
for electromagnetism makes us confident that Ussher’s equation will ap-
proximate Newtonian gravitation in the weak field non-relativistic limit.
The only loose end at this point seemed to be determining the nature
of the source terms. In preparation for this we looked at an alternative
Lagrangian approach to the source equations which would enable us to
later calculate source terms from the Lagrangians for matter.
The Lagrangian approach however turned out to be very interesting
indeed. Finding a suitable Lagrangian density for the curvature Rαijβ was
not difficult. The function
L = ||Rαijβ||2 = Lg − 4Le
for example is an obvious choice and separates naturally into compo-
nents Le = ||Fij||2 and Lg = ||Rkij||2 for the electromagnetic and gravita-
tional fields respectively.
The interesting part was describing all possible variation to the geom-
etry which leave the axiomatic properties of our framework intact. This
complicated our analysis.
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We were able to categorise the variations into three cases. Case 1 vari-
ations only involved the scalar component of the field and minimising the
Lagrangian for such variations gave the Ampere-Gauss equation. Case 2
variations were variations with the same form as a change of basis and left
the Lagrangian invariant. Case 3 variations were the most complicated.
We found that these variations could be expressed in terms of two small
but not independent parameters bnm and δ
n
m, and that the variation in the
Lagrangian in terms of these was
δL =
∫
Ω
−4Uki gmignk bnm
+
(
RkijR
c
abg
iagkc ± 4FijFabgia
)(
4gjm1bn − gjb1mn
)
δnm dx
◦
where Uki is Ussher’s tensor
Uki = ∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt
In the weak field case the second term of the integral is insignificant
compared to the first. Hence Uki = 0 which is Ussher’s equation in the
absence of sources, solves the Lagrangian problem in the weak field case.
This however is deceptive because the dependence between bnm and δ
n
m
prevents the former from varying arbitrarily and hence additional weak field
solutions may be possible.
Solving the Lagrangian problem fully we obtained the equation
Atkmin ∇tU ik +Bkmin U ik = 32(Smn +Wmn )
where U ik is Ussher’s tensor andW
m
n is a second order term. In the weak
field case we can conceptualise this in terms of a two step process; firstly
solving the dark equation
Atkmin ∇tX ik +Bkmin X ik = 32Smn
to find the sith X ik; and then solving Ussher’s equation U
k
i = X
k
i , or
equivalently
∇jRkji − 12T jisgstRkjt = Xki
to find the field.
What these equations are telling us is that the influence of matter on
gravity is less direct than we had supposed. In the weak field case we can
conceptualise this as a two stage process whereby the distribution of matter
determines an intermediate quantity we call the sith; and the sith then acts
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as the effective source of gravity. It is quite possible for the sith to differ
from the source, and when this occurs we are likely to interpret it as dark
matter. However there really is no matter present.
We have stumbled upon a possible explanation for one of the greatest
mysteries of modern physics, the nature of dark matter. It seems that
gravity can indeed behave in some circumstances as though matter were
present when it is not, And we even have a dynamical equations to describe
this behaviour.
Of course this is only a possible explanation. It must be tested against
reality. That means we are going to need to actually simulate those rather
horrible looking differential equations and compare the results to observa-
tion. Only once this is done if the results agree, can we truly say that we
have found and explained dark matter. We might also hope to explain dark
energy in the same way.
In the spirit of optimism we end this section with a conjecture. The sith
satisfies the same identities as Ussher’s tensor, hence ∇kX ik = 0 and sith is
conserved. We conjecture that the amount of extra sith in galaxies (dark
matter) exactly balances the deficit of sith (dark energy) in intergalactic
space. Hence dark energy is the result of sith that ‘should’ be present in
intergalactic space going off and hanging around a galaxy pretending to be
dark matter; leaving behind a deficit.
12.4 The Physics of Matter
We next turned to the equations of matter and in particular the Dirac
equation which should describe fermions. It was largely the Dirac equation
and its natural compatibility with so(2, 3) that prompted this work in the
first place. We therefore expected to have no difficulty adapting the Dirac
equation to our framework.
Indeed the Dirac equation does adapt very well. The Dirac operator it-
self becomes simply a Curl operator; the Dirac matrices are intrinsic trans-
lation operators; and everything works beautifully. Indeed because our
framework affords an interpretation to the Dirac matrices it is considerably
easier to work with the equation in this context than it is normally.
For wave functions which are constant across the six Lorentz dimensions
the parallel to the standard Dirac equation is exact, and we can therefore
describe electrons in this way. Wave functions that vary across the Lorentz
dimensions need explanation. We did not investigate these further, but it
is possible that they describe additional fermions.
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An analysis of these more general solutions should start by using some
kind of separation of variables on the equation to isolate the behaviour
across the Lorentz dimensions from the behaviour across the translation
dimensions. Since the rotation coordinates are compact we might hope
that the behaviour across Lorentz dimensions can be described using special
functions with discrete parameters, which could be regarded as determining
particle type. However we did not attempt to do this.
We also desired a Lagrangian derivation of the Dirac equation in order to
extract from the Lagrangian density source terms for gravity. This turned
out to be considerably more complicated than we had anticipated.
The problem was not with our framework which actually made the work
considerably clearer. It was much easier for example to check that our La-
grangian density was scalar. However this added clarity revealed difficulties
with the standard Lagrangian approach to the Dirac equation that are typ-
ically obscured in the notation.
In particular as a result of our analysis we now doubt that the standard
Dirac Lagrangian density is a well defined scalar. It seems to have an
undeclared conformal degree of freedom. In our notation this degree of
freedom is described by the Crump factor h•, which specifies the choice of
invariant symplectic form and is needed to define the probability vector.
This Crump factor seems to be a physical field of some sort.
Crump scalars differ from true scalars in their parallel transport proper-
ties and are linked to the electromagnetic field. Hence we can’t simply drop
this factor or set it to a constant and ignore it. The non-trivial parallel
transport will introduce an extra term involving the Crump connection Hk
every time we take a covariant derivative.
Solving the Lagrangian problem properly with the Crump factor present
introduces an additional equation involving Hk which seems severely con-
straining and non-physical. The cure seems to be to introduce a dynamical
term for h• which the standard Dirac Lagrangian lacks. This will convert
this additional equation into a more physical looking wave equation for h•.
The precise nature of this extra term and the interpretation of h• (is it a
Higgs?) were not investigated further.
Also causing difficulties with the Dirac Lagrangian density was the fact
that it is complex. This is a well known annoyance with the standard
theory justified on the basis that the complex Lagrangian density can be
made to give the expected real answers. However the more complicated
gravitational variations in our framework make the issue more critical since
it appears that the complex Lagrangian gives imaginary source terms for
gravity under these variations. Since we can’t have that, this is yet another
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reason for thinking that we need a better Lagrangian density.
12.5 Conclusion
I hope you will agree that the mathematical tools developed in this book
have proved their worth by clarifying much that is obscure and by making
unexpected predictions. Possibly the most striking prediction is the new
description of gravitation and in particular the explanation of dark matter.
What is most striking is the minimal nature of the assumptions from which
these were generated. Our description of dark matter assumed only the
axioms of a framework which naturally encode the so(2, 3) symmetry, and
the fairly natural Lagrangian ||Rαijβ||2. That was all. The power of the
predictions arising from such minimal assumptions demonstrates the value
of this approach.
We now hope many others will come and play in this playground since
there is much work remaining to be done. In particular second quantisation
or similar is obviously needed. However in doing so we ask that an effort
be made to respect the mathematics as much as possible. Mathematics
is a powerful tool for predicting the unexpected consequences of a set of
assumptions, but it can only do its job if the mathematics is not abused.
The abuse of mathematics in modern mathematical physics destroys the
utility of what should be one of its most powerful tools.
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